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This document contains the transcripts of the
presentations made at the eleventh Foundation
Management Conference held in Davos, Switzer-
land between 24 and 27 May 1982. The themeof the
conference was☁☁Future Directions for Information
Technology☂, and the programme wasdesigned to
address a broad range of issues that the senior
manager needsto be awareof in order to plan suc-
cessfully into the next decade.
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THE BUTLER COX FOUNDATION

Butler Cox & Partners
Butler Cox is an independent managementconsul-
tancy and research organisation, specialising in the
application of information technology within com-
merce, government and industry. The company
offers a wide rangeofservices both to suppliers andusersof this technology. The Butler Cox Foundation
is a service operated by Butler Cox on behalf of sub-
scribing members.

Objectives of the Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundationsets out to study on be-half of subscribing members the opportunities andpossible threats arising from developments in thefield of information systems.
New developments in technology offer excitingopportunities ♥ and also posecertain threats ♥ forall organisations, whetherin industry, commerceorgovernment. Newtypesof systems, combining com-puters, telecommunications and automated officeequipment, are becoming not only possible, but alsoeconomically feasible.
As a result, any manager whois responsible for in-troducing new systems is confronted with theCrucial question of howbestto fit these elementstogether in ways that are effective, practical andeconomic.
While the equipment is becoming cheaper, thereverse is true of people ♥ andthis applies both tothe people who design systems and those who makeuse of them. At the same time, human considera-tions become even more important as people☂s atti-tudes towardstheir working environment change.
These developments raise new questions for themanagerof the information systems function as heseeks to determine and achievethe best economicmix from this technology.

Membership of the Foundation
The majority of organisations participating in theButler Cox Foundation are large organisations seek-ing to exploit to the full the most recent develop-ments in information systems technology. An impor-tant minority of the membership is formed by sup-pliers of the technology. The membershipis interna-tional with participants from the United Kingdom,France, Sweden,Switzerland, Denmark, the Nether-lands, Belgium, Italy, South Africa and the UnitedStates.

The Foundation Research Programme
The research programmeis plannedjointly by ButlerCox and by the memberorganisations. Each yearButler Cox draws upa short-list of topics that reflectsthe Foundation☂s view of the importantissuesin in-formation systems technology andits application.Memberorganisations rank the topics according totheir own requirements and as a result of this pro-cess a mix of topics is determined that the membersas a whole wishthe researchto address.
Before each research project starts there is afurther opportunity for members to influence thedirection of the research. A detailed description ofthe project definingits scope and the issues to be ad-dressed is sentto all members for comment.

The Report Series
The Foundationpublishessix reports each year. Thereports are intended to be read primarily by seniorand middle managers who are concerned with theplanningof information systems. They are, however,written in a style that makes them suitable to be readboth by line managers andfunctional managers. Thereports concentrate on defining key managementissues and onoffering advice and guidance on howand whento addressthose issues.
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SESSION A

THE IMPACT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

David Butler, Butler Cox & Partners Limited

David Butler is Chairman and co-founderof Butler Cox & Partners Limited andofits research group the Butler
Cox Foundation.

After attending Mill Hill School Mr Butler won an open scholarship to Keble College, Oxford, where he read
Greats.
He entered data processing in 1962 as a trainee programmer. After working as a systems analyst and
programmerhe joined the Urwick Group as a consultant/researcher. From 1970 to 1976hefilled a numberof
senior posts with a well-known American consulting firm. Butler Cox was set up in early 1977.
He is a Vice-President of the British Computer Society and has won two national prizes for essays on
computing. He has publishedover a hundredarticles in magazines and newspapers and is anoccasional radio
and TV broadcaster. He has lectured widely in Britain and abroad and led the UK team which presented
viewdata at the White House, Washington D.C. Heis the authorof ☁☁Britain and the Information Society☝.
In the early days of the year of our Lord 1960, a
young manleft college. He did not know what he
wanted to do for a career. He only knew whathe did
not want to do. He did not wantto join the commer-
cial rat race. He thought that a job in somekind of
public service would be morally superior.
He joined a unit of the local administration in the
country where he lived. He becamea traineein the
accounts department. He studied in the evenings in
order to become a qualified accountant. In the day-
time he examined invoices and wrote an accounting
code on them. He examined invoices from the gas
company,from the electricity company and from the
water company. Many of the accounts were wrong
and, whenthey were wrongthey always charged too
much, never toolittle. By correcting them he saved
manythousandsof dollars a year for his employer.
His salary was $1,200 a year. ☁Why don☂t we have
holidays, books, a car?☝☂ asked his wife. He had no
answer.
In the early days of the year of our Lord 1962, the
young manwascloseto despair. Invoices, children
and the salary of $1,200 a year had combined to
undo him. ☁Whatshall | do?☝ he asked himself. But
he had no answer.
One day the chief financialofficer of the adminis-
tration wrote a memorandum to all the many and
intelligent people who worked for him. It had been
decided to buy a computer. Applications were
invited from those who wished to become computer

The Butler Cox Foundation
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programmers. The young man did not know what a
computer was, much less a computer programmer.
But he thought that to be a computer programmer
soundedfuturistic and laid back ♥ this wasstill the
1960s ♥ and so he applied.
The competition wasfierce, both from other young
graduates tired of writing account codes on
invoices, and from older employees who had dis-
covered that what the future held for them was no
different from writing account codes on invoices,
although their salaries were more than $1,200 a
year.
The other candidates to become computer program-
mers studied booksonthe principles of the electro-
nic digital computer. He studied the reports that his
boss had written on why to buy a computer. He gave
the selection committee smug answers based on
everything they had already agreed. He got one of
the jobs.
A month later, everything had changed. He was
much closer to despair than he had ever been
checking invoices. The language of the computer
wasincomprehensible. How wasit possible to read
One character at a time from paper tape? A paper
tape might contain a million characters.At this rate
his program would take a hundredyearsto write, let
alonetest.

One night he had a dream. He dreamedthat he was
called to the computer manager☂s office. ☜☁We're
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firing you from the computer team,☝☂ said themana-
ger. ☜☁Why?☝ he asked. ☁☁Becauseyou don☂t think like
aman.☝
Next day he understood about subroutines. Hewrote, once again from scratch, his program, com-piled it clean and testedit.
Inthe yearof our Lord 1980, another young man tookhis car from his garage and told his young and prettywife that he wasgoing for a drink with his friends, arespite he had well earned from his heavy weeklywork. But he did notjoin his friends and he did nottake adrink. Instead, he placedin his car the tools ofhis hobby, which was murdering women. He droveinto the red light district of a town near where helived and quickly attracted the attention of a prosti-tute. Ina recession prostitutes are easily attracted.The prostitute knew how many women had beenmurderedin thedistrict. In order to avoid alarmingher it was necessary for him to pretend to go throughthe routine of such commercial negotiations ♥ hisrequirements, herprice.
As it happened, his car was illegally parked. Twoyoungpoliceofficers on routinetraffic duty noticedthe car and radioedits registration numberto theirheadquarters. A computer file had been prepared ofthe registration numbers of all cars seen in thevicinity of earlier murders. The computer found amatch, the car was searched and the hobbyinstru-ments found. The lives of an unknown number ofwomen were saved by a computer.
In the year of our Lord 1982,the elected governmentof one European country decided to join the growingnumberof nations which have legislation to preventthe abuseof data fed into computers. They decidedto have a registrar who wouldtell people what theymight and might not do with datain computers, andwho would punish Savagely those who did what theywere not allowedto do.In this way, they hoped tosatisfy other countries which already had laws aboutcomputers.
The young man who had been a programmer in theyear of our Lord 1962 (but not ♥ | repeat not ♥ theSame one who had been a mass murdererin 1980)had by now becomethe chairmanof a consultancycompany. He wasevenvice-president of a nationalcomputer society. And his Salary was no longer$1,200 a year. But he had joined the commercialratrace. Now he was old enoughto be askedhis opinionconcerning the new law governing whatinformationabout people should and should not be put into com-puters. But many peoplein other Organisations werealso asked.
The new law proposed by the governmentdid notcover muchof what the governmentitself would put

into computers about people. ☁☁It☂s a sham,☝ saidmanypeople, ☜I don't care what companies put intocomputers about me,| only care what people putinto government computers about me. Theyare theenemy. | need to know what they think they knowabout me.☝
But the once young Programmer thought of themurdererin his car, with his hammerandhis knifeand his shears, andreflected that if the murdererhad known whatthe government knew abouthis carthen he would have changedhis car. Andthe vice-President of the computer society was very, veryconfused.
In the year of our Lord 1970, a young mansatat thecontrols of an unusual machine. It was a flyingmachine, without wings or rotors, because it wasdesigned to fly withoutair. It was intended to landupon a landingstrip, prepared by no hand but God's,that was 280,000 miles from its base. The youngman was relaxed because he knew that the com-puters would do their job. Only they did not. Twentyfeetfrom the realisation of the dream of Plato, JulesVerne, and Herbert George Wells, the computersfailed.
The young man had enough power toblast himselfbackinto orbit. He knew that he would never haveanother chanceto bethefirst man on the moon andSo he gritted his perfect teeth, strained his 20-20vision through the dust clouds, and switched tomanual control. In the end, 280,000 miles downrange, the hand and eye co-ordination that enabledOur ancestors to stuff a spear in a sabre-toothedtiger☂s eye put Neil Armstrongin the history books.
Do you think you knowthefirst words spoken by aman standing on the surface of another heavenlybody? If you think you do, you are probably wrong.Examine the videotape carefully. ☜It☂s one smallStep for man but

a

giant stride for mankind,☝ thatsickeningly predictable concoction of NASA's pub-lic relations department, was uttered whileArmstrong's spacebootwasin mid-air ♥ sorry, mid-vacuum. Hisfirst wordsonterra firma ♥ sorry, lunarfirma ♥ were: ☜☁It☂s sorft and kinda crumbly☝☂.
In the south Atlantic, in the yearof our Lord 1982, aswesit comfortably here, sipping our mineral waterand wondering whether the next speakerwill bemoreinteresting than the present one, young menCrouch, frozen and apprehensive, abovetheir wea-pons. Few will show their fear, although all mustfeelit. Both nationalities are convinced of the rightnessof their cause. Both are aware, as the missiles andthe smart bombs come winding through the winterair, thattheir lives dependnot just on courage,recti-tude and a willingnessto die ina just cause, but onthe quality of the integrated, interactive, heat-seek-
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ing, decoy-dodging software systems that are de-
ployed on either side. It is called the competitive
edge of information technology.
What have we done? We can use computers to
create for ourselves moreinteresting and rewarding
jobs. We can use them to catch mass murderers.
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We can use them to blow other people☂s sons,
brothers andfriends to pieces. We can use them to
explore the universe.
To find out what we want to do and how we can doit
is why we have cometo this conference.
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THE INFORMATIONSOCIETY: POSITIVE ACTION

Edward de Bono,Independent consultant

Born in Malta, Edward de Bonolater proceeded as a Rhodes Schappointments at the universities of Oxford, London, Cambridge and Harvard.
Heis author of 22 books whicharein the general area ofchange and innovation. Dr. de Bonois the originator of the term ☁lateral thinking☂ which is now Officiallypart ofthe English language with an entry in the Oxford English Dictionary. The books have been best-sellers inJapan, Germanyand the USA.
Dr. de Bono has lectured extensively throughoutthe world. His instruction in thinking has been sought by suchcorporations as IBM, Shell, Unilever, Bank of America, WestinMarsh McLennan,Ciba-Geigy, Monsanto, General Dynamics and manyothers.
He has made twoTVseries: ☁The Greatest Thinkers☂ in 13 parts and a 10 part series for the BBC, ☁de Bono☂sthinking course☂.
Heis the founderand directorof the Cognitive Research Trustat Cambridge which runs whatis the largestprogrammein the world for the direct teachingofthinking as a subjectin schools. Several thousand schoolsare involved world-wide and 100,000 teachers have beentrained in Venezuela which hasput the material intoevery school.

| shall be talking about different aspectsof thinking.It might be as well right at the beginning to say why|coinedtheterm ☁lateral thinking☂. The reasonis that☜creativity☝ as a word is very inadequate. Many so-called creative people are not creative at all.
If we imagine that most of us look at the world in oneparticular way, there may be a highly creativeperson who hasa different way of looking at theworld. If he is effective in communicating with therest of us through his writing, music, painting, orwhatever, he will cause some of us to look at theworld through his eyes. As a result, he is of greatvalue to society ♥ he enlarges our perception, ourvision, our experience. So we call him creative.
But that person may be very rigid. He may beable tolook at the world only in his own particular way. Hemaybe quite unable to look atit the wayother peoplelook at it and quite unable to changehis perceptualstructuring of the world. | do alot of work with artists,designersandarchitects, and there is no doubt thatmanyof them are very rigid people. The samecer-tainly applies to many creative scientists. In otherwords, it is possible for a person to have an idea thatis different and valuable butto lack completely theability to changehis ideas.

 

This can often be the case with youngchildren. If yougive a youngster a problem, because he does nothave an established approachto that problem, heislikely to come up witha highly original approach. Butif you then say to that youngster,☜That is very inter-esting. What about another approach?☝ then verylikely he will say, ☁☁No, no, that is the only possibleone.☝☂ So again we haveanoriginal, creative person,but onethatis alsorigid.
This is one reason whyit was necessaryto invent theterm ☜☁lateral thinking☂. The term describes theability to change our perceptions and to keep chang-ing them, with the emphasis on that movementrather than just on the difference between percep-tions.
Another reason why it was necessaryto invent theterm is that the word ☜Creativity☂☂ is only a valuejudgment on a result. No one ever uses the word☜creative☝ to describe a new idea that he personallydoesnotlike.
If we look only atthe result, it tells us nothing aboutthe process. We know that Darwin spent 20 years ofstudy andvisits to the GalapagosIslands to come upwith his idea of evolution through survivalof the best
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adapted (☁survivalof the best adapted☂ is of course a
tautology). However, another gentleman, Alfred
Russel Wallace, came up with exactly the same idea
after three days of high fever when he had malaria
out in Borneo. If we look only at the result, we must
concludethat malaria is really rather more effective
than 20 years of study and field research.
In other words, attempts to describe creativity by
working back from the result are virtually useless,
because you can achieve a result ina numberofdif-
ferent ways. Discussion of ☁creative thinking☂ can
therefore be very confusing.

That was whyit was necessary to devise something
called lateral thinking, which is a neutral process
that takes place in some particular information uni-
verse. You may uselateral thinking and come up
with no result, which is usually the case. You may
use it and come up with a result that is good but no
better than one you already have, or the cost of
transition may be too high. Or you may comeup with
a result that is better than the one you already have.
In each of these cases one is equally using the
neutral process of lateral thinking. The processis
neutral in the sensethatit is not defined in terms of
the result we may get. The advantageis that we can
learn and use the process. Later in my talk | will
define the information universe in which the process
takes place.
Let us now look at three broad aspects of how we
handle information (see figure 1). The first is where
there is an information source, passive or active,
which sends a signal to some thinking being, who
then interrelates the information with his other ex-
perience and takes some decision or action.
 

Figure 1
Three typesof information system

Information sourcei)  
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The secondis where the information flows from the
source straight through somesensordeviceor other
linkage (which has been originally designed by our
thinking being) to action.
The aspect in which | am particularly interested is
the third, where the information creates its own
reality which flows on into action. Thatis the particu-
lar type of information system that | shall refer to
from time to time in this talk ♥ what we mightcall
active information systemsrather than passive sys-
tems, which thefirst two are.
Let us now look at the three basic ways we havefor
getting something done. | shall use the model of a
ball rolling down a slope.
Thefirst approach is to cut a channelor a groovein
the surface of the slope. That correspondsto using
procedures, formulae,or algorithms. It is veryeffi-
cient and very effective. Most of our personal or cor-
porate life is spent in trying to set up just such
channels so that when we enter them we end up
where we wantto go.
This approach has many advantages, butit also has
some disadvantages. You cannotstart from some-
where new unless you cut a linking channel. You
cannotshift your objective unless you cut a connect-
ing channel.
The second methodis also one we uSe a great deal.
In my model, this consists of placing a light source
(for example,a light bulb) at the target and equipping
the ball with some sensing devicesothatit finds its
way towards the target. This is goal-directed
behaviour, which in biological terms is known as
trophic behaviour, and in management terms is
known as managementby objectives.
Clearly this is less efficient than the first method
because it wastes a lot of energy. Because it
involves taking decisions, it requires sensitivity and
a higher calibre of person. But it does have the ad-
vantage that you canstart at any point andthatit is
relatively easy to change your target if you wantto.
So the second method has some advantages and
somedisadvantagesrelative to the first method.

The third method is also one we use a great deal,
although we do not often acknowledge it. This
method consistsofletting the ball go and then, when
it has arrived somewhere, we decide that that was
where we wantedit to go. This method applies to the
way werun businesses,and it applies to the way we
develop ideas. In particular, it applies to the way our
minds form concepts. We havevirtually no control
over the way we form concepts ♥ the nature of the
landscapeorthe terrain, the pressures, the oppor-
tunities, the technology available at any moment,
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shape where weare, and then wejustify that as
being the wayof lookingatthings.
Now let us consider the two basic models ofprogress. Thefirst is the technological model, whichis shown diagrammatically at the top of figure 2. Atsome stage of progress there is a technologicalinput that accelerates progress. Then later there isanother technological change that further accele-rates progress. Aviation provides an example ofthismodel of progress. There are many people alivetoday who were bornbeforethefirst aeroplane everflew. Some time ago, crossing the Atlantic byair, |wasreflecting that the spoonful of mashed potatoesthat | was about to put in my mouth was travellingfaster than

a

rifle bullet. So, within a lifetime, wehave progressed from nothing to huge achieve-mentsin aviation. In data processing electronics wehave seen the same sort of technological, geo-metrically increasing type of progress.
 Figure 2
Twobasic modelsof progress

 

 

In contrast, the lower portion of figure 2 showsanother type of progress. Here, our initial experi-encein the field sets up a certain pattern, concept,arrangement, or organisation of information, whichthen carries us along with its own momentum. Wemay then reacha point from which the only way toprogressis to undo thatparticular concept and gobackto find a point from which we can progress witha different concept. This is an extremely slowprocess, which is why inhuman affairs in general ourProgressis so extremely slow.This sort of Progress

occursin technical fields as well, but primarilyitis tobe found in humanaffairs.
The undoing of conceptsis extremely difficult. Wehave no natural graveyard for concepts, and nosatisfactory way of changing concepts. Later, |describe different ways of changing concepts, butbefore thatlet us look at the different forms of con-tinuity.
There are twosorts of continuity. Thefirst is con-tinuity by neglect. To give an example, for 40 years alittle solenoid-operated arm which flipped up wasused on motorvehiclesto indicate the driver☂s inten-tion to turnleft or right. It was perfectly useless ♥ itwasalways breaking off and it could not be seenfrom manyangles.Yet for 40 years it was regardedas satisfactory. Then someone thought of usingflashing lights as indicators. The technology for suchlights had been available all along, but artificial armindicators were used because they were a continua-tion of the way things had been donebefore. Whenyou turned right in a carriage you put your whip handout. In the first motor cars, when you turned right youput your hand out. When cars became enclosed thenatural thing to do was to use an artificial, mechani-cal arm. That is what | mean by continuity by neglect.

In data processing, and manyother areas, much ofour thinking is to use new technologyto dothings inthe same wayas they have been done previously.
The second sort of continuity | call continuity byricochet. Something comes into being, and thatcreates an institution, a procedure, or a set ofmechanics,which onceit exists determines the waythings will continue to develop. Each successivedevelopment is then influenced by the way theprevious development was carried out. ThisProducesa ricocheteffect where each developmentcreates a setting which then moulds its furtherdevelopment, which enhancesthe institution, whichmouldsits further development, and so on. It is verydifficult to break out of that sort of operationbecause any changein the direction of developmentat a particular time does notfit the institution whichis guiding the development.
For example, it is interesting to speculatethatif goldhad not been heavy we would have a totally differentfinancial system. What happened wasthat goldconstituted people☂s wealth, butit was heavy and soinstead of Carrying it around youleft it with a gold-smith. The goldsmith then gave you a piece of paper,which wasreally a certificate of deposit saying thatyou owned so muchgold, and youcarried thatcertifi-cate around.If you wanted to pay a bill, you wouldgive someonea sliceof your rights to that gold. Mostimportantly, no one needed to collect or see the goldunless he became worriedthatit was not there. So
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the whole system of money and credit expansion,
and our whole concept of how we handle
economics, developed in this way.
Had gold not been heavy, or had we had somenota-
tional way of indicating a person☂s wealth, we might
have had a very different economic system. In the
future | think that we will get back to rather different
economic systems based on different concepts
from those of the current system. For example, with
our data processing capacity, we may have several
different, almost closed-loop economies working
within the same economic system without requiring
a multipotential flow in different directions. But that
is something in the future.

To summarise, there are two typesof continuity. One
occurs through neglect and the other through a
ricochet effect where the happening createstheinsti-
tution which preserves the happening, and so on.
To continue this brief look at continuity, | shall use a
simple analogy. Welive over time and time passesin
a particular direction. As time passes, we get dif-
ferent inputs, different experiences. Whether they
are technical, marketing, political or whatever, we
try to make the best use of what we have at the
moment. We cannot say that we wouldlike to stop
existing ata particular pointin time and take upexist-
ing when the picture has become clearer (much as
British Leyland would like to do from time to time!).
You need to put the inputs, the experiences,
together to maximise whatyou have at the moment.

Figure 3 providesanillustration of this. Imagine that
you are given shapes, which represent your input,
one at a time and are askedto try to makethe best
use of what you have. Best use in these termsis a
 

Figure 3
Examples of maximising the use of successive inputs
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Stage 4
 

 

 

Stage 5    
 

shape that is easy to describe to someone who
cannot see what you are doing. At eachof thefive
stages shownin figure 3, the new piece, the new
input, is shown shaded.

Mostpeopleput thefirst two pieces together to form
a rectangle as shown. For each of thesefirst two
pieces, the long side is equal to two widths, and the
completed rectangle is three times as long asit is
wide.
Time passes and weare given further input (stage
3). We can build on our existing system fairly easily
as shown, and we get a rectangle four times as long
as it is wide.
Time passes and weare given a further input (stage
4). Quite sensibly, we build on what we have. But
then, when wereceivethefinal piece (stage 5), we
find that it does not fit. More than likely we then
decide thatit is a good enoughfit and leaveit at that.
There are two points to be madehere. First, whether
or not welike it, if we are in a sequential system
where wetry to maximise our use of input at each
stage, our ideas at any moment will inevitably be less
than if we were to make maximum useof our experi-
ence or of the technology available to us. That is
inevitable. There is no way of escaping that,
becauseif you are dependent on a sequence then
you cannot maximise in the same wayas if you were
not dependent on that sequence.
The second, importantpointis that being right at each
stage is not enough. Up to and including stage 3 we
clearly had a correct, economical arrangement. In
order to proceed from there, we may have to go back
and change whatinits day wasa perfectly valid, and
probably the best, arrangement. If we do this then
wecould achieve the arrangement(using the same
inputs) shown in figure 4. With this arrangement,
 

Figure 4
Different use of the inputin figure 3
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addingthe last two piecesis extremely easy, and we
do not have to worry about theratio of the sides.

In any audience there are some people whofeelthat,
with their superior intelligence, they would at the
second stage have put the pieces together as infigure 4 and so have avoided runninginto trouble.
However, had they donethat then |, in my role asFate, God, Providence, or whatever, would havegiven them asthe fourth input the shaded pieceshownin figure 5, in which case they would havebeenbetter off with thefirst, more straightforwardarrangement.

 
Figure 5
Alternative inputat stage 4 offigure 3
 

 

     
 

In other words, unless we have complete knowledgeof the future, which is somewhat unlikely, there is nowaythat we canso arrange our conceptionsor con-figurations to make the best use of whatever maycome along. We canplan for contingency, we canhave back up positions, we can havefluid positions,but whatever we do we are committed to some par-ticular direction, whetherwelikeit or not. Even if youkeep all your money in the bank at a particularmoment, you arestill not uncommitted ♥ you arecommitted to the continuance of Paul Volcker asheadof the Federal Reserveinthe United States. Sowhateveryou do you are always committed in somedirection. And whatever concept you have, inevit-ably there will come a time when usefully you oughtto go back to changethat conceptin order to moveforward.
This does not meanthat because you Ought tochangeitwill necessarily be feasible to change.Ifyou are stuck for example at Stage 5 offigure 3 andyou can conceivethatfigure 4 is a better concept,the cost of change, and the friction it would Cause,may be suchthat you prefer to continue with yourfirst concept. This was the Case for example in theprinting industry for about 30 or 40 years.
Let us now look at another case of continuity. Look attheletters in figure 6 in turn and commit yourself tomarking each either with a tick, indicating that youthink it has a common characteristic with the firstletter (already marked by a tick), or with a cross,indicating that it does not have that characteristic(as in the case of the secondletter whichis alreadymarked with a cross).

 

 

Figure 6
A further exampleof continuity
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If | put these letters up one ata time ona projector,and mark them myself with ticks and crosses, askingthe audienceto call out ☁Yes☂ if they think | am rightor ☁No☂ if they think | am wrong,then the audience isalways in agreement when| markasfollows:

Coy

So
ns x

Vv
Vv

When| reach F, however, and markit with a tick,either people think that | have made a mistake andsay ☁☁No☝ more loudly, or they think that | havecheated and changedtherules,or they just get con-fused. The same happens when| then mark with aCross.In fact, | have not made a mistake and | havenot changed the rules ♥ there is a consistent themerunning through the crosses andticks with which |have marked theletters.
Whathappensis that up to J people are usually led tothink in termsofstraightlines and curves, and up tothat point, thatisa perfectly correct hypothesis.| willtell you in a moment what hypothesis | am using inmarking the letters with ticks and crosses.
The concept of this exercise is trivial but theprinciple behindit is extremely important. The prin-cipleis thatif we have anidea that works, and works,and works, and works, then we have no choice but toconsider that as a valid idea. We have no choicewhatever.If it then fails abruptly, as it does here,then we are causedto reconsider our idea.In reallife, of course, it never fails abruptly. In real life itStarts being somewhatlessefficient and atfirst weStill hold it as a good idea. When it becomeslessefficient we now blameinterest rates, Japanesecompetition, trade barriers, and any other excuseweCanthinkof, until eventually the degree offailureiS SO great that we decide that maybe the conceptneeds changing.

In other words, whetheror not welikeit, inevitably asuccessful idea will overrun the point at whichitcould usefully have been changed, reconceptua-lised and rethought.
Theparticular concept usedin the exercise in figure
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Gis trivial. All the letters that | tick would be unstable
if they were solid objects. There are many other
concepts that would fit my pattern of ticks and
crosses. The important point is the principle that
repeated success of an idea causes the idea to
becomeso establishedthat, outside of mathematics
which, being a closed system, can be used to
validate ideas, it will inevitably go on being used
beyondthe point at which it could usefully have been
changed.
What mechanisms do we have for changing con-
cepts? We might say that one of the mechanisms we
have for changing conceptsis evidence. If we pile up
the evidence andthis showsthat the existing idea is
wrong, then we will changethat idea. This happens
sometimes, but the waythatit is handled in science
is extremelyinefficient.

| will give you an example. Some years ago, in
Canada, there was a famous experimentcarried out
on rats. The experimenters wired up a rat so that
whenit pressed a bar it closed a contact and that
stimulated part of the rat☂s brain. They found that
whenthey put the electrodein at a certain point, the
rat went on pressing the bar time and time again.
Evenif they put some food, or a rat of the opposite
sex, alongside the wired-up rat, it went on pressing
the bar. As a result, the experimenters called that
part of the rat☂s brain ☁the pleasure centre☂.

For years, all around the world, people in labora-
tories tried to find the pleasure centre in humans,
hoping at the sametime that they would never find it,
because, if they did, we would simply put in an elec-
trode, wire ourselves up, and spendthe rest of our
lives in corners, pressing contacts. It was only 22
years later that it was discovered that the pleasure
centre hypothesis is probably not the explanationfor
the rat☂s behaviour. For 22 years all the data had
been looked at through that hypothesis andall the
data had confirmed that hypothesis. What wasdis-
covered 22 years later was that a certain chemical
wasbeingreleasedinto the rat☂s brain, andthat this
chemical release simply keeps going whatever
circuit is operating at the moment.
We need such a mechanism in the brain becauseif
you stretched out your handfor a glass of whisky and
you did not have such a persevering mechanism you
would immediately forget why you stretched out
your hand.
So there was no pleasure centre at all. The
behaviour was more an obsession or a compulsion
♥ one particular circuit in the brain was kept going
by the release of a chemical.
That is a classic example of how our normal scienti-
fic method, consisting of choosing the right hypo-
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thesis, looking at the evidence, and trying to support
the hypothesis,is a very limited way of proceeding,
and why science could move muchfaster if we got
into the habit of using alternative hypothesis
windowsthrough whichto lookat information.

So that is the first mechanism for changing con-
cepts, and it is not all that efficient.
The second mechanism is what we might call the
dialectic method. This meansthat one person has an
idea, someoneelse opposesit, they argueit out, and
in the end one of them either changeshis idea or
simply loses the argument. This is very much the
Western tradition. Again it is a very inefficient
method because you cannot changeanidea unless
you can proveit deficient or inadequate. Also, when
you attack an idea, someonedefendsit, and the two
of you then spend a long time attacking and defend-
ing. Moreover, you cannot seek to change some-
thing which really. is adequate, becauseif it is ade-
quate someoneelsewill say, ☁☁It is good. You cannot
proveit bad. Why should you changeit?☝☂ Also, in this
tradition there is less willingness to explore,
because you cannot explore unless you have proved
the need to explore.

Contrast that tradition with the non-Westerntradi-
tions. The Japanese, for example, have not had the
dialectic tradition. They in general have very rigid
societies and the paradoxis that rigidity gives you
great freedom to explore. The reason thatrigidity
gives you freedom to exploreis that you can explore
knowing that, if you do not find anything, you can
come back on stream.In the dialectic tradition, you
cannot explore unless you have destroyed the base,
so you are reluctant to do so.
In non-Western traditions you explore and, if you hit
achannel that makes sense, you immediately switch
to that. So you get exploration and switching rather
than dialectic clashes between people adopting
fixed ideas.
The reasons for there being a dialectic tradition in
Western culture are not hard to see. Partly it is a
result of the Hellenic tradition, and partly of the
Socratic tradition, but more importantly it is the
residueof the tradition created by the thinkers of the
Middle Ages who belongedto the Church and whose
purpose was to keep that institution intact by
destroying the heresies that arose. If you could
destroy a heresy you kept the Churchintact. So that
type of thinking ♥ the dialectic clash system as
such ♥ has becomethe established thinking of
Western society ever since the Churchran the uni-
versities, schools, andsoon. For its original purpose
it was a valid way of thinking. For the purpose of
being able to change concepts constructively it is
very inefficient.
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Let us look at other methods of change, such as
mistake or accident. In medicine, for example, vir-
tually all advances have come about through mis-
take or accident. The more recent trend in medicine
of using heavy numbercrunching for measurement
analysis has producedverylittle ♥ in terms of the
investmentin time and moneythat has been made, it
has producedhorrifyingly little. The reason is verysimply that analysis will always be inadequate as atool in a complex system, because one can never
know all the parameters.
Let us look at one classic example of a mistake.Thishappened whenPasteur was working with chickencholera. He went away one weekend and before heleft he told his assistant to put a beaker of choleragermsinto the drinking water of the chickens. Hecame back after the weekend, expecting to findmost of the chickens dead. He was then going toexamine those that had survived to see why theywereresistantto the cholera germs. To his surprise,all the chickens werestill running around. He askedhis assistant whether his instructions had beenCarried out. His assistantreplied that they had. How-ever, when Pasteur saw the bucket in which hisassistant had diluted the cholera germs, he wasangry, saying that the bucket was much too big. Thefollowing weekend he went awayagain andtold hisassistant to be sure to use the correct, smallerbucket. He came backafter the weekend expectingto find mostof the chickens dead. Again, every oneof them wasstill running around.
From that mistake of using the wrong bucketthefirsttime came the whole concept of immunisation,wherebyby giving a low dose of an infecting agentyou protect against a full dose. In hindsight we cansee that it makes sense, but it would have been verydifficult to see in foresight by means of analysis.| willdiscuss the reasons whyanalysis is inadequate incomplex systemsin a moment.
Let us move onto the type of information universethat | am talking about. Once,in order to illustrate aquite simple point, | invented

a

little jigsaw puzzle. Ithas 16 little squares, each having two faces, whichyou put togetherto form a big Square of 4 x 4. If youtry to put in one piece every second, day andnight,without stoppingto eat, drink or sleep,it could takeyou more than a thousand million years to completethe jigsaw. That is a rather long time, particularlywhenyou consider that man has been on earth foronly ten million years, and even the termites for onlya hundred million years. It is the sort of thing you giveto your enemiesfor Christmas!
The reason whyit takes so long to solve this puzzle isthat the design does not emerge unless youinsertevery piece in the correct sequence. Thereis nosorting strategy or hierarchical strategy to guide you
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in putting one piece against another, so you havetosolve the complete puzzleby trial and error. With 16pieces, each having two faces, the mathematicalcombinations are so huge that you cannot possiblyhopeto try them all.
In other words, if we ever believe thatin anythinkingor information system we can operate by putting theelements togetherin different configurations andchoosing the combination that suits, then we arefooling ourselves ♥ it is utterly impossible simplybecauseof the mathematics of combination.
If we had to cross the road by genuinely analysing allthe relevant data available to us, it would take usabout a monthjust to cross the road. We do not takea month to cross the road, becausethe brainis de-signed to be brilliantly uncreative. That is the mainpurposeofthe brain. If it was anythingelse,it wouldbe useless.

By that | mean that the brain is designed as anenvironment in which incoming experience canorganise itself into patterns. Once we have such apattern, a certain shape,for example, moving at acertain angleto the eye, will trigger that pattern andwewill then read out all the characteristics asso-ciated withit. In other words, we create the scene,we donotjust receivethe information. Whatis more,anything at all similarto that pattern is treated by thebrain, automatically, by means of oneofits simplestoperations, exactly as that pattern. The brain findspattern recognition the easiest possible function toperform. Essentially it cannot do anything other thanpattern recognition. In contrast, in normaldata pro-cessing, pattern recognition is one of the most diffi-Cult things to achieve.
How doesthe brain do this? How does the brainCreate an environment in which incoming informa-tion organisesitself into a pattern? The answer isthat the brain uses active information systems asopposedto passive systems.
Let us look at some models of active informationsystems. First, imagine that we have a tray of sandand that we dropa steel ball on to the surfaceof theSand. The ball stays where we dropit. If we dropitsomewhereelse, it stays there. That is a normal,accurate, passive, recording system. If we puta gridoverthe surface of the sand and assign co-ordinates(letters along one axis, numbers along the other) tothe input then when we dropthe ball in position A2itStays in A2, and when we dropit in C4 it stays in C4.That is the normal waywelike to treat informationwhen wewantan accurate record for communica-tion, storage, and reacting purposes.

Let us contrastthat with another system. Imagine atray that has a moulded plastic surface such that
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whenwedroptheball it always ends up in exactly the
sameplace, the lowestpoint of the curved surface.
Such a surfaceis no longer an accurate record, it is
in essence curving the information. It is an active
system, not a passive system ♥ itis creating its own
reality. From wherethe ball ends up, there is no way
of knowing the position of the point onto whichit was
dropped.
Let us move on to look at the next system, which
consists of a tray containing a heavy viscousfluid ♥
silicon, putty, heavy oil or whatever ♥ with some
sort of membrane on top. When wedropthefirst ball
onthe surface, it sinks in and changesthe contours
of the surface. If we now drop a subsequentball on
the surface, becausethe fluidis viscous, this second
ball will roll down and cluster near the first one.

So here we have an environment in which informa-
tion is self-organising into some sort of grouping or
clustering. The contours of the surface are not pre-
formed, they are formed by the arriving information.

Let us take this a stage further and look at another
model. Let us imagine a towel laid on the surface,
with a bowlof ink alongside. When we put a spoonful
of ink on the surface, it leaves a stain. This happens
with every spoonfulof ink we put on the surface, and
so we have an accurate recording system. If we
want to use it we need an outside processor to
measure andrelate the stored data. This is the tradi-
tional view of the human mind, the view concerned
with memory thinking. For perception, however, it is
probably the wrong system.
The next system is a dish of gelatine. We now heat up
the bowlofink onalittle fire. When we put a spoonful
of the hot ink on the surface, it dissolvesthe gelatine.
Whenwepour away the cooled ink and dissolved
gelatine, we are left with a depression in the surface.
If we place a second spoonfulof hot ink near thefirst,
it will flow into the initial depression, creating a shal-
low depressionof its own and deepening the depres-
sion created bythe first spoonful of ink. If we con-
tinue with spoonfuls of hot ink, each placed nearto
the previous one we end up with a channel eroded
into the surface of the gelatine.
Here we havein essencethe formation of a pattern,
the definition of a pattern being that if you move from
one state to another state with a probability greater
than pure chanceyouarepart of a pattern. If a ball is
placed on anypointin the depression, it will automati-
cally get moved to the deepestpart of the depression.
Inthis system we do not need an outside processor♥
by having different layers of patterns we can get any
type of information processing welike.
Let us move on now to what happensin nerve net-
works. The impulse travels along a nerve in digital
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form. This releases a chemical at the synapse andif
the concentration of the chemicalis sufficient (note
that this is now analogue processing) then another
nerve is triggered. This whole operation is set
against a background of varying chemical fields,
producing a field effect. So the network involves
digital, analogue andfield effect processing.

lf we imagine a sheetof interconnected units then,
when we stimulate one of them and it becomes
active, this spreads to all the neighbours which also
becomeactive. If this wereall there is to the system,
you would get an epileptic fit whenever you looked at
anything, which would not be much use. You can get
the sameeffect by taking strychnine. So the system
as described so far is not much use.
With a slight modification, however, we can turnit
into an extremely effective system. If each time we
activate a unit we release a certain chemical that
builds up a background of chemical effect that in
turn inhibits each other unit then we can create a
balance of excitation and inhibition. As the number
of active units increases,so the excitation pressure
on any unit rises, because it has more neighbours
that are active. The inhibition pressure, however,
will rise much more quickly, becauseit is deter-
mined by the total number of units that are excited,
not just the neighbours.

So a point is reached at which inhibition exceeds
excitation, which makes contained, coherent repre-
sentation possible. This provides the elements of a
pattern-forming, pattern-using system.

This wasall written up years ago in a book of mine
called ☁☁The Mechanism of Mind☂☂ which has now
suddenly become of great interest to people
involved in artificial intelligence and the like. The
mechanism hasalso been simulated on a computer
and does behave aspredicted. It learns, discrimi-
nates, shows humour,and hasinsight.

What doesall this amount to? It amounts to the fact
that in the mind is asystem that provides an environ-
mentfor incoming information to organiseitself into
patterns.

Such a patterning system has many characteristics
that make it a completely different information
universe from the discrete systems we normally
use. There are manypredictions that can be made
from the behaviour of information in a patterning
system which are counter intuitive and quite dif-
ferent from behaviour in discrete systems. For
instance, you can show thatit is mucheasierto learn
something backwards. than to learn it forwards.
There are many experiments that show quitestart-
ling differences.

11
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Let us now look at two particular features of a
patterning system. First, when one particular
pattern is established, there may exist many othertracks and patterns that at this momentin time areinvisible. When an input creates an area ofexcitation, that area will expand by spreading theexcitation to the area immediately surroundingit,but smaller areas of excitation elsewhere willcollapse for the momentas a result of the generalinhibition effect created by the larger area ofexcitation.

This is why patterning systems are viable. This iswhy we can crossthe road, why we can read, why wecan shave, why we can recognise people, and so on.Itis also why manyof the old philosophical problemsof free will determination are non-problemsin a pat-terning universe. They simply do not exist as Prob-lems.

 
Figure 7
Asymmetry of patterning systems

Bie
 

 

 

The second feature is that a patterning systemnecessarily contains asymmetry. For example,infigure 7, the route from A to B may be very rounda-bout, but the route from Bto A maybe very direct. Itis simply that the distribution of probabilities is asym-metric. This has immenseuses. On the other hand, itmakesthe changing of ideas and conceptsverydiffi-Cult, becauseit can be very difficult to move from AtoB.
Aninteresting point aboutthis asymmetryis thatitisthe basis of humour.It has always amazed me howlittle attention philosophers, Psychologists, andinformation theorists have paid to humour, becauseit is by far the most significant characteristic of thehuman mind ♥ far more significant than reason.Reason in information terms is a fairly cheapcommodity, it is simply a matterof running a sortingsystem backwards, and can be achieved by meansof pebbles, cog wheels, semiconductors, or what-everyoulike.
Humour can occuronly ina self-educating pattern-ing system that has somesortof interface, or lan-guage,with which to communicatewith the outside
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world. What happens in humour is one of two things.Either you are going along the main track and some-one now heavily emphasises a point down

a

sidetrack, which provides the double meaning, pun typehumour.Theotheris where we are taken away fromthe main track and in hindsight we can see it makessense.| shall give an example of each.
A classic example of the first kind of humour, thepun, was provided by Bob Hope when he complainedthat he had a very poor Christmas because he hadbeen given only three clubs and, what was worse,only two of these had swimmingpools.
The othertype of humour is illustrated by the story ofa fellowsitting in a train compartment.Theticket in-spector comesin andasksforthe tickets. The manStarts searching frantically for his ticket in hispockets,his case,his coat, and so on. After a while,the ticket inspector has mercy on him and takes theticket out of the man☂s mouth whereit has been thewhole time, punchesit and gives it back. When theinspector has left the compartment, the man☂scompanionsturn to him and say, ☁☁Didn☂t you feelvery foolish looking for your ticket whenit wasinyour mouth the whole time?☂ He says, ☁☁No, thatwasn't foolish at all. | was chewingthe date off theticket.☝

Basically, the humour modelis the same as the hind-sight model and the same asthe insight model. Whatwearetryingto doin lateral thinking is to move fromAto Bin figure 7. But todosowe may have to employa special process.
To illustrate this | will give you one of myfavouriteexamples of lateral thinking, which concerns aWimbledon tennis tournament. Itisa singles tourna-ment and 131 people have entered. Two peopleplay,the winnerplays another winner andso on, andin theend two people play a final match to decide thetournament winner.It rains the first week and theOrganiser hasto putall the matchesinto the secondweek, so he wants to work out how to arrange tohave the minimum number of matches and whatthatminimum numberwill be. There are a numberofways of organising the matches, including havingsome byesin the first and second rounds. There ishoweveronevery simple way of workingit outif wemakea little creative move, and having got to theanswerwe canseein hindsightthatit is obvious. Thecreative move we makeisthis. Normally we focusOur attention on getting a winnerof the tournament.There is one winner.If we shift our attention to thelosers and we regard the tournament as a way ofProducinglosers,not winners, we canseethattherewill be 130 losers. How are losers produced? Eachloseris produced by a loser-producing match. So,ifthere are 130 losers, there must be 130 loser-Producing matches. We then add in the other sorts
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of match there would bein the tournament ♥ in fact
there are none, becausethere are no draws.So the
answeris that the minimum and maximum number
of matches is 130. So just by making a creative step
at the beginning, a shift of attention, we get the
insight we need to solve the problem.
| am making several points here. Oneis that in a
patterning system we need ways of crossing pat-
terns. Traditional experiences such as induction are
all pattern-using methods. Judgment is a pattern-
using method in terms, first, of locating the pattern
and, second, of stopping us from wandering offit.
What we need is a whole rangeofdifferent thinking
strategies where we are concerned with moving
across patterns rather than up and down estab-
lished patterns.

| do not have timeto gointo this in detail but | will give
a few examplesof the sort of things we can do. One
is to create the idiom of movement.In the judgment
idiom, whenwe cometo an idea wherethere is a mis-
match with what we expect, we back away from the
idea ortry to alter it. In the movementidiom, we use
an idea for its movement value irrespective of its
judgmentvalue.
To indicate the movementidiom, | created the word
☜Po☂☂ as distinct from the word ☁☁No☝☂ which belongs
to ajudgment system. Po is an indicator that we are
using the movement system.
| will give a couple of examples.At one time | was in
the United States talking to people involvedin pollu-
tion legislation. When a factory puts out pollution,
people downstream suffer. As a provocation we
made the statement, ☁☁Po, the factory should be
downstream ofitself.☂☂ That soundspretty illogical,
because how cana factory be downstreamofitself?
But from that provocation comesthe following idea.
Normally a factory takes in water and puts out pollu-
tion. The idea is to legislate that whena factory is
built, its input must always be downstreamof its own
output, so that the factoryis the first to get a sample
of whatit is putting out. That has since become stan-
dard legislation in Russia and all east European
countries, but is not so well-knownin the West.
Thatis an example of using aprovocation as a way of
crossing patterns. If we want to cross patterns, we
have to use a temporary, intermediate, unstable
state, just as in chemistry or nuclear physics it may
be necessary to use anintermediate, unstable state
in order to move on to a newstate. This is quite dif-
ferent from following patterns in a sequential
system.
| will give you another example of a provocation. One
of the waysof getting a provocationis just to reverse
something. | was doing an exercise with a group
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once, and the statement was made, ☜☁Po, aeroplanes
should land upside down.☝☂ Obviously, this was not
meant to be a serious suggestion, but from it quickly
cametwo concepts.
First, someone said that if planes landed upside
downthe pilots would get a much better view. So
from that arose consideration of the positioning of
the pilot. Is he where he is becausethatis the best
place or simply because when planes were very
smallit was obviousto sit the pilot ontop, and then as
planes got bigger and biggerthe pilot was put in the
samerelative position?

Another point madewasthatif planes landed upside
down they would land positively ♥ that is, they
would belifted into the ground. From that came the
conceptof having a landing surface that is in some
way retractable, or maybe of variable geometry, so
that when the aeroplane comesin to land the down-
ward lift could be balanced against the normal up-
ward lift. This would provide a muchfiner landing
control than just cutting the engine power.
So from whatat first sight is a deliberate provoca-
tion, we were able to move off into two interesting
directions.

To give another example, the statement was made,
☜Po, cars should have square wheels.☝ This pro-
duced aboutten different ideas, one of which is now
being worked on by Firestone Tyres. | will tell you
about just two of them.
First, someonesaid that square wheels would give
the advantageof a better adhesion surface.The dis-
advantage of course is that the wheels cannotroll
easily. The normal method would be to back away
from sucha silly idea. Using the movementidiom,
we ask how we could achieve the advantage and get
rid of the disadvantage. From that came the concept
of having a hub with an inner tyre at a pressure of say
28 psi, and then an outer tyre at a pressure of say
only 7 psi. So the wheelrolls on the inner tyre but also
gets tremendous adhesion from the outer tyre.
A second idea that arose from the square wheels
provocation camefrom thinking that the car☂s sus-
pension could be adjusted so that the wheels are
lifted as the corners of the squarearerolled over and
so a smoothride could still be achieved. From that
cameaninteresting idea of a vehicle that does not
bumpover rough ground. Imagine that the vehicle
hasthree pairs of wheels plus a jockey wheelat the
front. In fact the jockey wheel could be replaced by
some other sensing device such as a sonar beam.
Whenthe vehicle approaches a bump,the jockey
wheel sensesthe profile of the bump,whichis then
computed,taking into accountthe vehicle☂s speed.
When eachpair of wheels approachesthe bump, the
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suspension simply lifts it over the bump, with the
vehicle continuing to run on the other two pairs of
wheels, and puts it down on the other side. This
produces a vehicle that flows over the ground
instead of bumping over the ground, and the energy
use is only one-twentieth that of a bumping vehicle,
because you do not haveto raise the whole vehicle
over bumps, you only have to raise the wheels. So
here we have developeda quite different conceptof
transport, arising again from a simple provocation.
If we look at the waythe brain handles information,inevitably our experience causes us to use theestablished patterns. There is no occasion on whichwe could analyse the field of potential concepts ♥the mathematics of combination are so hugethat wejust could not beginto analyseall the concepts thatare potentially available. Traditionally we have neverdeveloped waysof cutting across patterns. We havealways moved up and downthem, moving in onedirection with induction and in the other withdeduction. Once we appreciate that we are workingin a patterning universe,very different approachesStart to emerge.Here, | have only scratchedthe sur-face of the field. There are whole areas of otherideas associated with the realisation that we oper-ate in a patterning universe.

One such aspect is concerned with perception ingeneral. One of the biggest problems we have inthinking is that of point-to-point thinking, whichmeansthat we hit upon

a

particular pattern and thenat each point we follow the widest pattern. Thismeansfor example that if we are looking for some-thing on a street map, we would follow what at eachmomentis the widest and best-established pattern,and we wouldnot scan the wholearea.
During an exercise with 24 groupsof schoolchildrenin London,the suggestion was madethat bread, fishand milk be free. Some of the children came fromvery poor backgrounds andsaid that they only hadmilk on the few occasionstheir parents could affordit. Yet 23 out of the 24 groups decidedthat the sug-gestion was a bad idea. They were using classicalpoint-to-point thinking. For instance, they would saythatif such food were free then everyone would wantit, therefore the shops would be crowded, thereforethe buses going to the shops would be crowded,therefore the bus drivers would want more money,the bus drivers would not get more money and sothey would goonstrike, then other people would goon strike, and so it is a bad idea. This is Classicalpoint-to-point thinking of the kind you see happeningall the time.
In order to get round this problem we needto createsome metacognition or scanning Strategies thatallow us to scanthe field more completely. Ina hugeprogramme of teaching thinking in schools in
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Venezuela, England, Australia, Canada, the UnitedStates, and other countries (a programmewecallPM)the first lesson we teach is simply to get thechildren to scanin the plus direction, in the minusdirection, and in the interesting direction. They scanin all these directions, and of course once they havethought something then they cannot unthink it ♥each thoughthasa lasting effect. When they havescannedin all directions, they maketheir decision.
Once in Sydney | was talking to a group of 30children. | asked them if it would be a good ideaifthey were each givenfive dollars a weekfor going toschool. Every one of them said thatit was a greatidea ♥ they could use the moneyto buy sweets,chewing gum and comics. Then, during the courseof the lesson, in separate groupsof five, they wentthroughthis scanning procedureof PMI. | did not sayanother word aboutthe idea of being paid to attendschool. At the end of the lesson they reported backtome and theysaid things such as, ☁☜☁The bigger boyswould beat us up and take the moneyoff us,☝ ☜☁Theschool would raise its charge for meals,☝☂ ☁☁Parentswouldn't give us so many presents,☝ ☁☁There wouldbe less moneyfor teachers and school equipment,☝☂and 29 out of 30 had totally changed their mindsaboutit being a goodidea.
This sort of experiment is highly repeatable, withsophisticated adults as well as with children.
An important point about scanning is that if yourecord the characteristics in a situation and thenonly afterwards decide which goes into the plus,minus, andinteresting categories then you are notusing the same process ♥ you are using a judgmentprocessinstead. The scanning processis quite dif-ferent from a judgment process. There is growingevidence that when you are looking in say the plusdirection you are actually using, as it were, a diffe-rent brain ♥ the chemical setting in your brain isactually different from what it is when you arelooking in the minus direction.
Several aspects are now emerging where what weknow about neurochemistry, neurophysiology, andself-organising systems are comingtogetherto giveus practical guidanceto help us in our thinking.
My next point relates to something knownas theintelligence trap. One of the biggest problems ineducationis the notionthatif youareintelligent youwill be a good thinker. Thatis probably one of theMostdisastrous fallacies in education. The reasonwhyit is disastrousis that people in education feelthatif you are highly intelligent then nothing needs tobe done about your thinking, and if you are moder-ately intelligent then nothing can be done aboutyourthinking. The result is that nothing is done aboutdeveloping anybody's thinking skills.
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Not only are intelligent people often not especially
good thinkers but they may actually be worse
thinkers. The reasonsfor this are complex ♥ some
are physiological and some are sociological. For
example, intelligent people can take upa position on
something and use their thinking to back up that
position. The more coherent, rational and soundthat
positionis, the less they ever see the need to explore
the subject. Since you can construct evidence
arrangement through a hypothesis, you may never
get to explore the subject ♥ instead you stay locked
into one particular view.

The speed of processing of an intelligent mind is
such that from a few signals it can interpret a situa-
tion. A slower mind, which has to take in more sig-
nals, may get a better view. An intelligent person
baseshis self esteem on being right and so is much
more unwilling to speculate and be creative. The
best form of achievementfor anintelligent mind is to
prove someone else wrong. The reasonthatis the
best form of achievementis thatit is immediate and
complete. If you have a constructive idea, that has
no value unless your listener thinks it is any good. It
is rather like telling a joke ♥ if your listener does not
laugh, you have nottold a joke.

There are about 14 different reasons why highly
intelligent people, outside a limited sphere, tend to
be rather ineffective thinkers. Some of the world☂s
leading schools for gifted children are now delibe-
rately teaching thinking as an heuristic strategy
rather than relying onintelligence as such.
So, within our world of information, thereis the tradi-
tional way in which we handle information, and there
is also the perceptual area of thinking. Most of the
traditional ways in which we handle information (for
example induction and deduction)will be taken over
by data processing systems, information nets and so
on. The perceptual area wewill still have to perform
ourselves. We have only just begun to realise the
parameters of perceptual processing in a self-
organising patterning system. We are only just
beginning to scratch the surface. In the future,
development of our understanding of perceptual
processing will make a hugedifferenceto our lives.
Let us now look at someof the aspects of data pro-
cessing. One aspectofinterest is that, although we
can makeinformation available, sortit, store it, and
transfer it, inthe end thereis still some sort. of human
interface. The automated systems do not run the
information right through into a decision making
process. Weactually makethe decisions ourselves.
Another aspectis that the sheer volumeof informa-
tion available will be a limiting factor. We may have
all the data we need available, but how are we going
tointeractwithit? In this context, developmentof the
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word processor may prove to have been a very bad
thing. If we are travelling down the main track in
figure 7 but really should be travelling up the side
track towardsB, the word processorhas allowed us
to move further in the wrong direction. In other
words,there will come time, where becauseof the
sheer volumeof information with which we need to
deal, we will have to create a newer, higher order
language for dealing with situations, but the word
processor has delayed our doing this. Dealing with
situations in ordinary language is much too cumber-
some. We need a higher orderof language, probably
about two orders of magnitude more concise than
ordinary language. This is something | am working
on♥a special, learnable language for humaninter-
action with events ♥ not with machines but with
events ♥ so that our thinking and expression of
them canbe much moreeffective. In general though
this has been delayed by the developmentof better
ways of dealing with cumbersome,ordinary lan-
guages.
Another exampleis that our ability to store records
has kept us onthe record storing track. For example,
an insurance company keepsa record of each per-
son who has an insurance policy with them. With the
current, improved filing systems, insurance com-
panies can keepa lotof records. If we did not have
such improved storage methods we may have
changed to a different concept of insurance, for
example where there are no longer one-to-one
matched records. Instead some sort of actuarial
principle could be applied under which insurance
companies pay out the claim without having to keep
matched records, which is a whole different way of
handling information than on the one-to-one basis.

That is an example of where the availability of
support for doing things the way we have done them
traditionally has delayed the point at which we could
conceptually restructure our approach.
Another interesting exampleis that of privacy. About
18 months ago in America there was a big fuss
because oneof the data networks in Canada was
broken into and the records of someof the larger
companies, including a cement company, were
obliterated. Fortunately, duplicate records had been
kept. It was traced back to a couple of schoolboys in
New York, who had used an ordinary classroom
terminal and had broken through all the security
codes and accessed the information. | think it is
pretty well accepted that there is no such thing as a
security code that cannot be broken.So to rely on
security codesis rather outof date.

In the future, we may well arrange privacy ♥ in
terms of the public interfacing with systems ♥ by
giving each individual four or five identities. For
example, one person could be treated as Mr. Smith
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(health), Mr. Jones(financial), and Mr. Brown(legal).All these would be completely different people intermsof their records, with no cross-linkingatall. Allthis person☂s health records would be assembledunder Smith, all his financial records under Jones,and all his legal records under Brown, with no cross-linking between these three sets of recordsatall.That wayprivacy can be defined while retaining thebenefits of data collection.
In some areasthe idea of free data carrying systemsis already eroding. There is a growing national pro-tectionism. For example, | am under the impressionthat Lufthansa and Varig in Brazil have backedout ofthe SWIFT air reservation system. They seem tohave decided that they no longer want to be part ofan international network ♥ they would rather con-centrate on their own national airline and,if thismeansthat it takes a couple of days to book on forexample Pan-Am, that is no bad thing becauseit willincrease the business for their national airlines. Sothere is a trend towards national protection in thearea of data transfer and data sources.

| shall now look at another aspect of people situa-tions. If you are dealing with someone and he doesnot agree with you, you have two options. You caneither think that he is Stupid, ignorant and preju-diced. Or you can assumethat he is highly intelli-gent, but working within what we could call a dif-ferent logic bubble. A logic bubbleis the set of per-ceptions of circumstance and structure withinwhich a personacts.If youtakethefirst option thenyou are not going to achieve very much. If you takethe second then youwill be able to achieve some-thing, even ifit is only a different construct.
| will give an example. A motor company was onceexperiencing a lot of wildcat strikes. People wouldjust walk off the assemblyline, go and sit on thegrass for an houror two, and then come back. Thechief executive there knew something of my workand becameinterested in the logic bubble idea. As aresult, he instituted a very small payment ♥

|

thinkitwas about $10 a week, which was a fraction of anormal week's pay ♥ and you qualified for this pay-mentif you completed the weekwithout walking offthe job. This paymentwasin no sense a bribe ♥ hecould have raised the people☂s pay andit would nothave helped with the problem, because givingpeople more moneyis notin itself a solution to theproblem.The difference the $10 Payment made wasthat when someonesuggestedthat they should walkOff the job, people were motivated to ask why. ThisSo slowed downthe previously explosive reactionthat the frequencyof wildcatstrikes droppedto one-sixth of what it had been.
Let us look at it another way. Let us ask why people inthe civil service or the public service do not innovate
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more. Suppose such a person doesinnovate andmakesa mistake. That mistakewill be round his neckfor the rest of his career ♥ he will be known as ☜☁thatguy who made a mistake☂☂. In the public service youcannot recover from making a mistake. As an entre-preneur you can have successesandfailures. InEurope you are still visible as a failure, but inAmerica you are invisible as a failure becauseAmerican society is so success-oriented. Indeed, ifin America you fail and then come back, ventureCapitalists are more willing to back you becausethey feelit is advantageousfor you to have gainedsome experienceoffailure. So there is no difficulty inmoving from failure to success inan entrepreneurialenvironment. In the public service, however,this isimpossible.
Suppose someonein the public service does have agood idea. Several things can happen. Oneis thatpeople say,☁☁That☂s a great idea, whydidn☂t you haveit five or ten years ago? Thinkofall the money wehave wasted because we have been doing it thewrong way!☝
Another possibility is that he has the idea,it works, itis timely, and it could not have been done beforebecausethe technology was notavailable. Whentheselection group comes to appointing the head ofdepartment, it says, ☁☁Yes, Joe did have an idea. HeiS an ideas man,but we have no guaranteethat hisother ideas will be any good, so let us appoint asound manto be head of the department, someonewho doesn☂t have ideas.☝ In the logic bubble of thepeople sayingthat, it is consideredthatit is notintel-ligent behaviourto innovate.
To counterthat, | once made a suggestion that isperfectly logical, but also totally unacceptable. Mysuggestion wasthat,if ina service organisation youcould genuinely abolish your ownjob, you should begivenfull pay to retirement age and pension there-after. The reason behindthis is very straightforward.If you did not abolish your job, you would havereceived such incomethrough being in the job.If youabolish your job, however, then you abolish all thesupport and ancillary costs that your beingin the jobwould generate, and so there would be a saving.
Having abolished that job, you could then moveintoanother job and abolish that as well, and have thetwo salariesforthe restof your life. Youcould sweepthrough organisations, munching up jobs. Economi-Cally, this is perfectly logical. For moral and otherreasons howeverwe would never acceptit.
Anotherpoint concerning this whole area of struc-ture is what| call Catch 24. As you probably know,Catch 22 comes from Joseph Heller☂s book of thatname whichis abouta fighter Squadron wherethereis a high mortality rate. One of the pilots does not
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wantto bekilled, so hetells the medical officer that
he cannotfly, because he is going mad. The medical
officer replies that not to wantto fly is such a sane
thing that the pilot cannot possibly be going mad,
and therefore has no excusenotto fly. That is Catch
22 ♥ in order to achieve one thing you have to do
another thing that makesit impossible to achieve the
first thing. It is rather like when| talk to education
audiences, who want meto make what| say so com-
plicated theywill be impressed but unableto useit.
Catch 24 states that something may be a good idea,
exceptthat it is not a good idea at any particular
point in time. That is a perfectly logical thing to say
♥ an idea can be a good idea, but not at any
particular point in time.
| will give yousome examples.Inthe academic world
everyone says that we need generalists to cut
acrossall the lines of speciality. That is a good idea,
and everyone agreesthatit is necessary. But at any
particular momentin time, on a particular date, ata
particular place, or for a particular position, the
specialist is superior, and so he gets the job. So
there is an example where in general the idea is a
good one, but at any particular point in timeit is not
logical to use the idea.
Another example is provided in the searchfor oppor-
tunities. At the top of a business cycle, where you
have all the market you need, your problems are
concerned with production capacity and you are not
really looking for more ideas and opportunities. At
the bottom of the cycle, survival is the name of the
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game, and you do not have moneyto invest in
speculative efforts. On the way up and on the way
down the uncertainty is such that you think you
should wait until the business plateaus and
stabilises. So, although in general people in
business regard searching for opportunities as
essential, there is no one point in time at whichit is
logical behaviour. | am not being sarcastic. | am
simply saying that the structure of systems is such
that something may be regarded as a good idea, but
neverat any particular point in time.

My final point | call Catch 23. This says that in order
to reach the senior position in an organisation you
have to keep hidden,or be without, exactly the quali-
ties you will need whenyougetthere. In other words,
on the way up you have got to be a problem solver, a
fire fighter, the sort of person who plugsin standard
solutions. If you are not then you do not survive, the
company may not survive, and you do not get pro-
moted. When you are atthe top, you find yourself ina
conceptual and strategic area, which contains a
quite different set of idioms from those found at
lower levels.
If we look at the normal, logical structure of
organisations many shortfalls and inadequacies
arise. One of our unfortunate hang-upsis that we
regard such shortfalls or inadequacies as being due
to ignorance or ill will. Such shortfalls and inade-
quacies in fact very rarely arise from stupidity,
rigidity, malice, or suchlike, and we would usually be
muchbetteroff to consider the logic bubble in which
the people involved are operating.
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Itis now a widely held, and valid, view that the UnitedStates has evolved froma manufacturing to an infor-mation-based economy.
In neo-classical economics, value wascreated bycertain technical combinations of labour, capital,and natural resources.In fact that was the wayinwhichall economic organisation was understood.As a result, all of management science dealt withusing rational combinations of labour, capital, andnatural resources to produce value, which in turnbecameincome,profits, and exports. We got verygood at that and started building ever more sophisti-cated and complex models of how to take labour,Capital, and natural resources and Produce income,profits, and exports. We gave such modelling worknameslike operations research. This work dealt withorders of efficiency and precision that were quitestaggering. The work of obtaining definitive answersfrom large-scale number crunching in operationsresearch also provedto be a lotof fun.

In the midstofall this, there is the insight that infor-mation is a resourcein itself, a resource that can bedividedinto information labour and information capi-tal. These are notinputs that are generally measured♥ certainly not in neo-classical economics. Thereare two reasonsforthis. First, they have never beenconceptualised as such. Second, they are very diffi-Cult to measureasinputs, although they are mucheasier to measure as outputs.
So the basic ideais that information isa vital input. Itgets mixedin with the non-information resources oflabour and capital. Then the engine of productioncreates from this mixture employment, profits, andSo on, which presumably are good things.
Let us take a closer look at what we mean by infor-

mation labour and see whether we can quantifyit. |did some work a few years ago which wasreplicatedin many countries, for example, Canada, England,France, Germany, Australia, Japan, and Spain.These countries asked themselves a very simplequestion. They asked themselves how many peoplein their workforce are engaged in manipulating sym-bols and information rather than working withmaterial things. Itis impossible to have a definition ofan information workerthat everyoneis happy with.So! will not eventry to develop one. Our researchershoweverdid developa critical test in trying to figureout how muchof the workforceis involved in infor-mation. They decidedthatif a person is mostly sit-ting aroundall day long, taking in information as aninput, doing somethingwithit, and his or her productis information also, that person would be cate-gorised as an information worker. Informationworkers are people who areoutside the sphere ofmanipulating matter or energy.
With that simpletest, we then went through all of thenational statistics and data, having defined hun-dreds and hundredsofdifferent categories of work.Somecategories were not particularly concernedwith intellectual or knowledge-based tasks; manywere processing-oriented jobs such as clericaltasks of onesort or another; some were very trans-action oriented (where, for example, a managerwould haveto say to a person,☁☁Dothis on the basisof that.☂☂). Some people howeverwereinvolved inintellectual property ♥ they wereinvolved in what,in a non-value sense,is called the higher uses ofinformation, suchas knowledge, judgment,decisionmaking, wisdom, poetry, and soon.

This gave us a very broad brush with which to paintthe picture called the information workforce.| mightadd, however,that the brush had within ita multitude
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of very fine hairs ♥ there was a multitude of defini-
tions based on trying to decide whether or not a
secretary or a manageris an information worker. In
making these decisions, we always took the
cautious, conservative approach ♥ for example, we
threw out all physicians even thoughthey are clearly
people who deal with knowledge anduseit in their
work.

This gave us a taxonomy that was comfortable not
only within the United States, but internationally.
The data for the United States produced results as
shownin Figure 1. Many of you will be familiar with
the concept that half the workforce in the United
States is now involved in information. In 1900, agri-
cultural workers swampedothertypes of workersin
numbers. We could characterise that period, and
everything that happened up to that period in the
United States, as being an agricultural society.
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Inthe next band (1940), the United States (and many
other countries) was at the height of what was then
called the industrial society. The preponderance of
workers were basedin factories spending all day
manipulating matter or energy, or both. The number
of service workers declined somewhat and the num-
ber of information workers started to grow.
In 1980, there were very few agricultural workers.
Industrial workers as a group were shrinking. Per-
sonal service workers were increasing, mostly
because of medical industry workers such as nurses
and technicians. The information workforce, as
defined before, is exploding.
Over 50 per centof the workforce today are people
whofall into the category of information workers.
Most of them are bureaucrats in both private and
public bureaucracies. Most of them are educated.
Most of them work with machines. Most of them
have an enormous amount of support staff, equip-
ment and personnel behind them.
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You can see that the industrial workforce has col-
lapsed, although in the industrial workforce there
are many jobs now that are much moreinformation
intensive. | think that is something of great concern
to us all and | will talk aboutit further ina moment.
In services, we differentiate between personal ser-
vice on the one hand and information service on the
other. That is important, because whereasthereis
no way of improving the productivity of a personal
service worker, such as someone who worksin a
restaurant or in the transportation sector, informa-
tion technology has a great dealto do with improving
or changing the productivity of people in the infor-
mation sector. So information technology addres-
ses the needs of information workers, but only tan-
gentially addresses the needs of personal service
workers and industrial workers.

Agriculture now accounts for about 2 per cent to 2%
per cent of the workforce.
This data has been replicated for the various OECD
nations that | mentioned. You can draw a family of
curves that are almost parallel to those for the
United States. All these countries are changing
equally rapidly, although their stage of development
lags somewhatbehindthat of the United States.
As result of this approach, which says that one can
characterise where a nationis at any particular time
by what people do, we have reached the conclusion
that the United States has an information-based
workforce and that the requirements ♥ human
skills, organisational skills, communication skills,
and numerical skills ♥ of the majority of the work-
force now haveto do with their ability to manipulate
information. The extent to which our people are good
at manipulating information will determine the future
for America.
The emphasis that we as a nation have put on the
service industries, manufacturing industries, and
agricultural industries has diminished. And this is
reflected in the way that the laws, the legal struc-
tures, the regulatory structures, and so on, have
developed(I shall talk about theselater).
The issue of what people do to earn living is very
important because 80 per centor so of the national
income arises from wages. We can see nowthat
most of America in earningits livelinood is dealing
with information.
There is another way of characterising what we
mean by an information economy, aside from just
looking at what people do for a living. We can look at
what the different sectors of industry are doing.
There is a prejudice that most of the people in the
information workforce are government bureaucrats
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and that the growthis in the governmentarea.Thisis
afiction. It turns out that government administration,
education, and R&D are not growing very quickly. In
fact they are diminishing as a percentage of theinformation workforce. Mostof the growthin the in-formation workforceis taking placein large corpor-ate organisations and, to some extent, in smallbusinesses that find the need to have a very smallbureaucracy within the business, for example, anaccounting office. These trends are shown infigure 2.
 
Figure 2
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As another way of attacking the question of whatconstitutes an information economy, we definedcategories of industrial activity that are generally in-volved in information. Thefirst categoryis intuitivelyclear. Itis those industries that are per se engagedinthe production, Processing and distribution of aninformation productor an information service.
This is obviously the computer equipment and com-munications equipment suppliers, whose primaryPurposeis to transform information by processingitin a fashionthatis predetermined. Apparently this isuseful ♥ people payfor the transformation to beCarried out.

The next category consists of the softer servicesthatride on the infrastructure of computing andtele-communications. The most obvious industries in thiscategory are broadcasting, telephony, and cabletelevision.
The third category consists of what used to be calledtraditional service industries but that, when you lookat them more closely,turn out to be industries purelyinvolved in the transformation of information. Theseindustries include finance, insurance, advertising,entertainment, and various business services.These are symbolic industries that deal with know-ledge andtransactions. Nearly all these industriesdeal with number crunching, and usually they deal
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also with some form of judgment, so that the value-added factor is derived from the expertise and know-ledgeof the people involved. Investment bankingisagood example of such an industry. Other industriesin this category simply involve a person being paidfor his ability to make a decision of one sort oranother. Lawyers and accountants are examples ofsuch industries.
Wecall the first two of these Categories of industrythe primary information sector. We use the wordprimary becauseit is these industries☂ primary func-tion to deal with the information base,or the know-ledge base,of society. In 1967 in the United States,the primary information industries accountedfor 26per centof the value-added factors, such as wages,profits, and so on. Nowthey accountfor over 30 percentof the GNP ofthe United States.In other West-ernalliance countries the percentage is somewhatless than that, butit is growingrapidly.
When youlook at the primary information industries,you realise something important in understandingwhatthe information economyis all about. Many ofthe information processing functions in the thirdcategoryofindustrialactivity (the traditional serviceindustries) are performed routinely, even thoughthese industries are not concerned directly withinformation processing. For example, a large oilconcern has embeddedin it a very sophisticatedinformation industry. It has within it not only theinformal resources of decision making and numbercrunching ♥ the managers, secretaries, clerks andso on ♥ but also very well-defined units such as thephotocopying room,the data processing centre, andthe telephone switching facility. Each of these re-sourcesis identical economically to those in theprimary information sector.

Werealised that we had to invent a name for afurther sector in the information economy ♥ thissector that consists of industries whose Output hasnothing to do with information but that none the lesshave a very high degree of information input or ofinformation content.
Wecalled this sector the secondary informationsector. The secondary information sectorconsistsessentially of overhead ♥ it is the resources ofPeople and machines and buildings in which a com-Pany investsin order to be able to conductits busi-ness. Without such investmentin information capa-bility, the company would not be able to produceitsoutput.
By 1980 something over 25 per cent of the US GNPOriginated in the secondary information sector. Nowthis figure is up to something over 30 per cent. It hasgrownin proportions that were unimaginableonly 25Or 30 years ago.
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In some industries 60 per cent to 70 per centof the
cost of the product represents embedded informa-
tion costs such as research and development, man-
agement, accounting, law, computers, telecommu-
nications, and so on.
This means that companies that have nothing to do
with producing informationas an output have had to
become very sophisticated in how they manage
their information resources, given that those
resources account for a considerable part of the
company☂s operating cost. In the old days, when
only 5 per cent or 10 per cent of the output of a com-
pany was represented by information costs, it did
not matter if they were inefficientin dealing with that
resource. The fact that they could achieve only 50
per cent efficiency in the information area would
scarcely reflectin their final output prices. But now,
with 50 per cent, 60 per cent, 70 per cent, and more
insome cases,of the total product cost represented
by the information element, very small differences in
the organisation's efficiency in dealing with that
resource make tremendousdifferencesat the outut
price. To the extent that companies are competitive,
this makesa differenceto their chances of success.
This brings usto theverydifficult problem of assess-
ing the productivity of an information resource. It is
much simpler to assess the productivity of a non-
information resource, and that is why weall spend
time concentrating on non-information resources.
There is alwaysa natural inclination to follow the line
of least resistance, and theline of least resistance
for us as business peopleis to focus on those things
that we understand. Typically the things that we
understand are also the things that are easy to
define and measure. Information is neither easy to
define nor easy to measure.
Itis clear that information consumesa huge blockof
resources. Having said that, however, it is much
more difficult to go to the next stage, which is to
determine with precision and reliability how to
allocate one extra unit of information labour, or one
extra unit of information capital, to the production
processso that there is some measurable increase
in output.

Whyisit so difficult? Let us go backto the nature of
the commodity about which weare talking. When
youare dealing with a strictly manufacturing kind of
environment, itis very well defined how non-informa-
tion labour and non-information capital and resour-
ces combineinto output. Take the simple case of a
manbuilding a brick wall 45 feet long and

6

feet high.
You know the capacity of the manto build and you
know thesize of the bricks. It is therefore a very
simple operations research problem to combine
these factors into a forecast of how manybricks and
how much manpower is needed.

☁TheButler Cox Foundation
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With information, such forecasting is never so easy.
Whatis the marginal contribution of a secretary?
Whatis the marginal contribution of a word process-
ing pool? What is the marginal contribution of a
manager? In the light of this morning☂s presentation
on lateral thinking, this comment is madeall the
more dramatic. There is no real way of measuring, in
along-term sense, the productivity of an information
worker. The more highly paid they are and the more
creative they are supposedto be,the less senseit
makes to measure people☂s productivity in the infor-
mation field.
Certain very large companies, for example Xerox,
have spent a lot of moneytrying to convince them-
selves that they understandthis problem. Xeroxis in
the businessof improving office productivity, which
meansthat theyare in the businessof having to con-
vince managers who make purchasing decisions
that Xerox understands how to improve productivity,
and how managers, secretaries, and organisational
units inthe secondary information sector get better,
smarter and moreprofitable by the infusion of infor-
mation capital. To date, our conceptualisation of
that problem, and our methodologies for solvingit,
are quite primitive.
Even if you have accepted the argument ♥ and
many people have not ♥ that there is sucha thing as
an optimal mix of information resources on the one
hand and non-information resources onthe other,
you have enormousproblemsplanning for optimal
output, particularly when you also try to take into
account the thousandsofdifferent types of informa-
tion capital and information labour resources that
are available on the open market. All you can dois
make some educated guesses and gobyintuition.
What usually happensis that decisions are made
more according to political factors than anything
else. You have probably seen this happening in your
organisations.
The informationside of the business is usually where
the top managementare located. Top management
usually does a very good job of protecting itself in
terms of resources, equipment, and personnel. Soin
a recession whatyou usually seeis that the informa-
tion side of the businessgetsfired less quickly than
the other side. My intuition tells me thatit should be
just the opposite.
Another aspectof this insoluble problem is that the
non-information side of businessesis typically very
well defined. If you have a factory with machinesin
it, those machines are very lumpy resources. You
either have a machine or you do not have a machine
♥ you cannot have a bit of a machine. You know
whatyour orders are and what your demandis, and
so you can very quickly determine whatthe capacity
utilisation of your shop is going to be. As soon as you
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have determined that, you can immediately deter-mine how many people you need and how muchofother resources such aselectricity and coal youneed. The task is a very well-defined, mechanicalOne. The transforms between demand, capital,labour, and resourcesarefixed and well-known.
On the information side however, if | am facing arecession does that mean | need more salesmen orfewer salesmen? Do | need more advertising or lessadvertising? There are arguments in both directions.If lam a Chief Executive Officer and thereisa reces-sion, with everybody competing much harderwithone anotherfor the same scarcedollar of demand,then | could argue that | need to increase the infor-mation sector andforget about the other side of mybusiness, because the only competitive advantage|haveis at the levelof information.
At the manufacturing, industrial, technical level,Organisations in the sameline of business havemuch the sameequipment.If | do not have the fund-ing to bring my technology up to the state ofthe artthen it is a fairly straightforward task to work outwhatthe differential between my prices and every-one else☂s prices should be.
Onthe information side, the problem is quite differ-ent. | have research and developmentscientists, butwho knows when they will come up with the nextbreakthrough?| have lawyers, but who knows whentheywill make a critical mistake becausethere arenot enough of them, or a critical breakthroughbecauseoneof them has had some extra time to beableto fix an anti-trust problem,fixa regulatory prob-lem, or fix a competitor, and so overcomethediffi-culties of the recession? | do not know whatthe nextlawyer on mystaff will come up with, or what thepenaltyis for not having an extra lawyer. These areunknownquestions.
Mydata processing manager may be saying to me,☜If you wantto be Super-competitive, you must lookat what your competitor has just bought ♥ anintelli-gence network. It is not evena computer network, itis an intelligence network.It is composedof peopleat sites all around the world, bouncing informationoff satellites. They havea fifth generation programwritten in PASCAL holding the whole thing together.You must have one otherwise we will be out ofbusinessin three years.☝ Do | believe that man?Whatis the cost of not believing him? Whatis thecostof believing him?
My advertising manager Says to me, ☜We havetopour more advertising into the marketplace. Wehave to doit in ever more sophisticated ways. Wemust have computerised advertising.☝
As anaside let me give an example of the sort of

 

computerised advertising that is now being used.You hire a movie actoror a well known sports per-sonality and get them to record on tape a series ofsoothing messages which are then heldina compu-terised system. The system is ableto dial thousandsof households at random,or according to program-med parameters. When someone answers thetele-phone,the soothing voice says, ☁Hello, | want you tobuy my service. |! am... will youpleasetalk to me?☝If Marilyn Monroe got onthe phone and said, ☁☁Wouldyou pleasetalk to me?☝ you would at least wanttoknow what wasgoing on.
If the personat the other end Says ☁☜☜Yes☝☂ the systembranchesinto the next stageofthe selling messageon tape. If he says ☁☁No☝☂ the famous person per-suadeshim to talk. Before he knows it, he has spent15 minutes talking to a totally computerised taperecorder. In the end, the tape asks him to place anorder. For example,ifit is a solicitation for a maga-zine, at the end the tapewill say, ☁Well, does thatmean | can have your subscription for three years?☝The person says, ☁☁No, | think three years is toomuch.☝ ☜Well, how about two years?☝ The system iscompletely interactive. When the person finallySays, ☜Fine. Two years.☝ the tape says, ☁☁Wewill besending youa bill. When you receive the bill, pleasepayit promptly.☝ A month from then the same voicewill come on the telephone and say, ☁☁Hello,remember me? We have sent you your firstmagazinebut you havenotyet paid your bill.☝ This isa newindustry.It is alive and well in America.

My advertising manageris telling me that | absolu-tely mustinvest $25 million in this new informationtechnology. How do| evaluate that?
Rememberthat the secondary information sectoraccountsfor 30 per cent or more of the GNPin theUnited States. This is composedlargely of people incorporate bureaucracies, people such asthe re-search and development Scientists, data processingManagers, and advertising managers | have des-cribed. The premise ofthis discussion is thatit isfrom these areas that the business's competitiveedge comes.The other corporate resourcesare wellunderstood andthereis verylittle that can be doneabout them thatis creative. The informationside iswherethe action is, and we do not understandit,other than intuitively.

There are a lot of consultants now running aroundtrying to make senseof how to rationalise the infor-mation side of businesses and make someof theProcessesinvolved more intelligible to the decisionmaker.
The basis of my sessionis that we now haveanin-formation economy,that we are now aninformationsociety. Ratherthan just treating that as a piece of
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sociology, we tried to demonstratethatit is valid in
the economic sense. Wetried,in a very systematic
way, to use the national income and product
accounts to measure the information sector. So we
defined a sector and measuredit. The results are
that the primary information industries are about 24
per cent of the GNP andthe secondaryinformation
industries are about 28 per cent of the GNP. So you
can make a case that the majority of economic
activity is wrapped upin information.

In terms of the workforce a much simpler case can
be madein that over half the workforce now hold
white collar information jobs. And the pay cheques
of these workers add up to much morethanhalf of
the national income, because most such workers
are better paid than the blue collar workers.

Soitis not just pop sociology that leads us to say that
we are an information society. Our forecasts for the
different parts of the US national workforce are
shown(in thousands)in figure 3.
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During my work with the OECD, | came across a
uniquely European fear ♥ that the microprocessor
would abolish all information jobs, andif notall infor-
mation jobs then certainly all blue collar jobs. There
is some validity in that point of view as far as blue
collar jobs are concerned. But in the main, what we
have seenin the United States, and what wewill con-
tinue to see overthe next decade,is that the informa-
tion economyhas aninexorable, self-sustaining, in-
ternal engine of growth. It is almost asif the bureau-
cracy begets a bureaucracy which begets a bur-
eaucracy and so on. For example, if my company
hires a lawyer, your companywill hire two. The infor-
mation workforce manages to sustain incredible
growth. As you can seein figure3,it will grow from
42 million people to 58 million people by the end of
the decade, or so we think ♥ we being the US
Bureauof LaborStatistics.In fact it can be said that
the brightest future for today☂s children is to become
information workers, because that is where the
action will be.

The Butler Cox Foundation
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| think this will be true also in all European countries.
| think that your information workforce will continue
to grow,relatively unabated.
This leads one to ask whereall this growth in the in-
formation sector is leading. Obviously you cannot
eat information ♥ you can only eat food. You can-
not wear information ♥ you wear clothing. You
cannot walk on information ♥ you walk on shoes.
You cannotsit on information ♥ yousit on a chair.
So the reality of our physical existence has nothing
to do with information. The immediate answeris that
the information content ♥ in the form of research
and development, accounting, data processing, ad-
vertising, and so on ♥ is increasing enormously.
Figure 4 showsforecasts of growthrates for a range
of occupations. For every occupation there will be
an incredible growthin the information workforce.

Figure 5 showsforecasts of growth rates for someof
the information industries. There will be some
winners andsome losers ♥ some companieswill go
out of business. But to give anexample of asuccess-
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ful company, AT&T is expected to make $670 millionmorein profits next year than they dothis year.
The point is that the information infrastructure,whether atthe level of telecommunications, compu-ters, or small off-shoot industries that derive fromthe information infrastructure, is not going to have aproblem Therewill be somelosers within the indus-try, but for the sector as a wholethere will be verysubstantial growth.
Next | should like to focus ona numberof policy con-siderations that are central to what we need to bethinking aboutin the information age.
| have brought along a copy of Forbes magazine,which includes the following item.

☜The Bell System is very proudof its conceptcalled telemarketing. Telemarketing for it is awayto seize the switched data network thatithas built up and make it do everything foreverybodyin the world of business in terms ofvoice, in terms of data, in terms of evenitsmarketing abilities.☝☂
The Bell System is Spending a lot of money on adver-tising. It is spending tensof millions of dollars peryear talking about the information age and using thewords, ☁☁We are nowin the information age.☝ Theyare nowtrying to give somespecific and concretemeaning to the concept ☁☁information age☂.
Ten years ago, the concept☜information age☂☂ wasused by Gordon Thompson and about three otherpeople. Nowitis trite. When a mass market maga-zine every week carries two or three messagesaboutthe information age, and when companiesthesize of AT&T and IBM week after week advertise inthe popular press to try to give specific lessonsabout what they meanbythe information age, youknow that the concepthasarrived.
Butit has arrived onlyat the level of people beingable to talk aboutit. It has not arrived at the mostfundamental level, which is learning how to makeuse of the information agein the best waypossible.
If the information ageis to be taken seriously, it hadbetter address the current concerns of Westernnations. | would say that Western nations areobsessed right now with the questionof productivity.The information sectoris both part of the problem,inthe sense that office work is not sufficientlyproductive, and also part of the solution, in the sensethat information makes all industries moreProductive and competitive.
As far as being partof the problemis concerned, | donot think that we have the couragein the corporate
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sector to face up to how unproductive, wasteful,foolish, and bizarre some of our procedures arewithin bureaucracies. Suppose you were able tostep back for a second and remove yourself, your俉go, and your identity from this question and ask,☜How muchof what| do and what my group doesistruly productive in this world of information?☝ Or,ifthat is too personal, step back and say, ☜☁How muchwasteand foolishness have | seen atthe level of theinformation industries?☝ This is a tough test. | do notmeanto be critical but | would saythat the informa-tion sector within corporate bureaucracy is verywasteful. | think that government bureaucracyismuch more wasteful, but we are all used to takingshots at the government ♥ we are not used to takingshots at the corporate sector. People do not knowhow to improve this situation, although they aretrying. They are trying to understand whatit meansto make people and processesin the world of infor-mation more useful. Thatis probably the greatestissue facing the information age over the next tenyears ♥ the issue of understanding our ownprocesses.
As far as being part of the solution is Concerned,there is a longlist, which you may have heard manytimes before,of all the wonderful things that infor-mation machines can do. Information tools are aug-menting our ability to communicate and to processinformation. From that central assumption flowsthousands of examples of things that would be un-imaginable, unheard of, preposterous even todream about, without the information age.

| would say thatthe information age right nowis themost important, and maybe the only, engine ofchangethat we haveat the level of industry. Theremay be some Philosophical and cultural break-throughsthat have nothing to do with information.Butif we are talking about economics and employ-ment, the information age is the engine of change.Wehadbetter understand what that means and paya lot of attentiontoit.
Let us look at the role of the information economyintermsofinflation and recession. Slow productivitygrowth is a major causeofinflation and recession.However, the information economy caneaseinfla-tion, create jobs, and increase output. For inflation,the information industry is the only industry wherethere are price reductions. It is the only industry thatiS Conservative of resources. It is an industry whereyou cantake the information resource and econom-ise on labour.
There arelots of arguments concerning the informa-tion economy,but they must be understood muchbetter than they are today. They haveto beputfor-ward by people who are thinking not only of sellingequipment, but thinking academically. The acade-
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mic research community hasto figure out the link-
ages between the information economy and
inflation.
| alluded to job creation earlier. It is clearly not the
case that the information economy destroys jobs
overall. On aggregate the information economy
creates jobs. In fact that has been oneof the prob-
lems. It creates so many jobs and so many people
want to work in the bureaucracies that we have a
secondary problem of what to do with all these
people. There is no doubtthat, to the extent that the
information economyis also responsible for brand-
newindustries, itis ajob creation process. The list of
new industries, both technical and service indus-
tries, that are derivative of the information age is
huge. This was not so ofthe industrial age, the agri-
cultural age, or the personal service age.
Finally, | would like to discuss the convergence of
the industries that make up the primary information
sector. As a result of this convergencethereis a lot
of jockeying goingon,a lot of industrial competition
andfriction, anda lot of uncertainty. The office of the
future, for example, is drawing into battle several
different kinds of technology thattraditionally have
had discrete existences ♥ computers, databases,
telephone networks, office equipment, cable TV,
andsatellites. A lot of industries are being thrown
together, by necessity, because they are conver-
gentactivities.
If the information economy means anything, it
meansthat every single resourcethat has to do with
information will get drawn into a nexus that will
operate as one environment, or what Gordon
Thompson calls one shared space. To do this
properly will be difficult because it involves the
violation of habit, tradition, and established industry
boundaries. The existing industries become defen-
sive, which causes them to becomereactionary and
start suing one another. That is the situation we are
now facing in the United States. To accomplish a
transition from where wearetoday,with

a

lot of very
healthy, separate industries involved in the informa-
tion age, to where we need to be tomorrow will re-
quire these industries to change very rapidly, to
accept a blurring of industrylines and a blurring of
function, and to co-operate with each other. All kinds
of changesare neededthatare not cateredfor in the
law, or currently in the personalhabits of the people
running the industries.

To take one example,let us look at electronic pub-
lishing. In this industry there are several discrete
industries that have to start working together
co-operatively, or find some way of accommodating
each other if they are to succeed. Itis clear that elec-
tronic publishing is an industry of the future. At
present it is already an industry of over

a

billion
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dollars in revenue in the United States. The future
industry for electronic publishing and the electronic
transmission of information, in the homeandin the
office, has to involve a wide variety of industries ♥
newspapers, publishing, television advertising,
cable television networks in the United States and
their equivalent in Europe, telephone, computers
and electronic components, sales and retailing,
banking and otherkindsof financial services. These
are people whohavetypically never talked to one
another, except tangentially or interms of some very
specialised kind of requirement. These people now
have to approach a brand-newindustry with a brand-
new set of expectations of their behaviour.It is a
foregone conclusionthat this will not be successful
immediately. When these separate industries start
communicating there will be friction, misunder-
standing, fights, jealousy. There will be technical
incompatibilities, standards problems, and so on. In
general there will be a period of turmoil.
Yet the information age has to go from here to a point
very soon in the future where such an industrial
grouping operateslike a Swiss watch ♥ reliably,
smoothly, with no problems.
This kind of convergence is not only happening
betweenindustries, it is probably happening within
individual user companies, each facing its own tech-
nical future in its own information age. Each organi-
sation has an endowmentof information capital ♥
telephones, calculators, computers, and so on. It
has an endowmentof information workers ♥ man-
agers, secretaries, data processing staff, and
computer scientists. And nowit has to make some
critical decisions about that environment. Somehow
the separate elements of the organisation have to
agree on a future, probably not by design but by
default, inwhich they cancommunicate and coexist.

To expect perfect harmony in such circumstances,
even within one company undergoing such transi-
tion, is probably asking too much. Wewill all see
foolishness, waste, dead ends, and backtracking, in
our organisations. If this is true for one company, itis
true for the multitude of companies,it is true for
wholeindustries, it is true for whole nations.
There are instructive historical parallels with the
start of the industrial age, which | shall just briefly
mention. Whenthe industrial age started, an enor-
mous number of errors were generated. Wedid all
kinds of foolish things, not only technically but also
socially and legally. Eventually however everything
worked out, andsoit will with the information age.
Wewill come to understand problems that we now
do not understand,such as, for example, the protec-
tion of intelectual property.
The next point | would like to makeis again one that
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operates on severallevels. It operates at a national
level, it operates at an industrylevel, and it probablyoperatesat the levelof individual organisations. It iswhat has cometo be knownas the sunrise-sunsetdebate. This debate is ultimately not an economicquestion but a psychological one. At the nationallevel, this debate concernsthefactthat any countryfaces a multitude of investment demands by differ-ent industries but has only very fixed resources toallocate to those industries and therefore has tomake choices. The choices now are classically divi-ded betweenthosesectorsof the economy knownas the ☁☜☁sunrise☂☝☂ sectors, which are part of a newage, or betweenthe ☜☁sunset☝☂ industries, which areindustries that have passedtheir zenith and are nowdrawing to aclose.

If political and psychological forces come togetherso that the sunset industries, for all kinds ofsentimental, psychological and human considera-tions, are allowed to capture the majority of avail-able investmentfunds, thatis a disaster. Everybodyknowsthis is the case, but thereis still a problem inovercoming the human dimension.
Whatis curious to an American is how obsessedEuropeans have becomewith the notion of displace-ment andthe unretrainability of peoplein industry. Inthe United States, and in Japan, there is no suchproblem. It is simply taken for granted that the sun-rise-sunset debate has to come out on the side ofsunrise. The short-term dislocations are somethingthat wewill have to live with, but they are manage-able. The obvious reason for the Europeanattitudeisthat your unions are strongerthan the unionsin theUS, but | wonder whetherthere is a deeper answerthan that.
Finally, as we enterthe information age,the future ofall our ownjobs and the future of our children☂s jobsand well-being will very rapidly fall in the realm ofinformation and information handling, which meansthat we should take a very close look at how well weare training our youth for entry into the informationage.
In America, the situation with regard to suchtrainingis dismal and depressing. The children who arecoming outof high schools in America have a prob-lem with what is referred to as functional literacy.Their ability to comprehend instructions that to usare very ordinary is diminishing rapidly. At the sametime, the requirementsfor them to be able to under-standinstructions, processes, and how to manipu-late information are increasing tremendously.
One example of such a requirementis provided by

automated bank teller machines. Banks have dis-covered somethingthatis intuitively clearto mostofus ♥ thatall they areis information factories. Thecost of running an information factory is very high.So bankers have decided to adopt the supermarketconcept of pushingthe cost onto the customer. Thecustomeris given a card and madeto do the work.
In order to use sucha facility, first, you have to havea bank account ♥ and many people, especially poorpeople, do not have bank accounts. Secondly, youprobably haveto live ina metropolitan environment,Thirdly, you have to be Capableof the fairly sophis-ticated action required to Operate one of thesemachines.It turns out that some consumers haveareal inability to understand the simple instructionsthat it takes to operate an automatedteller machine.The ability to interface with any organisational pro-cedurethatis involved with information is diminish-ing, particularly among children coming out ofschool.
The fact that the quality of the workforceis degrad-ing very quickly is not a point that has yet beengenerally recognised in the corporate sector. How-ever, it is something that is actually happening,mostlyas a result of the level of schooling and a lackof consciousnessof whatit means to be in aninfor-mation age. It seems to methat society should pay alot of attention to the schooling of children toprepare them for the information age. This does notnecessarily mean thatthey have to learn how to pro-gram a computer, although that maywell happen. Asan aside, you may have read with interest that Applehas proposedlegislation to give acomputerto everyschooldistrict in America. There are about 85,000school districts in the US, and so they propose togive away 85,000 computers, each costing atretaillevel about $5,000, althoughtheir true cost is morelike $2,000 each. They want children to havelearntOn an Apple so that when they growuptheywill buyan Apple.

But | am not talking about computer literacy, | amtalking about Straight functional literacy ♥ the abili-ty to interact ina complex information society. Wedo not havefunctional literacy in our society, and tomethatis an alarming message.
| hopethat | have given you a sensethatthe informa-tion age is aneconomic reality. Itis not just anadver-tising slogan or a piece of pop sociology,it is aneconomic reality. Secondly, | hope that | havehelped you to position your jobs and what yourOrganisations are doing within a very rapidlychanging context.
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Gordon Thompson,Bell Northern Research

Gordon Thompson graduatedfrom the University of Toronto in 1947 with a degreein Engineering Physics. He
joined the Northern Electric Company, forerunner of Northern Telecom, where he was involved with the
design and development of commercial electronic communications equipment and systems.

in 1963 he joined Bell Northern Research and began to question how decisions were made about the new
technology. This led to an expanding examination of the relationship between information technology and
society. His current position is that of Manager, CommunicationStudies.

He has published 40 or more papers on the subject of communications and the future, including the well-
known paper ☁☁Memo from Mercury☂☂. He holds 13 Canadian and 11 American patents.

Information technology is quite different from its
older antecedent, industrial technology. Because
this is so, we cannot expect to knowintuitively the
best way to useit in terms of producing the maxi-
mum benefits. A comparison ofthe inflation rates,
workforce expansion, and unemploymentsituation
experienced in Britain as industrial employment
rose from virtually zero to onethird of the workforce
with what is happening today corroborates this
essential difference. During the period from 1765 to
1815, the averageinflation rate in Britain was under
1.4per centper year, the labour force grew by 40 per
cent over the period, and there was what can be
regardedaslittle unemployment, for on occasions
rather drastic measures wereusedto find workers.

Over the past decade, silicon technology has im-
proved its cost/performance ratio in terms of
carrying out logical operations by three orders of
magnitude. Thereisstill at least another order of
magnitude improvement yet to come. The produc-
tivity of making cotton rose by amere 200 times as a
result of the industrial revolution. Here we are
talking about a ten thousand times improvement.
Sucha largeratio is simply inconceivable, and can-
not be fully appreciated. Consequently, our ability to
realize meaningful applicationsof information tech-
nology are verylimited. There is simply no precedent
for us to build upon.
Since we have not done as well as our forefathers
did in applying new technology, and as depending on
precedentwill not work, a novel approach to dis-
covering meaningful applications of. information
technologyis clearly required. It is hoped that what
follows is one such approach.

  The ox Foundation
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Innovation is the application of technology. The
application of technology produces impacts on the
host society, and it is these impacts that character-
ize the innovation. Just as the physicist has never
really seen an electron, and knowsit only by its
impacts, so we can only know aninnovation byits
impacts. Innovation, when viewed in terms of the
impacts produced on the host society, can be
dividedinto two classes,the intensive class, and the
extensive class.
The intensive class of innovation contains all those
very importantapplications of technology where the
major impact is one of intensification of already
established processes. The class is characterized
by notions of cost saving, efficiency, labour release,
and substitution of new methodsto do old things.
The western idea of productivity-gain describes the
major aspectofthis class of innovation.
The extensive classof innovations containsall those
innovations where the impacts can be described as
extending widely across society and deeply
throughout time. Here, the essential notions are of
labour absorption, creation of new sources of
wealth, and the doing of new things. Innovationsof
this class tend to be non-conservative in the sense
that they allow an opening of the otherwise closed
economic system, temporarily destroying the
conservatism of the ☁☁zero-sum game☂☝☂ economy.In
a deep and creative sense, this class of innovation
produces fundamental increases in mankind☂s
productivity by opening up whole new opportunity
areas.
Information technology, it would appear, is being
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applied as if the extensive class of innovations isinhibited. It is very easyto sell a computer systemthat saves a corporation money. Unemployment asa result of technological changeis notrivial issue. Ifthere wasa significantlevel of extensive innovationsof information technology in our society today, ouroverall economic health would be profoundly better,and unemployment would be a non-issue.
It can therefore be hypothesised that the intensiveClass of innovations involving information tech-nology is proceeding with alacrity while the exten-sive classis inhibited from occurring.
Onecan test such an hypothesis by imagining thatitwere true, and arguing how the world would appearunder that assumption. The result of this is then com-pared with the real world asit exists. Were we toassumethatonly the intensive class of innovationsinvolving applications of information technologywasfunctioning, and proceeded to makealist of thenew services one might expect, we would quicklyseethat it corresponds exactly with the lists we seeso frequently. Consequently, we have somethingmore than an incorrectorinvalid hypothesis. Sincethere is no proof that there are any extensive innova-tions at all, we can onlystatethat the hypothesis isanon-trivial one.
As there would belittle point of continuingif the ex-tensive class were empty, we shall assume thatsome such innovations might existif only we couldovercome the constraints that are acting to inhibittheir appearance. The challenge is to identify thepossible constraints.
Three candidates can be put forth as possible con-straining forces acting to inhibit those applicationsof information technology that could have profoundpositive economic repercussions. The first stemsfrom the recalcitrant economic behaviour of in-formation, whenstripped of any physical embody-ment, as an economic good. The second constraintstems from the nature of real language, and theproblems machines encounter when dealing withnatural languages. The third constraint is theamountof adult learning thatis required before mas-sive applications of the technology can go beyondthe level oftrivial trinkets, given our commonlackofunderstanding of the relationship between tech-nology and people. The constraints are now dis-cussedin order.
What can be measured can be easily talked about.What cannot be measured tends to get left out.Because computers count so efficiently, they havegiven us the power to measure manythings easily.However, they can only count using the metrics wedevelop. The new technology has madeit comfort-able to hide behind the old metrics, and so avoid
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dealing with things for which no metric exists.
This reliance on old metrics makesit 俉asyto sellacomputer that increases productivity and efficiency,whichare really euphemismsforgetting rid ofjobs. Itis virtually impossible to conceiveof, let alone sell,acomputer system that creates wealth, that does newthings instead of merely old things in new ways, thatabsorbs labour instead of releasing it, and whosebenefits lie beyond our widely accepted, blessedand revered metrics. If it is to ease our presenteconomic malaise, the new technology must domore than merely replace people.
A technology,like a communications medium, canbe thought of as having a content. The content ofindustrial technologyis the familiar mass produced,tangible, consumer good. The content of informa-tion technology, by extrapolation, must be an intan-gible or ethereal consumer good.
The miracle of the new technology must be morethan a never ending stream of calculators, talkingclocks, and other neat toys, all of which are justvariants on the tangible consumer goods theme. Ourold familiar metrics makethis a comfortable vision.But it leads nowhere.It is easier to apply robots tothe manufacture of computers than automobiles.Computers are smaller, cleaner and lighter. The newtechnology brings about the demiseof the very jobscreated by the adoptionofthat technology, whenitbecomesits own content.
Instead of satisfying ourselves with wealth createdby making the technology, we must seek out waysofusing the technologythat are perceived as creatingwealth. For this to happen, we needa new good,andthe corresponding new metric. The good and themetric go together, as amatched pair. Thereislittleutility in the good without the metric. The metric ismeaningless without the goodto meter.
The new good is information, true, but a special kind.It is unembodied,or ethereal information. The tech-nology nowallows,for the first time in a massiveway, information, free of any physical embodyment,to behaveas a private economic good in waysthatinvite marketplace kinds of transaction. Books andphonograph records behaved in the marketplacemore as tangible goods than as somekind of infor-mation good. Nowthat the umbilical cord to the pulpor plasticis Shrivelling, we have to dealwith the infor-mation itself instead of hiding behindits intimateconnection to a physical embodyment.
However, as a society, we are completely unpre-Pared for the challenges presented by this newdevelopment. Thea Priori determination ofanindivi-dual☂s probable use-valuefor such an ethereal goodis very difficult. We simply do not have the requisiteskills or tools.
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Massively produced and massively consumed, un-
embodied information, free of its physical carriers,
like books, phonograph records andfloppy disks, is
the new economicgood. It is an intangible good, and
like mostinformation, can grow in value with use, a
property not shared with the more familiar tangible
consumption goods. Inherentin the definition of this
new ethereal good are theideasthatit is both diffi-
cult to evaluate and cheaperto copy than buy. This
last issue must be met from thestart if the intrinsic
differences between tangible and ethereal goods
are to be properly incorporated in the design of a
suitable environment for economic-like activity
centred around exchangesinvolving this new good.

These ideas, whenput together, define the ☁ethereal
good☂ as being intangible, difficult to evaluate,
widely produced, widely available for massive
consumption, appropriable but not expropriable,
and cheaperto copy than buy.

The ethereal good is designed to be the economic
atom of a viable, wealth-creating, information
society.

The profound differences in common behaviour
towards the theft of tangible and ethereal goods
attests to the fundamental differences between
these two kinds of good. Most people would not
describe the taping of a phonograph album on a
cassette recorder as being deviant behaviour, but
they probably would describe the shop-lifting of that
same album as deviant behaviour. If we are to get
the real value out of this new information tech-
nology, we cannot continueto hidethis difference
and to force ethereal goodsto behavelike tangible
goods by rigorously applying copyright laws.It is
better to dig deeper and seek out the causesofthis
behaviour anomaly.

The intimate involvementof society at large in the
processof evaluation of ethereal goods might be the
basis for society☂s behaviour towardstheir theft. A
song becomes popular as people espouse it,
become committed to it, and remember it. Today we
have tools for memory, like tape recorders, and
committing a songto this form of memory is as much
a tribute to that song as memorizing the tune. It is an
outward andvisible sign of espousal or commitment.
It could be argued that since such commitmentis
the waysociety contributes to the value of a song,
wearenotreally stealing, but rather are enhancing
the song☂s value when wecopyit off the airwaves.
Perhapsone is merely taking what is partly his own,
if the labour and commitmententailed in making that
copy does tend to increase the perceived value of
the song.

If this intangible, massively produced and con-
sumed ethereal good of unembodied informationis
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to become a part of an economic system, a mean-
ingful approachto estimating individual use-values
must emerge. It is easy to estimate one☂s use-value
for razor blades or bananas. The conventional
monetary metric works well for these exchanges.
But this is not the case for a screenfull of informa-
tion. How muchis a screenfull worth? The problem
of evaluating information has been, and, except for
the arrival of this new technology, alwayswillbe, the
greatest challenge facing any society.
Today, behaviour in our society would suggestthat
we assess our information, to a large degree, in
termsof the ability to attract attention. Mass-media,
television, newspapers and radio, demand so much
of our attention that their selection rules becomethe
basis for society☂s rules for assessing information.
The things that are shown on these media are
selected onthe basisof attention grabbing. Is this a
reasonable way to decide such issues as nuclear
power,acid rain, abortion andthelike? The Neilsen
Rating is too simple a metric for evaluating a
high-technology society☂s information. For a viable
information society to emerge, a more complex
metric must be developed, one that better suits the
complex needsofits citizens.

To have meaningful utility, the new metric mustbeof
real help in the personal, a priori estimation of use-
value that the individual content items will provide
upon delivery. Such a metric could possibly be in-
ferenced from usagedata for the individual content
items, amalgamated with demographic data about
the specific users, by some smart algorithms. Both
the good and the metric can be designed to encour-
age synergistic applications of information tech-
nology that produce desirable socio-economic
impacts.

The determination of whethera good is to behave as
a private good or as a public good requires con-
sideration of the distribution means used. This is
particularly so as the new technologies multiply the
distribution options. Since one person☂s con-
sumption hasnoeffect on another☂s access, broad-
cast radio and television limit their content to behav-
ing as public economic goods. Performingrights are
a mechanism designed to addressthe externalities
produced by attempts to force market characteris-
tics on the processesinvolvedin supplying content
to these media. However, like any public good, the
content of radio andtelevision is generally under-
nourished.
Twonewinformation media have been developedin
recent years. One is a broadcast medium, where the
entire library is continually cycled, and the user
selects as he would from a smorgasborg meal. This
system is called teletext, and is not to be confused
with teletex which is a point-to-point messaging
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system. The secondarchitectureis called videotex.It is not a broadcast system, and more closelyresembles a star configuration, with each user beingindividually connected to a central computer that
serves needs onanindividual basis.
Inso far as the user is concerned,there need belittledifference that he can detect between these iwoarchitectures, so long asthe libraries are small. Twoinstallations could be constructed, using the two dif-ferent structures, that would appear identicalto allbut the mostdiscerning user, so long as the contentlibraries were small. However, the big differencebetweenthesearchitecturesis that teletext forcesits content to behave as a Public economic goodbecause there is simply no opportunity to collectindividual usage data, while videotex does allowitscontent to behave as a private economic goodbecause it can capture all the details of eachindividual☂s use of the system☂s content.

In the case of the videotex architecture, oneperson☂s use meansthere is one less system portavailable to serve someoneelse. With videotex, it isa relatively easy matter to deny certain individualsaccessto anyorall the material in the library. Theseare characteristics associated with the behaviour ofprivate economic goods. Videotex allows, for thefirst. time, unembodied information to behavemassively as a private economic good.This allowsthe possibility of a true information marketplace,Onethat could be relatively free of unaccounted-forexternalities, given proper system design.
A second major difference between these twosystemsis in the amountof content available to theuser. The teletext system must make a trade-off be-tweenlibrary size and the length of time the averagerequesttakestofill. This places a real constraint onthe size of the library of content. Videotex has nosuch problem, and so is relatively unlimited in termsofits library shelf size. Offsetting this advantageisthe increased capital cost associated with the video-tex system.
With.today☂s technology, teletext can be broadcastona television channel over the air, Or fed into the TVcable. Inthe cableit canbe either Piggy-backed ontoa TV signal, or specially packaged soastofill a com-plete TV channel entirely with teletext signals.
Videotex requires the individual Circuits which onlythe telephone plant can provide in any profusiontoday. This meansthereis a distinct separation orwall between the two systems.
Teletext, being an inexpensive meansof distributingmaterial, is a very desirable technology for contentthat is accessed frequently. It is, to make ananalogy, the bubble pack way of handling informa-

 

tion. However, wheninformation is handled in thisway, the merchant cannot simply go to the bubblepack rack andeasily identify the fast movers. Sincethe contentis behaving as a public economic good,there is simply no record of the demands made bythe users. However, the sameconstraint on displaySpace applies, so it is necessary to develop specialtechniquesto obtain sample usagedataif the limiteddelivery spaceofteletext is to be wisely deployed.
The costof running everything on a videotex systemis simply prohibitive. Yet, the data that such anapproach can collect is the essence of any newmetric that would be usefulin aiding users establishan a priori estimate of their use-value for specificitems of content.

Some combination of videotex and teletext wouldseem to be very desirable. Such a combinationwould allow the bestfeatures of both to be combinedso that the slow movingitems of content could beaccurately tracked in a videotex environment andthe high flyers could operate in a teletext one,withperiodic shifts over to the metered videotex environ-mentfor accuratestatistical data gathering. As thepartition betweenthe videotex and teletext environ-ment would beinvisible in this combination system,there would be complete freedom to move contentback and forth between the two environments, acharacteristic that allows optimisation of the cost-benefit ratio of the system.
Were such a combination system to be developed,with carefully designed user Protocols, it wouldallow the content to shift between behaving as apublic economic good anda private economic good,without the users being aware of the shifts. Forperhaps a mere onepercentof the time, a particu-larly well used contentitem might be behaving as aPrivate economic good and so be accuratelymetered. The remainderof the time, it would be apublic economic good.This time-sharing approachallows the spectrum between Private and publicgoodsto befilled in, and a good could be one percent private and ninety-nine per cent public.

The best use of the limited shelf space provided bythe teletext delivery strategy can be determined byletting the high flyers behave as public economicgoods for mostofthe time, but sampling their perfor-mance occasionally by having them slide over tothePrivate goods mode. The result would be aninfor-mation system whose basic architecture was deter-mined by overall economic-like considerationsinstead of simply engineering and cost considera-tions. The technology to combinethe twoarchitec-tures in this synergistic way is known,but presentlyis undeveloped for large systems. Such systemswillbe needed before any truly practical informationsociety can emerge.
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Whenwetransfer our conventional ideas of market
infrastructure to the information marketplace, we
force unembodied information to behave exactly
like a tangible good. This is an easy way to runa
videotex system, because each time an accessis
made to a particular information product then a
charge can be levied against the user, and revenue
sent to the information supplier and the system
operator. Unfortunately, recent experience with
videotex systems has shownthat users experience
greatdifficulty in perceiving sufficientutility to offset
the costs of operating the system and adequately re-
warding the content suppliers.It is in response to
this lack of sufficient economic synergy that the
new-good, new-metric approach was developed.
The simple objective is to help the prospective user
perceive an increasing utility for the system's
content. In short, the objective is to stimulate
demand.

Amarketplaceis really a kind of information system,
a decision machine, that guides the creative and
productive sectors of the society. The new-good,
new-metric strategy is far more than just a meansof
bringing something that is now relatively abundant,
and easy to access, underthe control of those who
would seek mere monetarygain. As the central prob-
lem with ethereal goods is most likely to be the
detection and development of consensus about the
truth, reliability, worth, or simply value,of the divers
content items, it is the information system, decision
machine, aspect of the marketplace thatwill be of
greatest value. Here is a new mechanism for social
synergy.In all probability, the total value of author
royalties will be small compared with the value
society derives from thereliable assessmentof the
content.
These concepts need not be applied to an entire
society to begin with. They can be applied, in part, to
a corporation, or even a smallish information sys-
tem. The measurement of demand, aggregating and
massaging this data, and feeding it back to users to
help them arrive at a priori estimates of use value
canwork in these smaller applications just as well as
in the larger ones. The democratic dynamicsof the
marketplace can be an effective weaponin dealing
with the information overload problem. Although our
new information technologyallowsthe creation of a
marketplacethat celebrates the unique characteris-
tics of this new ethereal good and the new metrics
that assessit, we have yet to configure the tech-
nology sothat it encourages economic-like activities
that producesufficient social synergy as to be per-
ceived as new wealth. There is much learning to be
done in new combinations of economics and
engineering.

That concludesthe discussionof the first constraint
on the application of information technology. Next,
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the second constraint, concerning the difficulties
that machines havein dealing with natural language,
is discussed.
In order to see how language acts as aconstraint on
the extensive class of information technology
innovations, we will examine a technique for esti-
mating the potential impact of any communications
innovation, and then do a simple constraint analysis
on the factors employed bythat tool. If, for example,
our estimating tool were to correlate potential
impact with the size of the control knobs, what con-
straint might be acting to limit the size of control
knobs? Suchis the methodology weshall be using to
establish the viability of language as a constraint.

No one has ever seen an electron, a neutron, or any
other atomic particle. All that can be directly sensed
are the impacts created by the presence of such a
particle. A track of bubbles ina cloud chamber tell of
the passage of an atomic particle in the same way
that a line of footprintstell the hunter of the passage
of an animal. We commonly deal with impacts as
surrogatesfor the objectitself, particularly when the
object is too small, too large or too remote to
experience directly. The communications revolu-
tions of the past are candidates for such treatment.

Aboveall, writing allowed people to record their
ideas. Toynbee mentions the recording oflists.
Lewis Mumford writes: ☁Society, as a succession of
observers have noted, from Auguste Compte to
W. M. Wheeler, is an ☁accumulative activity☂ and the
city became the essential organ of that process☝.
Experience was accumulated by meansofwriting.
Writing had a big impact on the societies that
adopted the technology. In a phrase, writing eased
the accessto their stored human experience.

The phonetic alphabet, requiring muchlesseffort to
learn and maintain than did earlier formsof writing,
further eased the accessing of society☂s stored
knowledge or experience. Books, whether from a
scriptorium or Gutenburg☂s press, also produced
this impact. Even the telephone, which allows us
easily to seek out and talk with an expert, also eases
the access to stored human experience.
Few,if any, significant past communications revolu-
tions fail to make the accessing of stored human
experience easier. This was a commonly evidenced
impact, andis likely candidate for the impact of any
future communications innovation that seeks to be
important.
Conversation presents us with an interesting mani-
festation of a spatial game. The acoustic space in
which the communicants find themselves is occu-
pied by one orthe other, and occasionally both. Ina
well ordered conversation, the occupancies are
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almost sequential, with only the occasionaloverlap.
In the cocktail party situation, the game becomesmore obvious, and its spatial characteristics are
much clearer. Here the dominanttalker of a group
occupies the attention of the group until hetires,thirsts, or otherwise lacks the stimulation to con-tinue. At this point, another person can easily cap-ture the space,or the attention of the group. Posses-sion of the communication space,as it were, is con-tested more and more vigorously asthelevel of alco-hol consumption increases. In its well-developedform, such conversational orgies clearly exhibit thespatial-game characteristic of conversation.

The acoustic space in which the communicants findthemselvesis not the only information space we canidentify. There are libraries, disciplines, vistas, andmany more. A more useful approach is to considerthese as components, or dimensions, of a largermultidimensional manifold which we might call theinformation space. Such a manifold, or space, hasdimensionsrelating to the physical meansthatacttocouple us together for communications purposes,like the acoustic and the visual ones, which arethemselves simple spaces, having fewer dimen-sions than the whole information Space. Languageisa dimension of this information space, as are ges-tures and other cues weusein our communicationwith others.

For communication to occur between two people,they must share a common information space.Somepart of their individual information spacesmust be common. They must have at least someshared physical means coupling them, like, forexample, an acoustic space. They must have a com-monlinguistic dimensionto their individual informa-tion spacesif they wish to communicate effectively.In short, the larger the common portion of theirindividual information Spaces that they activelyshare, the fuller they can communicate. The largerthe size of the common information spacethat theyshare,the fuller they can communicate.
Past communications revolutions increased thedimensionality of people☂s information spaces, andopened new dimensions for sharing with otherpeople. If we have read the same lists, we havesomething in common about which we can com-municate. If we can write to each other, we canextend the physical distance over which we canshare our information spaces. If we share the samelibrary facilities, we have a rich common resourceindeed. The telephoneallows usto create a sharedacoustic space at a distance with a person of ourchoosing. Picturephone® did not provide a com-mon visual spacethat the two communicants couldshare. Perhapsthatis whyit did not succeed.
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A city increasesthesize of the common informationspace that can be shared over and above what arural life can provide. Time is ashared thing too, eversince standard time, which everyone could share,was widely adopted.
With my word processor, | can share the editorialSpace of my system with anyonefortunate enough tohavesimilar equipmentand software. This allows usto jointly and equallyedit, for example, a contract ofmutual concern. Everything that happens on myscreen happenson his, and vice-versa. It mattersnot whopressesthe keys,the effectis the same, forwe are fully sharing a common editorial spacecreated by the particular way these two otherwiseindependent systems are coupled. During this ex-change, we would also be connected by telephone,allowing usto discuss, argue about, or whatever, thecontents of that commoneditorial Spacethat we aresharing. We would be well coupled. We would becommunicating.
Unfortunately, today☂s manufacturers of word pro-cessing equipmenthavenotdiscovered the sharedspace modelof interactive communications. Com-mercial communicating word processors only passfiles back and forth. The machines communicate,but not the people.
The shared spaceideais really a modelof the inter-active communications process. The purpose of amodelis to explain something in a simple but prac-tical way so that new useful insights becomepatently obvious. The shared Space model ofinteractive communications does this quite well.There is lots more to squeeze out of this model.Simultaneous shared space voice and data com-munications,of which the shared editorial spaceisan example, open the way to many new productsand services. Theseall depend ona good apprecia-tion of the shared space modelof interactive com-munications.

The significant past communications revolutionsincreased thesize of the commoninformation spaceshared by the communicants. Presumably, anyfuture innovation of communications importancewill also increasethesize of the commoninforma-tion space shared by the communicants.
Throughout history there has been a special rela-tionship between communications developmentsand social advances. The Athenians☂ adoption of thephonetic alphabetfed their hundred goldenyears.Theprinting press fostered the Renaissance periodin Europe. Incases where communications develop-ments were not entirely causal, they were trans-formative. Consider the city, about which MumfordSays ☜Whatbeganascontrol ended as communionand rational understanding☝, suggesting that the
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city and improved communications were symbiotic
inthat they were contemporary developments.

Large-scale social developments cannot occur
without a wide consensusexisting throughout the
society. Those developments in communications
that we would call revolutionary had important
social impacts, otherwise we would not see them as
being revolutionary. Because they had these
impacts, and since such impacts cannot occur
without a wide consensus, it is reasonable to
assumethat these communications revolutions had
the property of aiding the emergenceof consensus.
All the great..communications developments in
history eased the discovery and development of
consensus.
Before a consensus can become widespread, it
must have a beginning. Here is where the new com-
munications developments madetheir impact. More
new ideas were ☁☁processed☂☂ through society☂s
evaluative mechanisms with each improvementin
the communications environment. Where the Inuit
have more than twenty words for snow, because
snowis so important to them, we have only one word
for consensus. Consequently, we are somewhat
limited when wetry to discuss consensus. To ask
one word to range from howthetenderbeginningsof
a new idea are spread through the society, and
assessed, right through to how the whole population
salutes and accepts an idea is too much. Here, we
are particularly interested in what might be des-
cribed as nascent consensus ♥ the tender begin-
nings as opposedto large scale acceptance.

Insummary, we see that three characteristic impact
patterns accompanied the great communications
revolutionsin the past. First, there was an increase
in the ease of accessing stored human experience.
Second, the size of the commoninformation space
shared by the communicants increased. Third, the
discovery and development of consensus was
eased.
These three impact patterns can be used as the
basis for an evaluative instrument for the assess-
mentof the probable socio-economic significance
of a communicationsinnovation beforeitis in place.
The underlying assumptionis that if this pattern of
impacts has been around for several millenia, it is
notlikely tochange muchinthe next fifty or so years.
Hence, if we produce something that has similar
impacts to those producedby past communications
revolutions, we will most likely have invented what
will later be described as another communications
revolution. Although no claim is made for suffi-
ciency,oneis put forth for necessity.

A techniquefor the assessmentof the significance
of the potential impacts from any given communica-
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tions innovation can be built on these three dimen-
sions of communications. This technique is de-
scribed in ☁☜☁An Assessment Methodology for
Evaluating Communications Innovations☂, pub-
lished in the |.E.E.E. Transactions on Communica-
tions, Special Issue on Social Impacts, October
1975. However, we haveall that we require ofthis
technique in order to establish the viability of lan-
guage as a constraint. Itis not necessary to know all
the details of the assessment technique to appre-
ciate the importanceof any constraint that acts on
the basic measuresof the technique.

Language acts as a constraint on all three of the
above characterisations of the impacts of past com-
munications revolutions. To build the ultimate
information retrieval system would require some
significant advancesin artificial intelligence, or the
ways in which machines ☜☁understand☝☂ naturallan-
guage. People use language in ways that befuddle
machines, unless very constricting conditions are
placed on the way languageis used. The processors
that we havein our headsarevery different in struc-
ture from the computers we now have.

Yehosha BarHillel, while all the other experts were
making wild and extravagant claims for what compu-
ters could do, putit this way, ☜☁If you can☂t teach a
dolphin to understand, what hope do you have of
making a computer understand?☝☂ However, he went
on to say that although sucha feat was impossible,
we could not afford to stop trying! Here is adilemma.
Although a thing is impossible, we must keep on
trying! Intribute to his early recognition of this prob-
lem, | call it the Bar Hillel Conundrum. Really good
machine translations, mechanized telephone opera-
tors, universalinformationretrieval systems and the
like may eventually be commonplace,but for now,
they canbe considered somewhat remoteorlimited.

Years ago, when Englebart and English were carry-
ing outtheir intelligence augmentation work at Stan-
ford, Englebart would talk of ☁☁soaring througha co-
worker☂s files, choosing this, leaving that ...☝☂. As
they got further into the project, the incredible diffi-
culties involved in browsing became evident, and
the ☁☁soaring☂☂ metaphor was dropped. | single out
their experience becausethefiles that were being
examined were a sharedintellectual space, and it
wasthe synergyof this sharing that they sought as
the basisfor intelligence augmentation. The difficul-
ties they encounteredillustrate how thelinguistic
constraint can apply to the size of the commonin-
formation space characterisation just asit applies to
the informationretrieval or ease of access to stored
human experience characterisation.

The third characterisation, the ease of discovering
and developing consensusis also constrained by
language, if one attempts to mechanize the process.
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As languageis a constraint on all three fundamentaldimensions of this measuring tool, then, to theextent that this toolis relevant, language must alsobe one of the constraints acting to hold back themembers of the extensive innovation class.Language nowjoins the economicsof informationas a constraint. Let us now turn to the third con-straint, the one of perception.

Marshal McLuhantold us that the medium is themessage. Without striving too hard, we can findmany examples from our television experiencewhere the medium if not completely changed, atleast significantly coloured the perception of theevents that actually occurred. However,it is not thebroadcast media| am interested in exploring here,but rather the familiar telephone.
The telephone has beenaround for acentury,yetitisreally a little-understood medium. By meansof thetelephone wecreate an acoustic space that can beshared by two people who are many miles apart.With the simplest telephone technology, bothparties can talk at the sametime. They can fullyshare the acoustic space created by the device.They need not Occupythat space sequentially, theycan interrupt, talk simultaneously, share a cry, orwhatever. This simple property of the commontele-phone, the sharing of an acoustic space, is notconceptually understood by most people who usetelephones. It is most certainly not given a highpriority by those who design the more sophisticatedtelephone services, like loudspeaking telephones,most conferencingfacilities, long distance circuitsandsatellite systems.

The damagethe lossofthis shared acoustic spacecauses is particularly noticeable when a loud-speaking telephone is connected with an ordinarytelephone. The person using the ordinary set getsthe impression heis not beinglistened to. Wheneverhe talks, the sounds from the other endgetcutoff,and hefeels he is talking into nothingness.
The end effect is that one should avoid using theloudspeaking telephone when soliciting. Alterna-tively, the loudspeaking telephone works extremelywell for disciplining tasks, if the recipient has a con-ventional telephone. After a few calls of this nature,youwill just have to placethe call, and the recipientwill get the message. The medium becomes themessage.
Long-distance telephonecircuits are troubled byechothatis sufficiently delayed as to be quite appa-rent and annoying. Here again, technology comestothe rescue, and echo suppressorsareinstalled. Asmight be expected, echo Suppressors also shatterthe telephone☂s shared acoustic space.
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The story is told of the elderly lady in Toronto whocalled her sister in Vancouver to share a cry. Theecho suppressors madethis an impossibility, andforced them to cry at each other sequentially. Theycomplained. Most users do not complain, becausethey do not know anybetter.
Thereal horror story for unsuspected damageis theSatellite with its quarter of a second round trip delaytime. This delay is caused by thefinite timeit takesfor the radio signal to get back and forth to the satel-lite. Only recently have we become aware of howthis delay can alter the perception the conversantshave of eachother☂s emotional states. Couples thathave spent a lot of time using terrestial facilities canhaveseriousdifficulties in their relationship,entirelydueto the effect of the transmission delay.
Once, on a nationaltelevision program,| describedthis phenomenom. Two weeks later | received aletter from a woman in Toronto, whose son hadrecently gone overseas. She said he had called fromFranceto find out what was the matter with his girlfriend, for she had seemed rather hesitant on thetelephone. Shealso had a call from his girl friend,who had foundthe boy behaving ☜☁out of character☝during their telephone conversations. Fortunately,the woman had heard the broadcast, andwasable toexplain about the effect of satellite delay ontele-phone conversations. Herletter wenton to say thatthe couple were eternally grateful.

Satellite delay can, and has, caused couples tobreak up. This medium has the powerto change amessagethat was intended'to movein the directionof love to go in a totally unexpected and differentdirection. The medium changesthe message.
The effect is so subtle that novice users do notrecognisethatit is caused by the satellite. In view ofthe lack of widespread understandingof this pheno-menom, it is not surprising that nobody has sued atelephone companyforalienation of affection. OnceOne is awareof the problem, and has a bit of experi-ence with satellite calls, the problem vanishes.Becauseofthe lack of general knowledge of theeffect, getting that awareness can be quite painful.

lf after one hundred yearsof familiarity with the tele-phonewestill have problemslike these, how can wecope with the new wondersthat are flowing from theworld☂s laboratories, and how can we direct suchefforts in truly meaningful directions,directionsthatProducea general rising on Maslow☂s hierarchy ofneeds? A great deal of adult learning must beachievedbeforethis can really happen. We simplydonot recognize whatis happening, and even lessCan weseethereal potential. Our philosophers havesimply let us down. The real failure of our educa-tionalinstitutionsis that they have not prepared us to
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ask the relevant questions of the opportunity
presented by the technology.
Mercury was the Roman god of communications,
commerce and thievery. The ancient Romans were
very foresighted in choosing that particular
combination as being related enough to put under
one god. Ourfearis that the technologicalgift from
Mercurywill not be appreciated,and wewill choose
the gifts from one of Mercury's peers,the bellicose
god Mars. To avert such an outcome,we mustdo the

☁The Butler Cox Foundation
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learning required to produce an open system
economy, one that celebrates abundance as
opposedto the historic one that celebrates scarcity.
Of the three constraints outlined above, the
economic one is perhaps the most amenable to
attack. The economic system wehaveis not a gift of
God, itis a humanartifact. It is open to design. To use
all this information technology merely to calculate
our daily interest earnings is to miss completely the
potential of Mercury's gift.
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Earl Joseph, Sperry Univac

Earl C. Joseph, obtained a degree in mathematics from the University of Minnesota in 1951 and has been atSperry Univac since then.
Since 1963, when he wasappointedStaff Scientist, he has been researching the future. Previously, his rolesincluded systems manager, project manager, and he has directed, managed and performed the systemsdesign, logic design, programming, and applications of a number of computers.
In his presentposition, he researches the future and advises managementatall levels on future technology,including the design, impact, application, social impact, managementoffuture computers, artificial intelli-gence, and alternative futures for Univac and society. As a Staff Futurist, his current forecasting efforts aredirected towards futures research, strategic management, future computer design, and long-range planningactivities. The activities include the Study ofalternative futures for microprocessor systems, smart machines,data processing, food and farm automation, defence systems,factory automation, socially desirable futures,economic/financial systems, education, medicine, communications, artificial intelligence systems, know-ledge-based systems, expert systems, and much more.
Heholds three computerpatents, is one of the creators of Ethnotronic Science, is a creator of a language todescribe alternative futures,is the system architectoffive major computer Systems, has co-authored over 30books, and has published over 150 papers.
Among his manyotheractivities, Earl Joseph is an Adjunct Professorat the University of Minnesota designingand teaching graduate level courses on the future. He is on the instructional staff of Metropolitan StateUniversity andis a (former) Futurist-In-Residenceat the Science Museum of Minnesota.
What| am goingto do is take you on some trips intoalternative futures and show you many develop-ments that are already under way. Everything that|shall talk aboutis currently at some stage of design,development or research. However, | shall extra-polate these developmentsinto the latter Partofthisdecadeandinto the next decade and try to show yousomeof the impacts to expect as we go deeperintothe future.
Once upona timethere wasa little girl at kinder-garten in the big city. One daythelittle girl camerunning home from schoolsaying, ☜Daddy, Daddy,|got an A in class today.☂☂ Dad was very proud of hislittle girl and asked her how she had done it.Apparently she had takena test, which consisted ofsaying how manylegs a horsehas. The answer shehad given wasthree.This startled Dad, who asked☜How come you got an A?☝ and thelittle girl said,☜My forecast wasthe closest.☂
| tell that story to give you an idea what| shall be talk-ing about. | shall be talking about trends andalterna-tives.
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| do not wantto slight children, so | shall redress thebalancewith another story. Once upon atime, alittleboy came homefrom school. He wasa little olderthan thegirl in the previous story. He asked, ☁☁Mum,where did | come from?☂☂ The mother was quiteembarrassed bythe question and said, ☜The storkbrought you.☝☂ The boy knewbetter than that, but hewent on with the next question. ☁Where did Dadcomefrom?☝☂ Apparently the clouds opened up andDadfell on grandmother☂s lap. The boy shook hishead and wentonwith the third question. ☁☁Wheredid Grandpa comefrom?☝☂ Apparently he came fromanother country ♥ a donkey brought him. The boygoes upto his room andstarts writing: ☁After veryintensive research on the subject | have beenassigned as my theme, | have come to the con-clusionthatin the last three generationsof my familythere has not been any normal sex.☝
Mytopicis not sex, anditis not normal futures either.| should like to show you someofthe contra-intuitivethings that we see when we dig deepinto thefuture.
| shall try to answer the question ☁☁Whatwill the
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future be like?☝ This is a very big question and | can
only scratch the surfacein the time available. There
will be many alternatives additional to those that|
shall discuss here.
Do you realise that the future is coming at us at the
rate of 60 minutes per hour? | suppose that is
obvious, except that when you comparetherate of
change at which computers and communications
technology are advancing withthe rates for the tech-
nology of automobiles, steel, and so on, you seethat
developments in each technology are coming at us
at different rates. | shall try to give you an idea about
when to expect someof the future impacts that we
can now forecast.

One dynamic we will encounter as we look deeper
into the future concerns the impact on jobs. For
example, as larger portions of information systems
applications become automated, as the application
parameters become higher level and more power-
ful, so we will be taking work away from the pro-
grammer. However, each time wedothis, the tool
becomes moreuseful and has a wider application in
society. The result is that, instead of laying off pro-
grammers,we hire more. The more we automate the
job of programming, the more programmers we are
hiring. Of course sometimes we shift the place
where they are working. That is an example of why
automation creates more jobs thanit displaces.

Weare inanew information age and we must expect
new tools. Most work that people do nowinvolves
them in working with their minds with information. In
the United States over 70 per cent of the working
population have some job wheretheycollectinfor-
mation, processit, or disseminateit. Figure 1 shows
a partiallist of some newinformation age tools that
have emerged duringthelastfive years. How many
of you, five years ago, were using some form of unit
with a screen and keyboard in your job? | can see
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from the show of hands that the answer is about 10
per cent. How manytoday? Abouthalf. Thatis quite a
changein five years.

Advancesare not slowing downin our field, they are
speeding up. So in the next five-year period we
should expect much greater advancesthan we have
seen with word processing and so on. | should like to
show you someof the things that will happen, par-
ticularly as we begin to addintelligence to our com-
puters and communications.
One way of characterising society is by the key
material that is transforming it. For example, we
have had the stone age, the bronze age, and the iron
age. Our current pagein history is the silicon age.
Perhaps the next decade will usher in the genetic
age, inwhich genetic material will transform society.
Let us now lookatthesilicon age. Most of you prob-
ably know what VLSI means ♥ Very Large Scale
Integration. A typical VLSI device consists of a
quarter inch chunk of silicon containing many
thousands of circuits. Today, we are capable of
putting about ten thousandcircuits in such a chip,
which is about a hundred thousand circuit elements.

The first process of this technology is to scoop up
some sandin asilicon foundry, putit under high pres-
sure, and grow outof it almost pure silicon crystals
whichare then slicedup into thin wafers. Impurities
are thenput into the silicon ina multi-step processto
build up the circuit elements. Metal is evaporated
onto the wafersto interconnectthe circuit elements.
Thenthe waferis broken upintolittle silicon chips.
These chips are then put together into a component,
and then a numberof components are put together
to make something like a computer or the electro-
nics for a communication system.
The processof going from bigtolittle and then build-
ing back up to a big system is an added value
process ♥ it is the way we have found for making
money out of the technology. Today, we have
reached a point where we can put into the
component sufficient circuitry to build complete
machines, and so our building blocks are becoming
complete machines. In the next decade wewill in
many cases be able to use the complete wafer as
our component. In other words, our componentswill
consist of collections of machines, including, for
example, microsensors so that the component can
see like a radar, sonar, or video camera and display
information like a flat-screen TV, and electronic
communications circuitry so that it can be
connected into communications systems.
This gives us a component system or a component
institution as a building block. The technology for
achieving that has been advancing at a rate of doub-
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ling its capability every yearfor the last two decades.Thatis a factor of a thousand increase ina decade ora factor of a million increase in two decades. Wehave knowledgeofthe science neededto allow pro-gression to continueatthat rate for the next coupleof decades.| shall show you someof the things wewill be doing with that technology.
The VHSIC programme is a new US GovernmentProgramme to speed up advancementin this tech-nology. This technology has been advancing morerapidly than any other type of technology, and wenow perceiveit as advancing too slowly. The nextstep is Ultra Large Scale Integration, and then SuperUltra Large Scale Integration. Then we run outofadjectives and haveto referto systems-on-a-wafer.The nextstep is the biotechnology step.
So at present our systems use chips. In the nextdecadetheywill use complete wafers. Later wewillbe using biotechnology, and at about the same timethree-dimensional componentrywill be introduced.
This meansthat our systemswill be provided withnew capabilities. During the pastfive or six years, wehave developedtheability for circuitry to talk. WeStart out by putting the capability into toys such as☜Speak and Spell☂. One of these days wewill put itinto machines such as the microphone, the auto-mobile, the toaster, the vacuum cleaner,the coffeepot. Then these machineswill nag you all day long.
At the presenttime, hardwarefor listening is comingOutof the laboratory. At the momentthe hardwarehas 50-word, 100-word, 200-word vocabularies. Thislimited-vocabulary hardware takes wordsout of con-text and recognises them in the way previous hard-ware recognisedsignals created by a finger pushinga button. So we call them button-pushing languages.| will discuss some discoursing machineslater.
That means that from now on our machines willevolve with increasingsilicon intelligence. In otherwords, the circuitry will continue to become moreand more complex.
Now | wantto turn to the area of artificial intelli-gence, wherewe imitate what the mind does.| shalluse the word☜heuristics☝ to describe the way themind goes about discovering something. Thisincludes the inductive and deductive reasoning anddiscovery processes, thinking and learning, makingeducated guesses, and fuzzy thinking. We have nowreached the stage of putting heuristics in ourmachines.
In the last decade we have learned more about howthe mind works than in all previous history. In theearly days of the studyofartificial intelligence wethought we should take a bunch of circuits, connect

them together, add sensors, and let the resultingsystemsstart out as infants, with no knowledge,andthen let them experience and learn to do whateverwe wanted them to do. Wedid not finda way ofdoingthat.
Professor Marvin Minsky at the Massachusetts Insti-tute of Technology,inthe late 1 960s, said that even ifwe could learn to do that we should never allow ourmachinesto belike that. When asked why, he said,☜Obviously we could never allow a machine to beateenagerin society.☝☂ He said that what we had todowasto find an architecture into which we could putalot of knowledge from the very start. In other words,we should build the machine as an adult expert andlet it learn from that point forward.
That was the breakthrough, but it has taken fromthentill now to learn howto dothat. | should like toshowyouthe stage we have now reached and thenextrapolatea little in the future.
An expert system hasa knowledgebase,which is anelectronic memory with database features that useassociative techniques. We are not so muchinter-estedin the hardwareof the knowledge base, we aremore interested in the contents. The contents arethe facts or informationthatan expert uses, togetherwith the heuristic rules for accessing those facts andusing them. Expert systems also incorporate heuris-tic procedures for manipulating the rules and thefacts, and then also some Programs to put theresults into terms that you and | understand.
These systems are based on using commonsensereasoning to do what experts do. But this is thestumbling block. How manyof you cantell me what amanagerdoesother than delegate? And whatinfor-mation and heuristics do Managers use? Those aretough questions andit takes a long time tofind theanswers to them. Our real stumbling blockis to dis-coverwhatit is that experts do.
Let me show you an example of a machinethat usesprimitive intelligence. The machine is a microwaveoven, which its advertisers claim enables you tothrow away your cook book. This machine has abank of buttons, like those on a calculator, butlabelled ☁Roast☂, ☁Desserts☂, ☁Vegetables☂, andso on.Thenthere is a display, like a calculator display.Ifyou wait a year of two, these machineswill incor-porate talking andlistening chips so that you canhave an interesting conversation with your oven.With today☂s machine, you pressthe ☁Roast☂ buttonand the machine asks ☜What kind?☝ You say,☜Beef,☂☂, and the machine Says, ☁☁How muchdoesitweigh?☂☂ Later on these machines will incorporate ascale to weigh the meat automatically, but not untilafter the suppliers have Saturated the market withdumber machines.In the meantimeyouhaveto say,

  



☜Ten pounds.☝ The machine then asks, ☁☁How well
done?☝ ☜Medium,☝ ☜When?☝ ☁By 5.30p.m.☝☂ ☜OK,☝
says the machine. Whereis the cook book ♥ itis in
silicon, either hard-wired or programmed. Such
machines are the tip of the iceberg, the first
examples of us putting the knowledge of how to do
something inside the machine.
This machine does 90 per cent of what an expert
does. It asks questions ♥ what, how, and when?
Experts usually do not do much morethanthat. The
heuristic consists of a decision tree for answering
questions. In order for the machine to be able to do
that, knowledge has to be recodified in a different
way. When we program a computer, we are recodi-
fying algorithmic or process type knowledge using
linear strings of procedure-oriented instructions.
When wecodify a knowledge base we are using
logic rules, the logic of IF, THEN, AND, ELSE. For
example, IF roast and IF ten pounds and IF medium
and IF by 5.30 p.m. THEN the machine knows what
to do.
It turns out that the recodification of knowledge in
this form is closely related to programming. The
recodification has to be done very precisely. The
resulting knowledge base is somewhere between
ten and one thousand times more precise and com-
prehensible than the standard textbook or manual.
So what we havehereis the beginning of an industry
using computers and communications systems to
replace the standard textbook or manual, if not in
this decadein the next.

| shall now discussthis in more detail by examining
particular types of system. First, | shall look at
DENDRAL, which is an artificial intelligence pro-
gram that has been workedon for 16 years at Stan-
ford University. This program is used for doing sym-
bolic chemistry, the form of chemistry that can be
thought of as detective story chemistry in the sense
that it is concerned with finding out what mixtures
are made from. Inthe last six months DENDRALhas
achieved championship status, by which | mean that
there is no other tool, human orotherwise, that is as
knowledgeable as DENDRALinits particular sub-
field of chemistry.

Think of the professional chemist, who now has a
tool more knowledgeable than a human chemist to
amplify his work. Can you imagine the synergyof the
human chemist☂s mind in conjunction with the
machine?

MACSYMA is for doing symbolic-map algebra,
including differential and integral calculus. This
system also has reached championshiplevelin the
last six months. Mathematicians now have

a

third-
generation tool to take laborious work away from
them. In the first generation, during the 1950s and
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1960s, the large scale computer had an impact on
the mathematician. Although these machines took
much work away from mathematicians, the mach-
ines also allowed the mathematician to achieve
things that were impossible without such a machine
♥ for example the design calculations for a jet
aeroplane. So, even though we automated a large
portion of the mathematician☂s job, westill hired
more mathematicians because they could now take
on many new tasks.
In the 1970s, we impacted the mathematician with
the hand-held calculator, and the screen-plus-key-
board microcomputer, which made real-time cal-
culation instantly available in support of the mathe-
matician☂s thinking processes. Again wedid notlay
off mathematicians, although once in a while we
changedtheir title to programmer.
In the 1980s, the mathematician is being impacted
by the knowledge-based system, in many cases
more knowledgeable than the mathematician him-
self. Again we are notlaying off mathematicians.In
some cases weare hiring more.

In the next decade, wewill probably have inference
engines, whichwill be the fourth- generationtool.

Let us look at the architecture of such machines by
discussing INTERNIS, which is an artificial intelli-
gence system for carrying out medical diagnosis.
The wayit worksis that a doctor, or a patient, keys in
a set of symptoms ♥ for example, headache, rash,
and high temperature. INTERNIS then looksin the
first part of its knowledge base, which is the
symptom catalogue, and finds ☁☁headache☂☂. The
system then makes an association into the second
part of its knowledge base, which is a disease
catalogue, and finds all possible diseasesin this
catalogue that produce headaches.Thenit goes on
to find all such possible diseases that produce
rashes, and thenall such possibleof those diseases
that produce a high temperature.
There will be a lot of overlap of such diseases. The
system sorts out the overlap by using its heuristic
deductive and inductive reasoningability, making an
association in the third part of its knowledge base
which consists ofa set of questionslike thosein the
microwave oven. However, unlike the microwave
oven, it will really know whatis the next test that
should be madeonthe patient, taking into account
the needto get the most informationout of eachtest,
at least cost, and with minimum damageto the
patient.
Through this process of using a decision tree of
questions and answers, the system ends up with a
diagnosis of what is wrong with the patient. Onceit
has madethat diagnosis,it goes into the fourth part
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of its knowledge base whichis a catalogueof pres-cribed treatments.
Thatis a typical architecture for an artificial intelli-gence system.
Think about your particular field and imagine build-ing a knowledgebase,a taxonomy of your field, thatcan be usedin the real time of your work and yourdecision process. You can imagine how your workwill be changed as we go deeperinto thefuture.
Weare entering the era of ethnotronic machines.Ethnotronics is a coined word like avionics. Thedefinition of ethnotronics is ☁The science of therelationships that humans and society have withinorganic systems which amplify their mutual capa-city for learning, reasoning, decisioning, accessinginformation/knowledge, and communicating.☝ If |give each of you a standard calculator, you becomeanewethnic groupthatis electronically amplified todo calculations. If later we design and manufacturean expert manager's machine, each of you providedwith such a machinewill become a new ethnic groupelectronically amplified to perform the tasks of man-agement. So, ethnotronic machines are people-amplifier appliances with heuristic primitive func-tions that provide aids for helping us discover,invent, decide, andinfer.
As a futurist | am forced to forecast that there is aperiod in history when even the bureaucrats andpoliticians will be using these types of machine. | amthen forced to forecast beyondthatpoint that even-tually we will have intelligent government.
Nowthat we are nearing 1984 and teleconferencingis here, we have to be very Careful about the way wedesign these machines.Let us go to the mid-pointofthe next decade and claim that we havea knowledgebase for a management expert system. By then theexpert management machine will be capable ofeavesdropping andlistening in to determine whenyou need somehelp.It will use as cues the verbalisa-tions that go on and will be able to read the imageofthe face to determine whenthe face is registering apuzzled expression. It may also use some silentlanguage, like infra-red signals, to determine whenyou are getting hot underthecollar. If, having inte-gratedall of these cues, it does not understand whatyou need, it will begin to ask questions, on its owninitiative. The machine has only one purpose ♥ toamplify whoeveris usingit.
Let us assumethat it makes a determinationof whatyou need in the way of help and dipsinto its know-ledge base, whichis the collective knowledge ofMany managersin your field. Mostof the timeit willfind the help you need and make you awareofit. Letus assumethat oncein a while it does not find the
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help you need. But let us also assumethat we havemade the telephoneintelligent using chip tech-nology so that onits owninitiative this device canmake a telephonecall to bigger knowledge bases,pull out whatit perceives you need and bring it backover the telephoneline. At the moment, when thetelephone bell rings, your intuition tells you thatsomebody wantsto talk to you. In the future, whenyour expert machine bleeps at you, you will think,☜Aha, society has amassed some knowledgethat|can usein the real time of what |am doing.☝ Imagineamachinethatis amplifying you, that is smarter thanyou, and that cannotwaitto tell you.
Our problem with such machinesis the garbagein/ gospel out problem. Incorrect information in theknowledge base creates an enormous problem.
The question is whether such machines will do yourworkin the future. My answer is ☜Yes, No, Maybe,and Hopefully☝. What | have been trying to tell youisthat, by using such machines, tomorrow's clerkswillbeable to do what today☂s professionals are doing.
In order to understand this we haveto know what aprofessional is. The higher we go upthe professionalladder, the closer we get to mechanical regurgita-tion, so the first point about a professionalis that heiS a regurgitator. The second is that he is a parasite♥ he takes from his profession. Whatever he takeshe usually delivers, andsothethird point is that he isa delivery person.

Astheclerk takesover, the professional gets out ofthe in-line delivery of the profession and loses theparasitic status. What happensthenis that many ofthe professionals add to their profession,orin otherwordsgrowit. As a result the profession advancesrapidly, becoming much more valuable and useful tosociety.

In most professions, althoughnotin all, as we auto-matethe professionin that fashion, we require moreprofessionals. So, the more we automate, the moreprofessionals wewill require.
So, society has become more and more complex asour computers have become bigger and bigger ♥Our aeroplanes have become bigger and bigger, ourgovernments have become bigger and bigger, andSo on. As a result we needed more education, asshownin Figure 2. Now we are educating machines,and we needless and less education of the voca-tional type to use those machines. That does notmean that we need less education in total ♥ thetotal amountof education we need will continue torise, but the educationwill incorporate some verydifferent types of education, perhaps the type forteaching us how to get along with eachother.
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Whenwelook at somealternative future computers,
we see smart machines, knowledge bases, expert
systems, ethnotronic systems, micromainframes,
wafer systems, component machines, and compo-
nentinstitutions. In the information age, computers
talk, listen, answer, see, and give advice.
Equally, there are considerable developments tak-
ing place in communications. Future communica-
tion systems include developments such as sensor-
based systems, smart communication systems,
component communication systems, people-ampli-
fier appliances, database systems, information
appliances, knowledge-based systems, expert sys-
tems, current-awareness systems, component
schools/offices, distributed smart systems, embed-
ded communications, intelligent communications.
In communications we are reachinginto a period of
more opportunities than we haveeverhad before.

Now| wantto talk about machineintelligence. Let us
start by looking at home automation where we have
not a distributed network of computers but a distri-
buted network of smart machines. A little later on we
will have a distributed networkof intelligent mach-
ines, such asintelligent toasters, vacuum Cleaners,
refrigerators, and stoves, all interconnectedthrough
a communications network.

Let us imagine that this network of expert kitchen
machines has a very sensitive, remote ear so that
the machines can hear what is going on in the bed-
room. There is no needto be afraid of this ♥ you are
not afraid to undressin front of a light bulb, and we
are talking about just another electronic device. As
you wake up the machine senseswhatis going on, or
if it does not understand then it begins to ask
questions. So whenyou stumble bleary-eyed into the
kitchen, the coffee pot hands you your cup of coffee
just the way you wantit and yousit downto the table
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that has been set out with the breakfast just the way
you wantit.

Let us assume that you have the latest modelof
toaster, which has moreintelligence thanthe restof
the machinesin the kitchen, and so has been feeling
lonely all night. Upon sensing your entrance,it
begins to jabber away: ☁☁How would youlike to have
your toast this morning? Would youlikeit light tan,
medium tan, dark brown? Do you want somejelly on
it? Shall | ask the refrigerator?☝☂ After being nagged
by the toaster in that fashion, you spill your cup of
coffee and make a mess.
Another machine, which has been hiding awayin the
closet and hasonly one purpose, whichis to clean,
senses the mess you have made, comesrunning out
of the closet, cleans up the mess, and goes back into
hiding.
What| havejust described is a network of co-operat-
ing machines. We can now build such machines,
because we can add sensors to them, we can add
intelligence, and we can link them into a communi-
cations network. That is quite a turning point.
Imagine the use of such a networkin theoffice or the
factory of the future. Now, let us considerthe value
system, or the manners, that we haveto put in such
machines. In the home, the TV dinner of the future
will tell you that you have already exceeded your
calorie limit, just when you are about to eatit.
Clearly, we will have to be very careful about how the
machine doesthis.

The Japanese stumbledon this problem. Some time
ago they broughtout an oven that talks, but none of
the Japanese housewives have boughtthat machine
because it incorporates some wrong words. You
canimagine, if there is just one word wrong, how bad
these machines become. This requires a whole new
study of language andits use. In fact we are begin-
ning to learn more about humanvalues as we enter
the period when wehaveto incorporate value sys-
temsin our machines.
In the past, we have had the calculation enginefor
performing numerical arithmetic, the data manipu-
lation engine for performing information processing,
and smart machines with embeddedlogic. Future
types of computer that we can now see emerging
are the inference engine, the ethnotronic people
amplifier, and robots. So there are three new
classes of machine.
Thereis a longlist of trends in computers,or cyber-
netic type machines. These trends include smart,
embedded computers, computer-based machines,
microsensor-based systems, knowledge-based sys-
tems, Al/expert systems, linked co-operative sys-
tems,distributed networks of smart systems and of
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intelligent systems, convivial machines (by which |
mean machines incorporating at the interface be-
tween the machine and the human being lot of
hardware dedicated to making the interfacefriendly,
easy to use, andintelligent enough totell you how to
useit), current-awareness systems, and inference
engines.

So, in the information age, people amplifiers bring
accessto society☂s knowledgein the real time of our
action.
As an aside, | wouldlike to point outthat loveis infor-mation ♥ itis a communication. My questionis, willthe information age be more loving? How manyofyou canstate that your institution this year is moreloving than last year? By how much?| claim that if wedo not know the answerto that question, and to otherquestions related to our positive, desirable values,then how can we make the decisions neededto takeus closer to desired values?
Let us now lookat office automation beyond wordprocessing. Several developmentsare taking placeto screen-and-keyboard devices.If yousit all daylong looking at a fixed-position device, you getapainin the neck. This is being overcome by making thedevices portable.
The definition on the face of the screenis notall thatit could be, and as a result yougeta little eyestrain.This is being overcome by using high-definitionvideo. Another particularly useful developmentisremoval of the need for managersto be able to spellby putting listening and talking chips into thedevices. All these developments are totallychanging the groundrules for these types of infor-mation appliance as we go deeperinto the futuretowards the smart management machine.

| shall now run through past and future develop-ments in office automation. The office of the futurestarted with minicomputer-based word Processingsystems. Then we added smart, microcomputer-based word processing systems. Then wetied thesemachines together by means of a communicationsnetwork. Then we arranged the marriage betweendata processing and word Processing systems.Then we added office automation software, com-puter mail, and computer conferencing, which isabout the stage we have reached today.
Whatis indevelopment? Thefirst developmentis thedatabase computer. Next are smart office mach-ines, for example a typewriter that can understandthe spoken word andsoasa result of you dictating toit type out the words andspell them correctly. An-other example of a smart office machineis the elec-tronicfiling cabinet incorporating storage, a screen,and a keyboard. Then people-amplifier appliances
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will be developed, such as the smart managementmachine, the expert doctor machine, and so on.Then wewill tie these smart machinestogetherinacommunications network and so totally automatethe wholeoffice.
The next step comes when memorygets very smalland very cheap, after 1985 and towards 1990. Thiswill mean that we can afford

a

lotof distributed elec-tronic memory. We will add such memoryto ourpeople amplifiers and our smartoffice machines tomakethem information appliances.This will usherinthe paperless office, or at least our ability toachieve the paperlessoffice.
Then the knowledge-based and expert machinescome along. The nextstepisto tie these togetherinacommunications network and so createtheintelli-gentoffice.
The next step is to make a componentoffice, anoffice on a wafer. Today, we can put the sameamountof information on a chip as occursina fairlylarge book. Of course, we need

a

lot of electronicsaroundthe chiptobe able to accesstheinformation.With the VHSIC programthat | mentioned earlier, byabout 1985 we will have the capability to incorporatedirect output visual technology in the chip so thatitcan display on a flat screen the information it isstoring. Ten years from now, wewill be able to putsomewhere between one hundred and one thou-sandbooksfull of information ina componentof thatsize. However,bythat time wewill be using wafers,each of which is equivalent to about a hundredchips. If achip can hold a hundred books thenacom-ponentlibrary can hold ten thousand books. Mostofthe silicon acreage would be unusedin such a com-ponentlibrary, so we might as well incorporate otherCapabilities, such as office automation programs,database management systems, management in-formation systems, andso on. We could also includethe primitive functions required to provide the
mathematician ona chip.
The chipin one of today☂s calculators contains abouta thousandcircuits. This mathematician on a chipdoesquite a lot of work. Imagine when we can incor-porate a hundred thousandcircuits ina component,or half a million circuitsa little after the mid-pointofthis decade, or a few million by the end of thisdecade. Imagine the capability of such a device.Maybeten thousandcircuits will enable us to build asmart doctor machine, and half a million maybe a
smart management machine.
Whatwould bethe primitive functions for the mana-ger on a chip? They would not be Add, Subtract,Multiply, and Divide,as for the calculator ona chip.They would befunctions suchas Delegate and Com-municate, Delegate and Control, Delegate and Plan.
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We could add more functions to our office on a
wafer. For example, we could take up someof the
chip areas with courses, suchasare already becom-
ing available on devicesthat plug into calculators.
Wecould addthe primitive functions for the teacher
onachip. This would give us the school on a wafer,
or acomponentschool.

Let us look at an initial application for such capa-
bility, an application in the leisure area. The compo-
nent could have the collective knowledge of a group
of expert skiers, and so would beinstalled in a pair of
skis. The skis would be able to see wheretreesare.
They would beable to detect where bare patchesof
ground are. They would be able to sense the snow☂s
condition ♥ whetherit is dry, powdery, compact,
wet, or icy. They could sense which waythe skier☂s
toes are pointing, how the skier is bending his knees
as he manoeuvres towardsthe ski poles, and so on.
As you are skiing downthe hill, your skis are in
constant conversation with you, nagging you to
ensurethat you neverbreak your neck.This is a real-
time, educational system.
Imagine a component school embeddedattheinter-
face of just about every machine with which we have
contact. With such intelligent, communicating, and
discoursing machines, the world around the year
2000 is going to be a verydifferent place in which to
live.
Now let us look at what has happened in computers.
The computer eras are summarised in Figure 3.
What have these eras meant for management? In
the 1950s the manager was managing the operation
of the tool. In the 1960s, the data processing mana-
ger was managing the tool, the data, and the pro-
grams.In the 1970s, MIS management was manag-
ing all of that, the system, plus information. In the
1980s we are entering the era of information
resource management, where managers are mana-
ging the total information environment,not only the
computer system but also the photocopying room,
the communications, and the mail room. In the
1990s, we enter the era of knowledge resource
management where we are managing the total
knowledgeapplication.Inthe year 2000 and beyond,

 

Figure 3
COMPUTER ERAS

1950s - DAWN OF COMPUTERS & AUTOMATION
1960s - COMPUTER SYSTEMS & DATA PROCESSING
1970s - INFORMATION PROCESSING, DISTRIBUTED &

MICROS
1980s ♥ SMART MACHINES, EMBEDDED & Al
1990s - INFERENCE PROCESSING
2000+- GENERAL INTELLIGENCE
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weenter the era ofintelligence resource manage-
ment, which is concerned with the automated
managementof leadership. At least, that is one path
into the future. One could develop other future his-
tory maps about the impact on management.

Let us look at this future map now in terms of com-
munications systems andoffriendly machines.Let
us think about the sort of information utility that is
developing now, and the sort of knowledgeutility
that will develop during the next decade.

In a Japanese Government White Paper last year, it
wasstated in the introduction that in Japan in the
1990s information will be elevated to a basic need,
as basic as food. The United States and Europe are
moving just as rapidly into the information age as
Japan. However, the Japanese havesingled out the
industry and the machinesfor that age. In fact the
Japanese havegiven us a target at which to shoot.
The question is, who will be the leader? The Japa-
nese have set in motion the mechanisms through
which theythink they will become the leader. How-
ever, ten years is a long time. Even Europe could
becometheleader,if it tries. A future is always ten
years away until you start to do something aboutit.
The list of corporations becoming involved in the
information age is growing very quickly. In the
United States, the largest corporation, AT&T, has
just been unleashed. The United States Government
is changing the law to allow AT&T to move beyond
the provision of acommunications highwayand tele-
phone terminals into the provision of information
services. Many other countries, including Canada,
the UK, France, and Japan are building technology
for the informationutility era.
There are forecasters who forecast that before the
end of the 1980sthe informationutility will add one
trillion dollars in annual sales to the communications
industry. The artificial intelligence partof that will be
one hundredbillion dollars. The computer industry
itself has yet to reach the one hundredbillion dollar
level. Imagine an industry that large just in the
artificial intelligence area. We have never devel-
oped suchlarge forcesin such a short period of time.
The impact onsocietywill be much greater than any-
thing we have knownin history.
But the informationutility is only part of this future.
There are also the intelligent machinesthat | have
talked about ♥ the ethnotronic people amplifiers,
the artificial intelligence, expert systems, and the
discoursing machineswith whichyouwill be able to
have interesting conversations.
This will also bring about the electronic cottage
industry, whichis already starting to happen in many
parts of the world. Today, our designers carry home
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a device so that we can get more than eight hours a
day work from them. Then there are the convivial
and symbiotic machines that are developing at
present, and the telecommunications substitutes for
travel, and telepresent systems such as tele-
medicine and tele-education. You are familiar with
almostall these developments. You can therefore
see that there will be many advances and vast
changes.

Now let me switch to another subject, genetics.| will
then talk about how weexpect genetics technology
to be married with computers and communications
as time goes on.
In every cell of every living organism thereis a pro-gram called DNA. Each program uses four basicinstructions and has many millions of entries.Physically, DNAis verytiny. It has only been with thevery powerful microscopesof the last decade or sothat we have been ableto seeit and readit. We havebeen reading the programsfora variety of species tofind out their instruction sequences and where theswitchis to turn them on andoff.
Oneprocessoflife is that the program splits, ratherlike a Zipper, into two copies or templates calledRNA messengers.Oneof the purposes of the RNAmessengersis to go outside ofthe cell and make twonew copiesof the cell from which it came. Anotherpurpose of the RNA messengersis to be targetedinternally to the original cell in order to reprogramwhatthat cell does about genetic stress.
Aboutsix years ago, we learned how to cut a DNAprogram andsplicein another part. The result is thatwe can now splice, edit, amplify, and transcribegenetic codes.This hasgivenrise to the creation ofmany genetic factories for producing medicines,drugs, industrial chemicals, and repair parts.
To give an exampleof whatis possible with repairparts, about a year ago, some skin was taken fromabadly-burned animal and cloned by turning on theliving switch over and over again, very rapidly, toproducethe cell division process. From onedivisionyou get two new cells, from twodivisions yougetfourcells, and from three divisions you get eight cells.From 20 divisions (as you know from binary arith-metic) you get about a million cells. That is a lot ofskin. The skin was put onto the badly-burned animal.It was that animal'sskin but it was not grownthere. Itwaslike a bandagethat never had to be taken off andthat the body never rejected. Researchers have alsolearned how to grow bonetissue. Imagine how use-
ful such technology would be for repairing human
beingsin the future.

Let us now lookinto the future and imagine that you
get your arm choppedoff. In the year 2000 that may
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not be too much of a problem. Technology may besuch that you go downto the local pharmacistordrugstore and buy a machine to strap on. Themachineturns on the growth process and monitorsitso that you grow anarm ratherthan anyother part ofthe body. Since the whole DNA programis in everycell the process will grow the arm, the wrist, thethumb,and the fingers, and then whenit gets to thetips of the fingers, it will switch off.
This process was notdiscoveredbyfirst seeingit innature. The process was researchedin laboratoriesand then the researchers went back and askedwhetherthe processis a natural one. The answeristhatit is a natural one, and so they then wentbackinhistory to find examplesofit.
One of the areas they studied was corn. In pre-recorded history, before there were many humanbeings, corn hada single strand of kernels in a husk-like pod. Subsequently, corn was genetically stres-sed by being given too much food in the form ofhuman manure. The result was that the geneticmaterial of corn had to learn howto copewith thatstress of too much food. The DNA code wascut andspliced, usually on a trial and errorbasis. Mostly ofcourse errors were made, and so it took manygenerations for corn to determine how to make useof all that food. Whatit did finally was to build a bigsurface area that we now know as a cob. Nowthatweunderstandthat process,we can start to think ofmaking a muchbiggerand longer cobsothatit takesfar less energy to producethe nutrition available. Wecan evenstart to think about growing more on thecob thanjust corn. We canthink about growing thewhole meal ♥ corn, peas,potatoes, carrots, gravy,and beef. There is probably no reason whybeef hasto be on the hoof.
Whyare weinterestedin all of this from the com-
puter and communications viewpoint? In silicontechnology,the line geometries of the interconnect-ing paths andthesize of the transistors, resistors,and capacitors are in the micron range, and we areworking with two dimensions. With genetic material,we work with features and geometrics in the nano-metre range, and with three dimensions.
Whyare weinterested in making circuits physicallysmaller? If we put onecircuit ina chip,it costs abouta dollar to manufactureit. If we put ten thousandcir-Cuits ina chip, we have now reachedthepoint on thelearning curve of high production wherethecosttobuild that componentis one dollar. However, eachcircuit costs only one ten-thousandthofa dollar. Soone of the reasons for wanting greater miniaturisa-tion is to achieve lower costperfunction.
From the component manufacturer☂s viewpoint, hehas to take into accountthe developmentcost. Say
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the chip with ten thousandcircuits costs about 10
million dollars to develop, if he makes 10 million, that
adds a dollar per chip. So the chip costs a dollar to
buildanda dollar towards the developmentcost. The
manufacturer sells it for a thousand dollars ♥ until
the competition takes a close lookat the arithmetic
involved.

The computer manufacturer's major problem with
computer components is how to charge a million
dollars for something that small. He will never
succeed, of course.

With genetic material, however, each dimensionisa
thousand times smaller, and there are three dimen-
sions. If we have ten thousandcircuits per chip with
silicon technology, the extra dimension of genetic
material gives us a hundred thousandcircuits, and
the greater packing density means we can multiply
that figure by a thousand times a thousand times a
thousand. That is a big number.

So the first advantage of genetic material is a step
function increase in capability. Secondly, once we
can cut andsplice a genetic code to define it as one
bit of memory, we can setin motioncell division, and
in 20 divisions we have a self-manufacturing
processfor a million-bit memory.

So the second reason weareinterested in genetic
materialis its capability for self manufacturing. If we
stay with the silicon type of technology, the upper
range of developmentis a factor of a thousand per
decade. However, with genetic technology we
could, ina decade☂s time, have made a step function
increase of a thousand times a thousand times a
thousand times a hundred thousand.

Of course we will have to learn how to marry
the genetic material with hardware, because the
genetic material will not be able to perform such
functions as simple multiplication and addition as
fast as we can with existing semiconductor tech-
nology. However, with genetic material we should
be able to imitate the synaptic junctionsof our brain,
andso beable to do image processing andinference
processing muchbetter. So our problem is to marry
the two technologies together.

What stage have we reached with genetic tech-
nology? We havelearnt how to move electrons and
electroactive polymers in enzymeliving systems
and we know thatthe switchis in brain tissue, at the
synaptic junction. Synaptic junctions do far more
than the AND/OR/NORcircuitry of computers. So
we have thebasic building blocks for making biologi-
cal, genetic computers. We areat the early stagesof-
self-manufacturing, self-producing, genetic sys-
tems, solar cells, computer circuits, and so forth.
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A possible future scenario therefore contains bio-
genetic-live computers, sensors, intelligent parts,
worker units, interpreters, bionic systems, and
human extenders.
The usual marketing strategy is to copy one☂s com-
petitors. That is the major strategy worldwide, andit
leaves one wondering who is actually innovating
these days. | have tried to show you someof the inno-
vations that are on the drawing board at the moment,
but if you are just copying the competition then you
will not yet be interested in these innovations♥your
unwritten strategy is to let your competition dictate,
plan, design, and decide your future.
In the planning department where| work, we have a
new science knownasthe anticipatory sciences.
Figure 4 shows someof the jargon of the anticipa-
tory sciences.At the University of Minnesota, where
| teach as an Adjunct Professor, we have had a
Masters Degree and a Doctorate in Anticipatory
Sciences since the early 1970s. Other educational
establishments are now introducing similar qualifi-
cations. The studyof the future has becomereal. We
do notuse crystal balls and tea leaves any longer.

 
Figure 4
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Let me show you a language for decoding alterna-
tive futures. The language is based on a co-ordinate
system, and is shownin Figure 5. The abscissais the
time dimension and the other axis can be anything
youlike. For example, it could be your health after
the age of 20, your earning powerafter youretire,
your relationship with your spouse, or your relation-
ship with your boyfriendorgirlfriend. In other words,
the language canbeused to describefuturesforthe
mixture of productsin your corporation. That is the
waythe future normally comes,as a whole bunchof
mixed up things.

Just about every discipline, science or art, has an
adjunct-amplifier language. The mathematician has
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the symbols of Add, Subtract, Multiply, and Divide.The musician has the language of notes.
| discovered this language for alternative futuresaboutfive years ago. We are now in the Processofdefining the vocabulary and the alphabet. Figure 5showsthefirst attempt at defining the alphabet.
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What! have been tryingtotell you is that advancesintechnologyliberate humanbeings. The blue collarwasthe labour slave,the white collar the deskslave,the steelcollar the robotslave,the silicon collar theintelligent machine slave, and the genetic collarwillproduce a newspeciesof slave.
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Raj Reddy, Carnegie-Mellon University

Dr. Reddy is a Professor of Computer Science and Director of The Robotics Institute at Carnegie-Mellon
University. He received a Ph.D. degree in computer science from Stanford (1966) and hadpreviously attended
the University of Madras, India and the University of New South Wales, Australia.

His research interests in computer science are in the areas of artificial intelligence, man-machine
communication andsignal understanding systems. In particular, he is working on speech input to computers,
visual input to computers, robotics, graphics, distributed sensor networks, and computer architecture. Heis
the author of over 75 papers and technicalreportsin these areas.

His currentactivities in robotics include research towardsthe factoryofthe future and autonomous mobile
robots capable of operating in hazardous environments such as undersea exploration, nuclear rescue, space
manufacturing, and mining.

Dr. Redayis a Fellow of the Acoustical Society ofAmerica and wasthe program chairmanfor the International
Conference onAl (IJCAI-77) and the general chairmanforIJCAI-79.

| was told that most of you are managersor senior
vice presidents of information processing in large
corporations and that perhaps, 25 years ago, you
might have been oneof the initial introducers of
computers into your corporation.| feel that lam one
of you because | was a programmer (applied
science representative to be exact) for IBM Corpora-
tion in Australia, in 1959.| introduced the 1401 and
the 1620into Australia at that time and, since then,|
have moved into the academic environment, but|
feel fairly close to your occupations.

My ownarea of interest in computerscience is artifi-
cial intelligence.In the area ofartificial intelligence
we usually look at how one can bring to bear
knowledge to solve problems which, when solved by
humanbeings, would be consideredintelligent.

This type of activity has been primarily limited to
playing games such as chess and backgammon,
and activities such as theorem proving, puzzle
solving and taking IQ tests. Recently we have been
discovering that more and moretasks that we take
for granted, such as seeing, hearing and acting, are
perhaps a lot more difficult than previously
imagined, and in no area doesit show up as com-
pletely as in the area of robotics.

My talk will be in three parts. The first part will be a
general introduction to robotics; the secondwill be
on the factory of the future ♥ what kinds of things
we might expect to see and how such factories
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might be organised; and how can youtake a factory
and augmentit with electronic intelligence sothatit
might be anintelligent factory. We needto talk about
whatan intelligent factory might look like. The last
part of mytalk will, as requested by Butler Cox, be
about managerial, organisational and social aspects
of this technology.

Let us look at robotics. Historically we have had a
view of robotics as an iron knight or as R2-D2 and
CP30. Perhaps amorerealistic version of robots that
we might have seen are systems for aiding the
handicapped. This is one area where robotics will be
of great help andlater, if we have time | will be happy
to give a few examples.
Historically, robots have been used as teleopera-
tors, for example in handling highly radioactive
material, where an operator with appropriate gloves
can control a larger arm, remotely, and perform
experiments without being exposed to radioactive
materials. These are called teleoperators.
In the 1960s, when | wasat the Stanford Research
Institute we had a numberof activities on robotics.
Westarted by attempting to build a Mars Rover
which would beusedin exploration of Mars in 1964.
Webuilt a robot called Shaky, which could move
around in a room and perform simple tasks such as
pushing a block. It did not have an arm or a manipu-
lator to do operations, butit could senseits environ-
ment and avoid obstacles.
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Amorerealistic robot that you see todayis a welding
robot. In general, robots today are being used in a
wide variety of applications. Welding is one of them;
painting and coating is another; others are loading
and unloading of machine tools by essentially
material handling robots, machining, transfer of
materials, and assembly tasks.
The interesting thing about these robots, unlike the
science fiction view, is that they are essentially
mechanical devices that are programmable. Mostofyou are familiar with the notion of programming.
Whatdistinguishes these systems from classical,hard automationis that these robots are soft auto-
mation. Today they can be doing onething, and to-morrow they can be doing a different thing. Sobecausethey are programmablethey can be used ina wide variety of tasks without having to reinvestinnew capital each time you have to changethe fac-tory, or each time the demand for a particularproduct decreases and a new producthasto bein-troduced. Thus, you do not have the problem ofrecapitalisation, over and over again. This flexibilityand versatility is a direct consequence of the pro-grammability of these devices.

Secondly, they can operate beyond human capabili-ties. They can work for long hours, in continuousOperation, in uncomfortable environments; they donot needlighting or air conditioning, and they canperform hazardoustasks.
Finally, these systems are often capable of perform-ing high-precision tasks, requiring a great degree ofaccuracy and repeatability that human hands arenot capableof.
Whatare the advantagesof usingthis type of robot?Essentially, the whole technology of programmableautomation makesit possible for us to have a singlefactory in which you could be producing alarge num-berof different kinds of products. You could be pro-ducing automobiles today, trucks tomorrow, andtractors the dayafter,if the factory is organised withthe right type of soft automation and programs.
You do not move the machinery around, you do noteven change anything; all of the changesare pro-grammedin software, which meansthatthe change-over from one product type to anotheris essentiallyautomatic. There is no rearranging or restructuringof the factory.
Thatis not quite possible in many of the existing fac-tories becausethey were not designed to beflexiblemanufacturing factories, but in general that isexactly what robotic, flexible automation permitsyou to do.
Secondly, the use of robots, or in generalflexible
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automation, leads to ease of phasing in productdesign, modifications to products and changesinproducts. You do nothave to berightthe first timearound. If you make a mistakein the product designand you notice that some products have goneintothe market with a problem, you do not haveto throwout either the whole design completely or themachine. Suppose that you programmed themachine tool to machine the productin a certainway. Essentially, most of it was right except for asmall part. At present you would haveto throw outallthe equipment that was designed to make thatproduct and maybe haveto re-do the tooling. If not, aperson would haveatleastto re-do the whole proto-type from the beginning,in a slow,laborious way.
With a soft robot, maybe one small routine of a fewinstructions might have to be changed. The changescan be madeandthe raw material can be cut again,and you can verify whether your productis now up tospecification. A classical problem in machinetoolshops is where they make twoparts that are sup-posed to mate together. The holes do notline up.Today you have a two-week delay before theymachine another part and re-do the whole thing. Ifyou have completely soft automation, whereall youhaveto dois to change a coupleoflines of code, youcan have immediate turnaround and you Can pro-duce a newprototype without the delay that nor-mally ensues. So there is no retooling, just repro-gramming.
Improved operating ratios and operating times of thefactory are other benefits of the use of robotics.Normally what happens now in a conventionalfactory is that about 25 to 35 per centof thetotaloperable time is wasted because there are shiftbreaks, coffee breaks, lunch breaks and so on. Also,the machinetools and machines are sometimesidlebecausethe parts are notin the right place at theright time,or the person did not act fast enoughorintime.
If the wholethingis fully automatedoris essentiallyan unmannedfactory, mostof those delays are eli-minated. This can lead to improved throughput ofanything from 20 to 80 per cent compared with anexisting factory.
This is what we mean by making a factoryintelligent;by adding electronicintelligence, such as compu-ters and distributed systems with sensors to everymachine tool in the factory (i.e. augmenting themechanicalintelligence with electronic intelligence)we expectthe throughputof the factory to increaseby 20 to 80 per cent. On average, itis slightly over 50per cent in the examples we have seen.
lf you take the cost of a factory as anywhere from$20 million to $100 million, then by installing approxi-
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mately 10 per cent additional electronic equipment
or computers and softwareto this factory, you are
able to improve your throughputby, say, 50 to 60 per
cent. You will probably be able to pay for the whole
addition to this factory within one year. Also, you do
nothave to build a second factory and increase your
capital investment.

The other advantagesof robots are that they produce
a predictable output. If they are wrong, they are
wrong all the time. It is not a question of sometimes
you producea right product, and sometimes youpro-
duce a wrong product. The quality is precise and con-
trollable. This is one of the areas in which the Japa-
nese have madegreat strides. By using a substantial
degree of automation, including robots, they are able
to produce predictable quality output; and if the
quality is not acceptable, you improveit. This is one of
the areas where, if you want to compete in the world
market, it becomes essential to use automation.

Finally, the systems are able to withstand severe
working conditions. One of the reasonsthat indus-
trial concerns have not prospered so well in tropical
climates is because of the heat. You haveto air
condition the whole factory at great expenseso that
workers can work comfortably.

There are three different kinds of robots. The robots
that are today chiefly usedin industry are what we
call blind and deaf robots. They are programmable,
but they are programmedto do the sametask over
and over again. If something goes wrong and the en-
vironment is not as predictable (for example, the
part appears butit is not in the right place), then the
robot still tries to do the same thing, so that you
might end up with an engine without engine blocks.

The second andthird generation robots that we are
looking at in the research laboratories are seeing
and thinking robots which can be programmed. They
are sensor based and adaptto any variability in the
situation. The third generation robots are closer to
R2-D2 in that they are mobile, can do optical
detection and take avoiding action. We at Car-
negie-Mellon have about three different mobile
robotprojects.

Normally, a mechanical manipulator might want to
pick up an object andif it does not know where the
objectis, itis introuble. By addinga TV camera tothe
system and processing the image to determine
exactly the position, location and orientation of the
object, you can direct the manipulator to go to the
appropriate place.

Whereas previously the robot was programmed
once and repeated the same function for the whole
day, the newer robots are being programmed con-
tinually. They are, in effect, being dynamically repro-
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grammed,althoughitis really not that sophisticated.
They are merely interpreting a routine dynamically
and, given the co-ordinates, move their manipula-
tors to a different place eachtime.It leads to some
difficult mathematics, butit is not impossible.
With sensory processing you incorporate the
knowledge about the types of objects that you want
to recognise ♥ pattern recognition ♥ and process
the sensory data using this knowledge and model.
The total system integration combines the sensory
parts to the effective parts so that you have what we
call a hand-eye system.
One of the mobile robots being built at Carnegie-
Mellon has a numberof interesting features. It has
two wheels, each being independently steered by a
separate microprocessor. If you think of just that
one technology, it is a good example of augmenting
or replacing mechanical intelligence by electronic
intelligence.

Today, a car has a steering wheel with mechanical
linkages. If you want to go somewhere,you turn the
wheel and you go in a particular direction. The
wheels aretied together fairly tightly by mechanical
motion, so that certain kinds of movements are not
possible. For example, you cannot move sideways
and park and, if you are going up a steephill, you can-
not go up in a roller coaster fashion. By eliminating
all the mechanical linkages and replacing them by
electroniclinkages, where the microprocessors are
talking to one another and determining that they do
notpull in two opposite directions(if they do there is
abug inthe program) you canthink in terms of many
different kinds of motion that were previously incon-
ceivable.
This is not anew idea. | do not know how manyof you
are familiar with some of the NASA experiments with
the so-called fly-by-wire. If you were designing an
aircraft in the old days, you would have long wires
connecting the cockpit to the rudder and other con-
trols. If any one of the wires were broken you werein
big trouble. By replacing the mechanicallinkages by
electronic signals, by packets if you will, and by
having (in the conventional networking sense) re-
dundant paths of communication for these packets,
you can now take a direct hit on one side without
completely incapacitating the aircraft. This idea of
fly-by-wire is another example of replacing mechani-
cal intelligence by electronicintelligence.
Currently, machinetoolswill do the samething again
and again. They are programmable,but they are not
sensor intensive machinetools, so they will do the
sameoperation over and over again. If the tool were
to malfunction, it might machine the air, over and
over again, without realising that something was
wrong. By adding force, pressure, temperature and
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vibration sensors to a machinetool, and tying them
back into the controller and automatically repro-
grammingthe controller dynamically it is possible to
overcome the malfunction. We keep coming back to
this whole notion of automatic reprogramming. We
do not doit routinely in data processing applications,
but in many process applications it becomes an
important consideration. Whether you can change
the program dynamically to cater for changing
environmental situations is an exampleof that.

Now we cometo other types of automation. When
people talk aboutrobotsin factories, less than 10 per
centof the tasks ina factory require a physical robot
doing something. If you look at a total factory, about
60 per cent of the peoplein a factory are blue collarworkers. If you look at the tasks they perform, some
of them are performing material handling tasks,
others are performing tasks that involve assembly;
and others are performing inspection tasks. About30 per cent of the peoplethatare in the manufactur-ing line are mainly using their sensors to performinspection tasks. Thatis one of the most tedious andboring typesoftask.
An example is printed-circuit board inspection,whichis oneof the things we aretrying to automateat Carnegie-Mellon University. To give an idea of thecomputational complexity of this task, a printed-circuit board for electronic manufacturing is about100 square inches in size and you are looking atdimensions which are approximately 5mm, ormaybe as small as 2mm. Forthat type of dimensionyou haveto lookat leastat 1,000 elements per linearinch, So per square inch you need a million pixels orpicture elements. Soif you have a printed-circuitboard of 100 square inches, you need 100 millionnumbers.
No computerhasthatsize of primary memory,so ofnecessity you have to use some kind of Pagingsystem to processthe information in real time. Thecomputational power required is enormous.Justtolook at one element requires anywhere from 50 to100 instructions. Processing the information re-quires looking at a large numberof these elementsand doing edge detectionorfault analysis. If you doitin a straightforward way, it is not uncommon torequire a thousand operations per pixel. Now youhave here 100 million pixels. So all you haveto do ismultiply those two and you end up with having toperform 100 billion operations on a computer.If youare going to do it economically, with a 1 mip com-puter, youare still talking about a hundred thousandseconds, or approximately 30 hours of computation.
Thatis not economically practical. But by using anumberof tricks of the trade, such as low-level
microcoding of specialised instructions, or using
special purpose algorithms that do not have to be
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accessed, from secondary memory, we havereduced what would normally have taken 30 hours ofcomputation to five minutes on a small computercalled PERQ,whichis marketed in EuropebyICL.Itis a microprogrammable, megabyte engine whichcosts about $40,000 in single-unit quantities. It hashigh resolution graphics and Ethernet networkingfacilities. This whole system is running as aninte-grated system, and it gives you an idea of the com-plexity of an inspection task.
What | have just described applies to a two-dimen-sional inspection task. If you are trying to decidewhethera particularpartis of the right dimension, letus Say a turbine blade or a complex shape, you haveto have three-dimensional sensing capability. Againthis increases the complexity of the task by anothertwo orders of magnitude from the previous tasksthat | talked about. Looking at complex, three-dimen-sional shapes and determining whetherthey are theright shape and toleranceturnsout tobe a very diffi-cult problem.
Weare working on aboutthree or four 3-D measure-ment problems. We use what wecall a light stripingtechnique wherethere are four different camerasand four differentlight stripe projectors. They look atthe stripe at any given point, and the robot or somemoving device is moving the whole object up anddown. So you essentially get profiles of cross-sec-tions at uniform times. This involves complex trian-gulation and other types of computation. But it canbe done.
Another example of the use of roboticsis in theinspection of neonlight bulb filaments. Thesefila-ments represent about 2 per centof the total cost ofmaking a bulb. The total shrinkage in a light bulbfactory is about 8 per cent, that is 8 per centof thebulbs that are made are faulty. Of that 8 per cent, 5per cent is accounted for by bad filaments eitherbecause the shapeof the glass is wrong and there-fore the vacuum sealis not working, or they aredoublefilaments,or oneofthe filaments is missing,and soon.
This is an example of hard automation. You are pro-ducing millions of bulbs very rapidly. People caninspect them, but not as carefully, and they are notable to inspect the shapeasprecisely because theyare not capable of doing that. So weare building aspecialised inspection station to do this type ofinspection.
| should now like to go on to my next topic whichisthe shapeof the factory of the future: what doesitmean; whereare welikely to be; and what should webe thinking about?
A good example of what the factory of the future

 



might looklike already exists. When | wasvisiting
Japan last year, ☁☁The Factory of the Future is
Already Here☂☂ wasthetitle of a newspaperarticle
describing the CANBANsystem of the Toyota Auto-
mobile manufacturing plant.
This particular system is really not an example of the
use of robots; robots are used,but the really impor-
tant part of the system is the intelligent use of com-
puters to control the factory. Using this system,
Toyota is able to manufacture the same numberof
automobiles as in the USA and Europe,using about
two-thirds of the labour, one half of the floor space,
and 15 per centof the in-processinventory.
Toyota uses classical data processing techniquesin
the factory. They have tied themselves,their sup-
pliers and their suppliers☂ suppliersall into the same
computer system. All their databases talk to one
another andare compatible. So when the production
manager decidesthat he will produce so many cars
tomorrow, all the suppliers are immediately notified
of the requirements of the parts; and theyin turn,
depending ontheir inventory and the supplies to the
suppliers, notify their suppliers immediately through
computers.
Asaresult, the parts, 100 per cent inspected, are de-
livered to the factory floor when they are needed.
The system is so integratedthatif there is

a

traffic
jam on the Tokyo freeways, a radio message comes
in saying that the parts deliverywill be delayed by an
hour; they shut downthe whole factory, take a break,
and come back after an hour. Because the in-
processinventory is so small, you do not need that
muchfloor space. If you look at machinetools in an
automobile factory in the United States, youwill find
about 200 square feet of spacepertool to stack up
all the raw material that it needs.
So an example of what it means to havea factory of
the future already exists; it means effective control
of capital resources by using computers. There is
nothingbrilliant aboutit, but it is a systematic and
effective use of the technology with which we are
already familiar.

This is why when we analyse a factory we work
closely with a numberof industrial manufacturersin
the United States, such as WestinghouseandDigital
Equipment Corporation. We almost never spend
much time looking at how they can reduce their
labour costs by a small percentage. That is impor-
tant, but it turns out not to be where most of the
savings come from. Effective use of their capital,
resources and inventory is just as important, if not
more so. So we talk about improving the productivity
of machines, improving the productivity of blue
collar workers, improving the productivity of white
collar workers, such as engineers, and improving
the productivity of managers.
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So it is not simply a question of putting a robot ina
factory, because youwill not get more than a poten-
tial improvementof 10 per cent simply by putting ina
robot. It is the managers for whom you need the
tools. They have to make decisions in an uncertain
environment: a personis sick; the raw material did
not arrive; there is a rush job; a machine tool has
broken down andhasto be maintained. The rules for
making these decisions are not written downin any
rule book. At present, the managers of a factory
make these decisions with incomplete and some-
times inaccurate models of whatis going on in the
factory. As a result, significant delays and unneces-
sary wastage of resources (people and machines)
occurs.
What tools are neededto increase the management
productivity in a factory by, say, a factor of 10? In
theory, it is very easy to answerthis question, and
operations researchers, planners, analysts, and
schedulers have been doing this for the last 20
years. Unfortunately their solutions all depend on
manual input of raw data,and this leads to the clas-
sic garbage in and garbage out problem. Oneof the
reasonsthat MIS systems havefallen into disrepute
is because they depend on somebodyto put in the
right data so that they can generate management
reports. Managers look at these reports and say,
☜That's not reality. Something is wrong,☂ and they
throw it out, without even botheringto lookatit.
So one of the most important parts of making effec-
tive use of computer technology is to make the
environment, whetherit is a factory, an office or a
financial situation, sensor intensive so that the data
that you need is entered into the computer automati-
cally as itis created. This happens to some extent in
some of today☂s point-of-sale terminals used, in
supermarkets for inventory control, and so on. It also
happens to someextentin banks. But the financial
information in conventional manufacturing indus-
tries is not as readily available. In a typical manufac-
turing plant, many different processes are carried
out, and the financial information is scatteredall
over the place, and the databasesof the different
computers do not talk to one another. As a result,
you can never maketheright kinds of decisions with
that kind of uncertainty about the information you
have. So you useyourintuition and say, ☜l have to
makea decision today.I'll do it this way☂☂.
So, as a first order of approximation the factory of
the future is a sensor-intensive factory, where every-
thing that is happening in the factory is monitored
and reported by sensors to the computers, with no
human intervention.

A consequenceof that statementis that if you are
building or planning a new factorythen,inaddition to
putting power cablesinto the factory, you have to
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put in an information cable, such as Ethernet orsomeotherkind of network. You need some meansof directly communicating the statusofthe tools, themachines,the people and the raw materials into thecomputers as the datais being created.
Most factories today probably have some kind ofclocking-in procedure. | do not know how many ofthem are automated or connected via computers toan appropriate database, so that by 8.30 or 9 a.m.when work starts, the manager can immediatelyknow which people are not available. Ideally, themanagershould have presented to him onaCRT theconsequencesof those people not being available.Not only the consequencesshouldbe presented,butproposed solutions, and how he could rearrangepeople, giving three or four alternatives, and whatthe impact of eachof thosesolutionsis.
If one can provide a management decision-makingtoolof thattype, itis still an interactive tool, but mostof the routine decision making and available alterna-tive options are presented by the computer. Thatwillpermit the managerimmediately to make decisionsrather than waiting for the foremen to report andthen running around to see whatkind of delays areoccurringin what place.
So the first step towards a factory of the future is asensor-intensive factory in which the whole factoryis wired with an information cable.
A second consequenceofthat statement is that theinformation cable mustbefault-tolerant and fail-soft.It cannot be controlled by a large, central computerwhich brings the whole factory to a standstill if itbreaks down. So one of the important consequencesto you andto us in a research environmentis how tobuild distributed systems in whichthere is no masterand no slave. All systems should be capable oftaking responsibility as a master and all systemsshould havedistributed databasessothatall the in-formationis not concentrated in one place.
Thisis, in fact, a classic problem in human organisa-tion. Consider an army or navy during a war.If some-thing happens to the commander, somebodyelseautomatically becomes the commander. The proce-dural rules for transferring command are wellknown; everybody knowswhatto doin givensitua-tions. So thereis nothing magical about organising adistributed system sothatitis fail-soft and in whichyou can literally turn off half the machines at anytime. The system might hesitate for a few seconds,butit will continue to run without any stoppageof thesystem.
The software and hardwaretools for designing thosekinds of systems donotyet exist. Even programminga system whichwill dynamically reconsider all ofits
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processes cannot be done with today☂s technology.For example, if you have a 100,000line Programwhichis running onfive different machines and oneof those machinesis turned off, the system Cannotdynamically reconsider how to use the remainingmachines and continue to run. We are working onthis type of problem; notfor the factory ofthe futurebut for the Department of Defense, in a projectcalled Distributed Sensor Networks whichis similarto this problem, but for cruise-missile defence oflarge geographical areas. The research problemsthat arise are numerous and they are concernedwith distributed problem solving, distributed data-bases, distributed situation displays, distributedarchitectures, distributed programming languages,etc. We have barely scratchedthe surface of everyoneof these problems.
| want now to describe what| call smart sensor tech-nologies. These are sensorsthattell the computerswhatis going on. At Carnegie-Mellon we are design-ing a direct-drive manipulator. Most robots aredesigned with gears, which results in imprecisepositioning. By using high-torque variable motorswhich are directly embeddedin the joints, you getadirect-drive manipulator. The techniqueis similar torecord players, which used to be gear-driven, butnow use direct-drive motors that give greaterprecision of motion.
Sensorsin general result ina large amountof data. Ifyou are looking at a visual scene, it is not uncommonfora TV camerato require a data rate ofa gigabit persecond. Intelligence gathering satellites are nowproducing anywherefrom 10 billion toa trillion bytesof data every day. So image and sound sensors arehuge data producing devices: and 99 per centof thisdata goesstraight into the NASA archives and isnever even looked at. You may well ask why. One ofthe reasonsis that there are no computers todaythat can processthat volumeof data and extract therelevant information. So what we need is smartsensortechnologies, where sensors are augmentedwith electronicintelligence. Thus, you would have amicroprocessoror evena large processor associa-ted directly with the sensor, which immediately dis-cardsa large partof the data so that you receive onlythe relevant pieces of information in a highlyreduced form.

This is a research topic that requires integratingsensor technology, with microprocessor silicontechnology. Sometimesit is possible to have both ofthem on the same chip or wafer, because thesensors are also made outofsilicon. Intelligentsensors could also be used in machinetools so thatthey can be force-adaptive, dimension-adaptive andvibration-adaptive.
The next aspect of the factory of the future that |
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want to mention is what it means to have a no-
inventory factory, a factory that can produce parts
ondemand. If youcan produceanypart that is asked
for on demand, untouched by human hand, then you
can eliminate all inventories. This is what wecall an
electronic warehouse.
Aprime example of the needfor an electronic ware-
house canbefound in the US defence requirements.
B52s were built in the 1950s using germanium trans-
istors and vacuum tubes. The technologies have
advanced four more generations since then, but we
still have warehousesfull of these old mechanical,
electrical andelectronic parts.Itis estimated that 80
per cent of them will never be used, but will
eventually be sold as surplus for scrap. If you can
produce these components, assemblies and sys-
tems on demandbyhaving the necessary manufac-
turing instruction sets in an electronic warehouse,
the potential cost savings are enormous.

There is concern in the United States right now
about the ability to convert industry to a war-time
industry ♥ what wecall industrial preparedness.It
is estimated that the United States would run outof
weaponsin less than three months andthatit would
take three years before industry could be geared-up
for war-time production. Thatis just not acceptable.
So there is great concern about how to change the
factories, how to design factories in the future so
that they could produce peace-time, consumer
products but, on demand, could instantaneously be
switched to produce somedefence-related product.
These types of factories are conceivable and
possible today. It just needs somebody to sit down
and solve the problems and put the systems to-
gether. It is a huge systemsintegration problem.

At Carnegie-Mellon we have a policy of not building
anything we can buy. We buy whatever we can, and
we design and build what we cannotbuyin the mar-
ket. Recently, we put together an automated swage-
ing cell jointly with Westinghouse.It had two robots,
two vision systems and a huge, general forming
GEM swageing machine and a furnace, a couple of
controllers and abouteight different computers con-
trolling all these devices.

The software protocols, and the assumptions made
by the software we bought caused chaos. The soft-
ware assumed that the robot wouldsit in isolation
and work byitself, and that the inspection system
would workbyitself with no need to communicate
with other parts of the system. The controllers for
the machinetools and the furnaces used micropro-
cessors, and wehadtorip out all the programs and
re-write them. The suppliers, of course, did not want
to tell us anything about their programs because
they said they were proprietary. So, even converting
existing tools into an integrated factory of the future
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is an enormousjob. | am sure you understandthat,
being at the centre of organisations where you have
to integrate a diversity of information and worry
about all the databasestalking to one another.

It is a difficult task, but it is not something that
requires a great deal of creativity or new break-
throughs;it is routine programming which, as we
know,is a creative activity, but it takes lots of people
lots of days or years. Butit is possible to doit.
The last aspect of the factory ofthe future is what
you might call white collar robotics. There are
several types of white collar workers in a factory
whoseproductivity you might wantto think about im-
proving. For example, there are those that design
parts, such as design engineers who produce design
drawings using CRTs and graphics systems. The
drawing is sent to the manufacturing organisation,
and they use somekind of graphics tablet to re-input
the drawing into a computer, and usethat informa-
tion to create the manufacturinginstructions for the
machinetools. These are then sent by papertape to
the machinetools.

There is no reason whyall of those manual steps
have to take place. The design can be converted toa
drawing and the drawing redigitised back into an
electronic drawing. It is a simple process that most
of us know and understand.But for it to happen, two
computers haveto be connected together. If the two
groups havedifferent computersthat cannot talk to
eachother, you have a problem. Or maybe the com-
puters can talk to each other, but there are signifi-
cant differences in the way in which the same
information is represented in the two databases.
Translating from one representation to the other
could well turn out to be a major and complex prob-
lem.

So thefirst stage of white collar robotics is an inte-
grated system in which you have a functional speci-
fication from which you derive the design. The
system needs to have accessto the accumulated
expertise used by an engineer when he designs
complex mechanicalparts or electronic parts. Usu-
ally, there is nothing about the design rules that can-
not be captured.

We have an ☁☁expert system☂? project which
captures muchof the routine design knowledge of
an electronic designer. If you want to design a pro-
cess control computer with a given performance,
the system will use a number of cost and per-
formance curves, to suggest half a dozen different
architectural diagrams for the process control
computer.
The architectural diagram can then be input to
another expert system, which converts it into the
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required logic circuits. The type of ☁knowledge☂
codified in such a system concerns knownfacts
about how to design input interfaces, how the
memoryinterface is designed, what the bus struc-
ture is, what the CPUinstruction set is, how to imple-
mentthe instruction set, and so on. This knowledge
is usually in the headsof half adozen people ina cor-
poration or a design group and, if something should
happento them, youarein a lot of trouble. But, in
general, there is nothing magical about the knowl-
edge and muchofthe informationis in fact routine. It
is only about once every five years that design
engineers come up with a novel architectural
feature, such as cache and memoryhierarchies, or
paging and virtual memory. Once you have half a
dozen implementationsof the idea, you can capture
the design features in knowledgelibraries, just asyou have libraries of subroutines for doing other
mundanethings. The expert system can then use
cost/performancetrade-offs to determine which ofthe half a dozen implementations you require. Theinput parameters will include the required chipcount, or the production volume, or the requiredpower dissipation, and these, anda numberof other
constraints, will dictate which of those half a dozen
choicesis appropriate.
So going from a functional specification to design,from design to manufacturing, from manufacturingto production, canall be significantly automated. Weare doing a numberof these things as part of adesign automationproject. This type of automationwill makeit possible to change over rapidly from onekind of production to a completely new product. Soinstead of stockpiling obsolete germanium transis-tors and training people in obsolete technologies,you can have a man/machine system that can pro-duce a spare part using modern technology, butwhich performs the samefunction.
The secondinteresting area of white collar roboticsis what we call automatic programming from geo-metry. Suppose you have a mechanical part youwant to produce from rawstock.It will need to bemachined, swaged,or formed in some other way.Today, machining is an art. A machinist looks at thedrawing, looks at the raw material, and beginscutting, removing more and more material at eachstep. Ifan NC or CNC machinetool which canbe pro-grammed is being used, then a manufacturingengineer writes programsto control the machine.He goesto the machine tool whichcosts half a mil-lion dollars, stops all the other work, puts in his newprogram, tries to debugit, with a finger on the panicbutton just in case he misprogrammedit and thereisa bug in the program whichwill destroy the wholemachine and putit out of commission for a wholeweek.
There are waysin whichthis process can be auto-
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mated. One way is to capture muchof the knowl-edgeof whatit takes to produce a special geometricpart in a machine tool. In effect, we are auto-matically generating programs.Wecall it ☜☁program-ming from example☂. At present, when you want oneof your associates to write a program youcall himandsay,☁☁Hereis the specification of what has to bedone. Go and write a program☂☂. Thereis a groupofresearchers working on how to automate sucha pro-gramming task ♥ ☁what☂ rather than ☁how☂ program-ming. You do not give the algorithm, youjust give thespecification, and the aim is to construct an intelli-gent programming enginethatwill convert the speci-fication into a program.

There are already a numberofsimple examples ofthis type of process. RPG is a good example. WithRPG you can write out an invoice format, the namesand other items, and

a

listing program is createdautomatically. Unfortunately,if the file also containsother typesofinformation, it too will be listed as aninvoice and will appear as nonsense. But you cannowthink in termsof anintelligentlisting programwhich looks at the extension of the file and says,☜This is a textfile. This is a drawing. Thisis a financialstatement. Thisis atable,☝☂ and will print itinthe form
appropriate for that data.
These types of concepts already exist, but they arenot readily available in most computers today. Soautomatic programming,or ☁what☂ rather than ☁how☂programming,from

a

firm example, whetherit is inthe factoryof the future or the office of the future orfinancial systemsof the future, is very similar foreach type of application. But they all require sub-stantial additional research which we havenot yetdone. Each of them posesa different class of prob-lems.

Automatic programming for factory applications isvery difficult because you are dealing with complexgeometry. We do not know how to deal with shapesor three-dimensional matrices where youaretalkingabout resolutions of a thousand pointsto aninch.For a cubeof onefootin size, you have 1200 x 1200x 1200 points, whichis close to 1,726,000,000 cubicpixels. Processing that amountof data is a majorproblem.

Now | should like to say a few words aboutthe useofrobots in hazardous environments. At present weare working on three kinds of systems: systemsforuse in space, systems for nuclear environments,
and systemsfor ocean exploration and exploitation.With the ocean systemsweare looking at autono-mous, underwaterrobots for defence applications,for mining, for the inspection andrepair of offshorestructures, and for salvage and rescue operationsinthe oceans.
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Currently manyof the offshoredrilling platforms are
in shallow water, about 500 feet deep. If you want to
drill ina few thousandfeet of water, the technologies
are non-existent. Exxon is currently experimenting
with one deep-water drilling technology, but in
general you need autonomous systems that can
operate by themselves with sensors rather than
current offshore technology.
The same type of technology is useful also for
autonomous navigation or for performing specific
missions for defence, or for harvesting the oceans.
We have an underwater autonomous robot project
supported by the Office of Naval Research. The
main research effort is in the areas of target identi-
fication andlandmark detectionin the oceans. Other
research areas include obstacle avoidance, path
planning and navigation in the oceans. On dry land
thereare traffic signs saying ☁Turn right☝ or ☁This
way to Davos☂☂. There are notraffic signs on the
oceanfloor and you haveto guide yourself by nature.
So navigation is a much harder problem.
Wehave similar problems with the space systems.
Weare looking at the conceptof a space factotum,
which can be usedfor the collection of garbage,for
material handling, construction of space telescopes
and antennae, and space rescue missions.In the
area of nuclear systems, monitoring a nuclear
powerstation with about 10,000 sensors continu-
ously to detect any abnormalities, and mobile rovers
that can inspect and repair in that kind of highly
radioactive environment, are also important.

The fundamental techniques neededforall of these
systemsare essentially the same: sense, think, act
and navigate. Each environment poses problemsof
different kinds: what kinds of sensors to use; how to
process the sensed data; what kind of computa-
tional power can you havein two cubicfeet of space;
and so on. But the computer science techniques are
basically very similar, no matter which one of the
environments youlookat.

At Carnegie-Mellon University at the Robotics
Institute we have about 100 professionals, probably
the largest in the United States, by an order of
magnitude. We have about 30 Ph.Ds, about 30
engineers and programmers,and about 40 graduate
Ph.D-level students, working on a numberof these
areas.
Whatare the implications of some of these tech-
nologies for the managerial, organisational and
social issues with which many of you are faced in
day-to-day problems? Almostall organisationsare in
the process of decentralising their data processing
activities, and this can be viewed both as a threat
and as an opportunity. It is a threat because you no
longer have controloverall the computingin the cor-
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poration. The empire cannot getlarger, it can only
shrink.
But at the sametime, in almost any corporation,
much of the resident knowledge about how to use
computers effectively is within the data processing
groups. You need the appropriate foresight to say
that itis not simply about payroll and accounting and
financial statements. Rather, it is about integrated
total corporate information systems for the whole
corporation. Much of this is not traditional data
processing atall, but is mostly concerned with com-
munications and protocols, electronic mail and elec-
tronic publishing, and a whole rangeof other things
that currently youdo notdo.In general, itis a verydif-
ferent kind ofactivity to that carried out by most cor-
porate data processing organisationsin the past.

Wearefinding that the role of our computer centrein
the university is changing substantially. We plan by
1985 to provide each incoming student with a
personal computer with the power of a VAX. When
he leaves,he will take it away with him. So we have
been asking whatis the role of the computer centre
and the computercentre director? It turns out that
there are a large numberof new organisational prob-
lems that come up. You need a place wherethe stu-
dents can take these 5,000 computers and have
them repaired. You need a place where you cantrain
people. You need a place where newsoftware sys-
tems can be produced. Therole is not very different
from the current one,but the plan does changethe
nature of the services that are provided by the data
processing group.
The data processing group needs also to keep
abreast of developments in the communications☂
field. Should you buy a whole transponderor only
one-tenth of a transponder? What can you do witha
2 megabit world-wide communication network?
What can you dowith voice gradelines of 56 kilobits?
Currently, AT&T and manyof the European PTTs are
working closely with CCITT to define a standard that
will enable you to use 56 kilobits on your localline
without using modems. (Most of the long-distance
communicationis already digital and is transmitted
at 64 kilobits on every voice gradeline.) If the local
exchange is an electronic switching station, the
technologies now exist to enable you to use 64kilo-
bits without any extra cost. For most corporations
that is adequate bandwidth for many of the routine
applications. The implication is that you can dial out
whenyou needto, and you do not haveto invest ina
large private network.
But these alternative means of communication and
alternative system designs, alternative fail-soft
environments, present extremely interesting issues
of choice for management. Other issues, such asin-
compatible databases, also have to be resolved.
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Also, management has to cometo terms with the
continual rapid technological change, where we are
talking about 30 per cent improvementevery yearin
the cost performance;every four years the cost of
computingwill be one quarterof whatit is today for
the same performance. Dealing with these types of
issues requires a constant monitoring of the tech-
nology and making appropriate decisions today for
aninstallation three years from now.

There are also issues concerned with new program-
ming languages. Mostof the programs| have talked
about today cannot easily be written in languages
like Fortran or Cobol, because they are programs
that can create other programs. Oneof the reasons
that Lisp is the chosen languageforartificialintelli-
gence applications is that the programs and data are
interchangeable; they all have the samestructure.
Also, Lisp programs can generate other programs
that can be immediately executed.

Let me give you an example. Suppose you ask aquestion of a database: how manypeople of ages 35to 40 earn between $35,000 and $50,000 in theorganisation? Suppose also that the requiredinformationis not in the database but has to be com-puted. You have two options. You can eithercallaprogrammerandsay,☁☁My boss wantsthis informa-tion. Why don☂t you write a program and get me thedata by the end of the day?☝ Alternatively you canuse a program that can write the required programs:you specify the information required, and the pro-gram will create anotherprogram which will operateon the database and give youthatinformation. Otherlanguages such as Ada and Pascalare not quite aspowerful as Lisp, but they are muchbetterthan For-tran and Cobol.
Wehad a major battle over programming languageswith our industrial research sponsors such asWestinghouse.Theysaid,☁☁99 per centof the people| have in my organisation are Fortran or Cobol pro-grammers. You are talking about programmingin allthese advanced languagesthat we don☂t know any-thing about. What do we do with our existingpeople?☂☂ The answer is that you have a problem.You should run the old applicationsin the same wayuntil the machine andthe application die. But any-thing new that you do, for heaven☂s sake do not pro-gramit in Cobol. You ought to be thinking forward,becauseyou do notwantto be forever limited in yourexpression capabilities by some ancient program-ming languagethat wasinventedjust as computers
were cominginto being.
So it is very importantfor the managersof informa-tion processing in a corporationto take the lead andhave a better understanding of where to use whatlanguage, and how to have interchangeablesystems.
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Lastly, | will say a few words aboutthe social impact.There are two issues here: one is unemployment andthe other is what to do aboutit. Every time we talkabout robotics and automation, a large number ofpeople throw up their hands and say, ☜That willcreate a lot of unemployment. Do wereally want it?☝☂| am not sure that we have an option, unless youwant to build a wall around each country and say,☜We don☂t want advanced technology. We don☂twant to import or export anything. We wantto livewith the technology andthe society we now have.☝You could freeze the whole society by putting upwalls.

Inevitably, you will be part of the world economyandif you do not embrace automation, someone elsewill. The Japanese, for example, are bound to usethe most advanced tools, so they can be highlyproductive and producebetter quality products atmuchlowercost. There is no way you can competeunless youalso adapt to the same technology.
Then the question is: what to do about the resultingchangesin the jobs andtheskills required?It is notToyota that has unemployment today; it is Ford andGeneral Motorsthatare laying off people becausethey have not aggressively used computer tech-nology as well as they should.
| have been a consultant for General Motors for anumberof years, and one of my major complaints,which they continually ignore, is that their wholecomputer science departmenthasa totalof only 15people; and half of them left recently because oftheir poor salary structure. General Motorshasdiffi-culty in acquiring and keeping good people. Theyrealise now that they could have done manyof thethings | have beentalking about 10 or 15 years ago.They should have been more aggressive aboutrealising the capabilities of using computers. Butthey did not. When wetalked to them about usingsensor-based robotics, which we already hadrunning in 1968,they said, ☁☁That☂s crazy. We don☂twant to produce small batches of cars. When wedesign our factories we design them to produce 10million units☂. Consequently, they have absolutelyno flexibility in their factories. They cannot changerapidly to counter competitive moves. Once theyhavebuilt their factory they are stuck with usingit forthree moreyearsif they want to recover their cost. It

is an unfortunatesituation.
The question is: where will the new jobs be and howwill we deal with them? Weseethree areas. Oneisthe information industry itself. Right now theinfor-mation industry in the United States provides aboutfour million jobs, whichis about 5 per centofthe total
workforce. By the end of the century it is expected
that the numberof jobsin this area will be between
25 and 30 per centofthe total workforce. So we need
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to begin to train people to take advantage of the new
opportunities, and not train more welders and
painters.
Secondly, there is no threat of over-production.
People say, ☁If we are ten times more productive
than we are today, we may suddenly havea lot of
goods that nobody wants☂☂. That maybetrue in any
one country, butif you are talking about the world
economy, 80 per cent of the population have nothing
today. If we try to bring their standardofliving up to
that of the other 20 per cent, there will be a huge
world-market for your goods.
The next objection raised is that people in develop-
ing countries do not have money to pay for the
goods. That is not necessarily true. Some develop-
ing countries such as Saudi Arabia have a lot of
money. Others have the capacity and the naturalre-
sources. If you look at Japan and India after World
War ll, or countries in Africa which became indepen-
dent about the sametime, youwill find that they all
started with nothing. One country is a leading indus-
trial power today, and the other countries arestill
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stumbling along.
The main differenceis the skill levels of the people
and what they can do. The Japanesewerebuilding
steel plants, ships and other kinds of industrial
equipment, well before the second World War, so
even with their entire industrial capacity damaged
they were able to build up their economy very
quickly. Mostof the other developing countries have
no skill levels, so the key thing for them is to improve
the skill levels of their people. If they do, their
productivity will improve, their purchasing power will
improve, and the size of the world economywill
improve by a factor of 10. That is our current predic-
tion. Ifthat happens, there will be alot more capacity
needed anda lot more jobs throughout the world.
Finally, there is the issue of the reduced working
week. It is already a reality in some countries such
as France. It may not be long before we are working
only 20 hours aweekand doing routine jobs. The rest
of the time will be spent either in going back to
schoolorin intellectual tasks suchaspainting, art or
music; butit will not be spent on boring work.
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COMPUTER FACTORSIN HUMAN SYSTEMS
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MrKratt☂s publications include ☁☁Programmers and Managers: The Routinization ofComputer Programminginthe United States☝☂ (Springer Verlag-New York), as well as several articles on workers and computerisation.

 
Heis currently directing a three-year study of womenin computing occupations.
The usual meaning of the word ☁☁lag☂☂ is the timebetweenthe introduction of a new technology anditsgeneralised use. Thereis also a different and moreimportant kind of lag, which is the period betweenthe introduction of a new production technology andthe creation of new forms of social organisation
appropriatetoit.
The industrial revolution began nearly 300 yearsago. It took another hundred years before Smith andRicardoclearly stated the principles of the market-place ♥ that the price of a commodity is deter-mined, first, by supply and demand and, secondly,by the cost of the factors required to make it,including, above all, labour.
It was yet another hundred years before anyonefigured out what that meant. For example, in theUnited States at the turn ofthis century, the iron,Steel and coal industries were essentially modernintermsof their technology, and yet they were organ-ised as huge cottage industries which happened tobe organised undera single roof. Production orderswere sentoutfor bid to whatin effect were in-housesubcontractors, who consulted with their own workgangs about production prices, division of labour,wages, and the pace of production. Industrialistsprovided the capital, the physical location of pro-duction, and mostof the raw materials. Missing fromthis list were the workman'stools and virtually all ofthe managementas we now understandthe term. Al-though the production technology of these indust-ries was modern, atfirst it was simply grafted on toan old form of production organisation. This processlasted well into the 20th century and, if you believesome British managers,it is alive and well today.|
supposethatlast point is open for debate.
Of course the situation changed. Ironically, one of
the main figuresin this process of change was none
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other than Charles Babbage. If most people hereknow of Babbage☂shistorical role in computing,probably fewer know that he also formulated theoriginal principles whichstill guide modern manage-ment theory. Let me read to you a brief excerpt fromhis ☜Economy of Machinery and Manufacturers☝published exactly 150 years ago.

☜The master manufacturer, by dividing the work
to be executed into different processes, each
requiring different degrees of skill or force, can
purchase exactly that precise quantity of both
whichis necessary for each process; whereasifthe whole work were executed by one workman,
that person must possesssufficient skill to per-
form the mostdifficult and sufficient strength to
execute the mostlaborious of the operations into
which theart is divided.☝☂

If the language is quaint, the meaning is clear.Babbage madea fortune from various manufactur-ing industries and wasnot a theoretician by occu-
pation. He therefore spokefrom first-hand experi-ence. The simple, although revolutionaryin his day,point he was making is that humanlabour is similar
to capital, raw materials and so forth. Labour
therefore ought to be subjectto similar input/output
analyses, measurement standards, and control.
Others refined and extended Babbage☂s insights.
The most important extensions were provided bywhatis now called scientific management, and pri-
marily by the man who haslent his nameto thatmethod, Frederick Winslow Taylor. Taylor is eventoday regarded by many as the prototypical
American production genius, the man whoprovided
Henry Ford andothers with the technical tools res-ponsible for the great increases in American indus-
trial productivity.

 
   ox Foundatic
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In fact Taylor☂s technical contributions can now be
seenas minimal. What he provided that so attracted
managers, particularly those confronting strong
trade union traditions, was an aggressive ideology
for outmanoeuvring workers and their unions. For
Taylor, the average industrial worker wasaltogether
too cunning, too knowledgeable and, ironically, too
skilled. What was needed were workers ☁☁with the
constitution of an ox and the disposition of a trained
gorilla☂.
Taylor's method was simple. Production, like the
infant in the book of Solomon, wasto besplit in half.
Thefirst half was manual work which wasto be made
as routine and standard and repetitive as possible.
The second half was mind work, which Taylor called
planning, and which was to be done by managers
and engineers. Production workers would no longer
make any decisions about tools, about materials,
about pace, or about anything else. They would
simply and only carry out tasks defined for them by
experts and supervised by managers. Here ob-
viously were the beginnings of the manager as
expertor, to putit slightly differently, here were the
beginnings of managementas a branchof engineer-
ing.
Recently, Mr C. de Benedetti, joint managing direc-
tor of Olivetti, paid homage to Taylor and, by exten-
tion, to Babbage. He said:

☜The tendency to analyse the productive pro-
cess in mechanistic and deterministic terms,
and thus to expressit in quantifiable, measur-
able and predictable terms,to givepriority to
digital quantitative analysis rather than to
analogue analysis, is intrinsic to our very
method of production. The connection be-
tween formalisation, rationalisation and indus-
trial competition is not a casual but a funda-
mentallink. The Taylorisation of thefirst fac-
tories developed as an answer to competition
between companies.It is a digitalisation of the
production process. Atfirst, it enabled the
labour process to be controlled and was the
necessary prerequisite to the subsequent
mechanisation and automation of the produc-
tive process.In this way, Taylorised industries
were able to win competition over the putting
out system.☝

In other words, standardisation has preceded, by
necessity, automation and certainly computerisa-
tion.
The most well-known example of this process is
whattook placein that prototypical modern industry,
the car manufacturing industry. While it is now
fashionable to dismiss the car industry as mature
and not worth serious attention any more,there are
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important lessons to be learned from its history.
Car making began as another industry which made
new engineering products using very old production
systems. Weall know that this changed with Henry
Ford. In fact, conversely to many people☂s belief, it
did not change becauseof Ford☂s assemblyline. And
in any case, Henry Ford did not invent the assembly
line. That honour goes to the meat packing housesof
Chicago and Cleveland, although technically |
supposethose were disassembly lines. A cow would
come downthe line, where there would be one
person per function. One person wouldslit all the
carcasses, another person would cut off the fore-
quarters, and so on. These workers were paid at
different rates depending on the perceived skill
required for the task. This production line was at
least 20 to 30 yearsearlier than the Henry Ford con-
veyorbelt.

Ford's placein industrial history is, however,still
secure. To him belongsthedistinction of transform-
ing the expectations and behaviour of industrial
workers. The assembly line obviously had some-
thing to do withthis, but so did the $5 a day wage,the
Ford social work department (which| havetotell you
wasoriginally called the sociology department ♥
which is something about which | have mixed feel-
ings), and Ford☂s private army which protected the
company from external threats such as trade
unionists and governmentsafety inspectors.

These collective carrots and sticks amounted to a
deal which Ford imposed on its employees. Workers
would receive substantially higher wages and bene-
fits than those receivedby other industrial workers.
The high real wages would befinanced bythe above-
averageprofits whichthe industry enjoyed, partly as
a result of the boom in cheap consumer goods
(primarily the automobile) and partly because of the
oligopolistic nature of the industry.
WhatFord☂s workers gave in return marksthe turn-
ing point in modernindustrial relations. Workersin
the United States formally accepted Taylorism as a
legitimate form of production organisation. More
than that, they accepted management☂s right to
impose Taylorism without question.
Fordand his American successors were now able by
right to measure, standardise, and time their
workers ♥ in short, to control every aspect of the
production process. The 18th century artisan was
replaced by the 20th century industrial operative.
| shall give an example. Everyoneis familiar with
time and motion studies which carefully measure
work tasks and for whichthe car industry is famous.
But you may not fully appreciate, because you are
probably not in a mature industry, how pervasive
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such timings have become.| should like to read from
one such schedule,in this case not having to do with
work atall but having to do with breaks from work,in
a UK car assembly plant. It reads as follows. ☁For
fatigue, 1.3 minutes. Sitting down after standing too
long, 65 seconds. Tripsto thetoilet, 1.62 minutes.☝☂
In short, the acquiescence of US workers to the
system of management transformed them for the
first time, and quiteliterally, into humanfactors of
production.
From the car and metalindustries, Taylorism spreadto virtually every American industrial workplace ofany size. My favourite example, precisely becausethe proprietors have managed so successfuly tohideit, is that modelof process control, McDonalds.For years McDonalds has been masquerading as achain of self-service restaurants. McDonaldsactually is an exquisitely designed, brilliantly en-gineered, ruthlessly efficient, self-contained ham-burger factory, peopled byindustrial operatives paidat the legal minimum wage. Raw materials aredelivered to loading docksat the rearof the factory,from which they are crated and processed on anassemblyline until the finished productis deliveredto the final user. Of course delivery is made onlyafter the appropriate data about price, volume andtime have been entered on to what the customerthinks is a cash register, but what we know to be aremote entry terminal. Use of such terminals notonly encourages employee honesty, but also pro-vides immediate inventory control and informationon employee productivity, work load fluctuations,and so on.

It is fascinating to study the history of the terminals.Theystarted out as ordinary cash registers and thenthey becameelectronic cashregisters. Then theybecame sophisticated electronic cash registers,where you could enter the price of the items soldtogether with the amount tendered. The machinethen automatically calculated the cost, in certainStates the sales taxes, and then the amount ofchange required, which was flashed up on thescreen. These cash registers were soon replaced byterminals that had the namesofthe items insteadofnumbersonthe buttons. These were eventually re-placedby terminals that havepictures of the itemson the buttons.At this point you canhire people whoCannot evenreador count, whichis very importantin the United States becauseit meansthat you canhire minimum cost labour. If one of Reagan'sproposals, whichis to create a dual-tiered minimumwage system incorporating the so-called youthwage, goes into effect then these hamburgerfac-tories will be operated by industrial operatives paidat below the legal minimum wage.
Itis this pervasive and, more importantly, apparentlylegitimate structure of management control which
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has fascinated generations of Europeans. Remem-ber that it was Vladimir Lenin who said, withoutirony, that ☜☁Taylorism plus electricity plus Sovietsequals socialism.☝
For the sakeofhistorical accuracy, we should men-tion that the Taylorism of Frederick Winslow Tayloralso involved a deal between the workers and thosewho controlled their work. Taylor☂s deal was asfollows. Workers would cede discretion over theirwork to experts, primarily engineers. The resultantproductivity increases would be great, and hereishow Taylor☂s deal differed from latter-dayTaylorists,thus permitting ownersto sharethe results ofthein-creased productivity with their workers. Employeeparticipation programmes, by whatever name,aretherefore not new to American industry. Americanmanagers, however, have had a very poor record inkeeping to their end of the deal when the desiredproductivity changes have occurred or when themarketsituation has worsened.
This is in contrast to the fabled Japanese manage-ment methods, which amount to no more than Tay-lorism with a vengeance. The Japanese managersdo differ from their American counterparts, how-ever, in that they are more likely to honour theTaylorist bargain in bad times as well as good.American managers, by contrast, have beenrela-tively greedy or panicky, or both.
The Taylorisation of industrial manufacturing wasthefirst battle in the struggle to control the modernworkplace. But that battle has long since been wonbe managers and engineers. Today, the process of☜the digitalisation of the production process☝☂ reliesheavily on the computer. Although mostofthe talknow is of automating conventional production, forexample, as Earl Joseph discussed,with robots, thebulk of capital investment in computerisation isprobably directed into automating the office. Thedrive to automatetheoffice has been accompaniedby a public relations campaign intended to convinceus that clerical productivity is low andthatits im-provementis to be foundin raising thelevelof capitalinvestmentperclerical worker.
This is doubly misleading. First, those aspects ofclerical labour such astyping whichlent themselvesto conventional Taylorist routinisation and rational-isation were long ago subjected to measurementand control. Secondly, the ultimate target ofofficeautomationis not clerks but managers.
Let me review thesepointsin turn. Taylor☂s produc-tion technologies, such as typewriters equippedwith keystroke counters, were developedvery earlyand for years remainedthe chief form of engineeringcontrol. Ironically, these engineering control tech-niques do not appear to have been the major form of
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workerdiscipline, nor evento have been used widely
in the early modern office. The social position of
office workers, especially womentypists, was so
precarious that appeals to middle-class propriety
were sufficient to keep most clerks docile. In any
case, the unfavourable supply and demandsituation
of womentypists was usually enough to keep them
working hard and without complaint. So, although
the technology of engineered coercion was well
understood and available, the social and market
situations of womenclerical workers made use of
this technology unnecessary and, as some observ-
ers claimed, counter-productive.

This is still true. Mostoffices in the United States are
small, and nearly all of thesestill rely on electric
typewriters and filing cabinets, not on word
processors and certainly not onlocalarea networks.
Female labour in the United States ♥ it gives me no
pleasure to say it ♥ is still cheaper than fancy elec-
tronics.
As ethereal products , as one of my co-speakers has
labelled them, come to replace cars, integrated
circuits, and Big Macs as the chief products of
American industry, the old equation between
clerical wages, productivity, and capital goodsis
being re-evaulated. You can probably sensethat|
am struggling here to avoid saying that the United
States is becoming a service economy, because the
term somehow suggests that Smith and Ricardo☂s
laws work differently in those markets than in more
traditional ones.

This is clearly not true, as my McDonalds☂ example
illustrates. Whether we use the phrase service
economy, ethereal work, or any other phrase, it is
true that inthe United States more and more people
are producing different sorts of things than they
used to. In a peculiar way, industrial history is
repeating itself. The cost of this new work has re-
vitalised the efforts of the old Taylorists. The term
used by these latter-day scientific managers is
☁human factors research☂. The particular goal of
humanfactors research has beento apply theprin-
ciples and methodsof Taylorism to work of the mind,
to intellectual work.

At first this may seem strange. Taylorism, after all,
developed from traditional production and tradi-
tional production engineering. Yet human factors
research has wholeheartedly embraced the goals
and the methodsof scientific management. In fact,
what distinguishes human factors theory from
scientific management is not any major or minor
departure from orthodoxy ♥ onthe contrary, human
factors methods are distinguished by the unrelent-
ing literalness with whichit applies Taylorism.

Aboveall, human factors methodsrest on one fun-
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damental claim, which is that mental work no less
than manual can be analysed, simplified, monitored,
measured, and controlled. Human factors theory
has carried Taylorism, quite literally, to its logical
conclusions.

The ethereal workers mostripeforthis sort of intel-
lectual Taylorism are, appropriately enough, techni-
cal specialists. | am sure that you are familiar with
efforts in this direction, such as computer aided
design and computer aided manufacturing. Similar
efforts, to develop structured design methodsin pro-
gramming, reflect management desires to control
more closely the work of computer programmers
and systems analysts.
Let me give you an example taken from theliterature
of human factors research in software develop-
ment. This is from a recent article on the design of
text editors. From this welearn that, with the user☂s
handsalready in place on the keyboard, it took 1.5
seconds to terminate a search-and-replace task,
and 0.4 secondsto reposition the hands onthe key-
board when finished, while the average TM (mental
responsetime) was 1.35 seconds. Comparenotjust
the times but the methods and the assumptions with
the situation | mentioned earlier for the car assembly
factory. Thereis no essential difference.

Thereis a certain logic in extendingthe principlesof
work standardisation to mind workers, but how does
one explain similar attempts to apply humanfactors
principles to managers? Thereis at least a general
consensus about what engineers, technicians, and
computer programmers do,but it is not clear that
managers do anything.

| do quite a lot of workplace observation, primarily of
systems analysts, programmers, and clerks. | feel
reasonably confident that | can describe what most
of these people do and what most of them produce.
The only thing that | can say with any assurance
about managersis that they seem to talk a lot. How
this sort of activity is measured, analysed,
standardised, and controlled is obviously an exciting
technical challenge.

It would be appropriate now to find a quote about
middle managers from Lenin. | could not, but | did
find a quotation,nearly as good, once again from de
Benedetti. He said,

☜We have witnessed shift from hierarchical
structure towards a polarisation, the elimina-
tion of intermediate groups and a centralisa-
tion of information and decisionsprejudicial to
middle executives. Data processingis the con-
tinuation of a story which beganwith the indus-
trial revolution. Information technology is
basically a technology of co-ordination and
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control of alabour force of white collar workers
which Taylorist organisation does not cover. In
this sense, EDP is in fact an organisational
technologyand,like the organisation of labour
itself, has a dual function as a productive force
and a controltoolfor capital.☝

How exactly doesthis control tool for capital affect
the future of middle managers? Human factors
research has made oneofits goals, if an implicit one,
the ultimate elimination of human factors. These
maybe described as simply the engineering equiva-
lent of variable costs(or just labour). The elimination
of human unpredictability, in other words, ultimately
is achieved through the elimination of human
workers. If this is not yet possible or practical, as for
example in computer programming,the alternative
is to reduce the discretion workers have overtheir
work. It is feared that repetitive or at leaststandardised tasks such as those found in dataentry, assemblyline operations, and so on, are taken
as models. When combined with appropriately
designed production technologies they permit the
use of less-skilled workers.

Using less-skilled workers reduces labour costs,ofcourse, but not just because unskilled workers arecheaper than skilled. The combination of smartmachines and stupid machine-tenders also reducesthe need for the services of the middle executivesdescribed by de Benedetti.
For example, whentelephone operators handled allcalls, the ratio of supervisors to operators was ashigh as 1 to 8. A supervisor would patrol, militaryfashion, a row of operators and observetheir work,their pace, their demeanour and so on. Additionalsupervisor personnel wouldlisten in on conversa-tions between operators and callers.
As a result of the use of new electronic switchingequipment, there are many fewer operators today.Therefore there are fewer supervisors. But there arefewer supervisors relative to the number ofremaining operators because the electronicswitching equipmentalso monitors the work pace ofoperators and informs the remaining supervisorswhenanoperatoris not making her quota, taking toolong for a call, or just not working. The militarypatrolling is now done by the machines.Thelast time| bothered to check the currentratio of supervisorsto operators it was somewhere around1 to 30. Thisratio is even less in more advanced switchingStations.
In a different sort of industry,in retailing, managersused to keep track of goods sold, goods on hand,goods ordered and, onthe basis of these records,
calculate inventory needs, authorise purchases,
arrange shipping, and so on. Now even a moderately
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simple software package doesall of these things notfor one product or even one productline, but forwhole organisations. This level of manager,too,is
becoming an endangeredspecies.
Granted, by today☂s standards, these are relativelylow-level managementjobs. Let us look at some-thing more complicated that affects higher levelmanagers.
When managers are not talking, one of the thingsthey are supposed to be doingis thinking. A typicalsort of thinking involves the well known ☁whatif☂exercises which people learn to do in fancy graduateschools of management. Now,thanksto clever soft-ware packages with names like VisiCalc andSuperCalc, which cost as much as $200 and run onmachines which cost as much as $1,000, the samesort of ☁what if☂ exercise can be performed by any-
one whohasa definite goalin life.
To give one more example, the CAD/CAM packagesthat | have seen recently makeit absolutely un-necessary to have a manager, supervisor, designengineeror technician. The detailed supervision andongoing comparison against design andcost speci-fications are built into the system and simply do notallow the designerortechnicianto violate them.
This is white collar factory work, butit is still factorywork. The white collar factory of the future will re-semblethe bluecollar factory of the future in that thefunctionsof line managerswill be built into the tech-nology. In short, as managers overseethe introduc-tion of idiot-proof systems, that is computer-basedsystems in which employee discretion has beenreduced to a minimum, the need for their ownser-vices diminishes accordingly. Of course, there aredifferences in managing managers and managing,for example, machinists or assembly workers.Managers, precisely because their work is soethereal, require more subtle forms of control. Thenecessarysubtlety is provided by a related manage-ment method, generally referred to as humanrela-tions. In contrast to scientific management, humanrelations theory has stressed persuasion, educationand careful testing and selection of employees towin employee acceptance of changes in work
organisation and production systems.
The recent emergence of what are generallyreferred to as Japanese management methods,
which is actually the re-emergence of industrialdemocracy, attests to the renewedinterestin this
approach.
Human relations theory departs from scientificmanagement, and therefore also human factorsmethods,in its approach to humaninput. Althoughalso concerned with control, humanrelations theory
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allows for some employee discretion as long as high
productivity levels are maintained. Humanrelations
theorists claim that treating employees as just
another input will inevitably backfire, that is it will
promote demoralisation, sabotage, and unionisa-
tion. To humanrelations researchers this suggests
the need for moreflexible and more subtle methods.
The difference in the two approachesis not whether
to establish control, but how.
In practice, carefully managed employeeparticipa-
tion schemeshave beenthe core of humanrelations
efforts to secure employee co-operation. Currently
the best-known approachofthis kind in the United
Statesis the so-called ☁quality of workinglife☂ school.
Socio-technical design, promoted by Mumford and
others in the UK,is a variant developed specifically
to address special problemscreatedby office auto-
mation. In the latter case, human relations tech-
niques are employedaspart of a broaderstategy to
prevent unionisation or to circumvent the authority
of unions already present.
Humanrelations methods, which were designed to
soften the resistance of production and clerical
workersto traditional scientific management as a
prelude to changesin production technologies, have
been used asa diversionary tactic in two very deli-
cate situations. The first is managing technical
specialists whose creativity is the core of their
labour and whose work should not, and perhaps
cannot, be subjected tointellectual Taylorism. The
secondis in the control of middle managers whose
whole training and self-image resists the idea that
their behaviour should be accountable.
It is clear that human relations, which goes under a
variety of names such as theory Y/theory X, self-
actualisation, and so on, is really not an alternative
to scientific managementatall, for managersorfor
anyoneelse. Itis instead a supplementary technique
for use on employees, such as managers or tech-
nical specialists, whoarelikely to get their backs up
if subjected to the cruder forms of human factors
manipulations. It is in essence a holding action, a
diversionary tactic to cool down workers whose jobs
are scheduledfor Taylorisationor elimination.

Human factors techniques do in fact boomerang
whenthey are used in manipulative and dishonest
ways against managers or non-managers.There is
considerable evidenceforthis. First, there are the
increasingly vocal concerns expressedbyUScleri-
cal workers about stress, health, and safety issues
associated with office automation. Such concerns
are now routinely cited as the causesof the rapid
growth of clerical unions in the United States, even
in workplaces where quality of working life and
socio-technical design schemes have been imple-
mented. In fact, clerical unions are not only the
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fastest growing unionsin the United States, they are
the only growing unionsin the United States ♥ this
in an occupation hitherto populated by pliable,
docile girls.
In software workplaces, similar opposition has been
documented to structured techniques by software
specialists. It is true, at least in the United States,
that the resistance is muted at present, because up
till now skilled software specialists have been able to
expressdissatisfaction with a given organisation by
the simple expedientof finding other employment.
However, the history of all occupations, including
those thought to be indispensable, clearly demon-
strates that the supply eventually catches up with
demand. When this happens the tensionlatent in
trying to standardise the way people think will
express itself more fully. When that happens the
important questions will be whether technical
workers, and even managers, respond to attempts
to control them in the same waythat office workers
are now respondingto similar efforts.
| began mytalk by distinguishing between two kinds
of lag. The first was the time between the appear-
ance of a new technology andits widespread appli-
cation. The second wasthe delay betweentheintro-
duction of a new technology and the emergenceof
new formsof social organisation appropriatetoit.
| should nowlike to adda third, and perhaps the most
important, kind of lag. It is the delay between the
emergenceof new forms of social organisation and
the development of new technology appropriate to
them.
Modern scientific management, and thus human
factors research, whichare essentially the ideologi-
cal offshoots of classical economics, accepted
without question and without reflection two of
classical economics☂ fundamental assumptions.
First, that efficiency, productivity, and profitability
are essentially interchangeable terms ♥ they con-
stitute an identity. Second, efficiency, and therefore
also productivity and profitability, are achieved by
substituting capital for labour, and unskilled labour
for skilled, including, we may now add, intellectual
labour.
These assumptions were easy enoughto accept as
long as bigger was demonstrably better, crude was
cheap, and the Congo, Hong Kong and El Salvador
were sources of cheap labour and markets for ex-
pensive finished goods. In these circumstances,
one could regard as plausible the claims of the then
General Motors☂ chairman, Charles Wilson, who
said, with considerable feeling, ☁I have always
believed that what was goodfor the USA was good
for General Motors and vice versa.☝
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That was in 1952, when gasoline was 5 cents litre
and the chief worry of the US car manufacturers was
that Americans would run out of garage space to
housetheir shiny new vehicles. The car industry, as |
said, is now a matureindustry and there are indeed
lessons to be learned fromit.
One of these lessons is that the old assumptions
may not be valid. Perhaps in Charles Wilson☂s day,
General Motors and even Chrysler were efficient
and productive car manufacturers. They certainly
wereprofitable. Today there is something obviouslywrong with equating the economic health of an
entire society with an industry that excels at making
2-ton private motor cars. The equation was indeed
correct for Detroit, but it was not necessarily rightfor the rest of us. In other words, for a while Detroit☂stechnology and its products were goodfor both GMand the USA.As long asthatwastrue, perhapstherewas somejustification for dividing people into mindworkers and trained gorillas. Today, however, weare beginning to realise that safe, reliable, economi-cal transport from point A to point B is not necessar-ily the samething as a private motorcar. As a resultwe are also beginning to question whetherit isnecessary to create a society populated by alphasand betas ♥ thatis, people who workonlywith theirhands and people who workonly with their heads,instead of populating our societies with humanbeings.
But I can hear you say, ☁☁These were mature indus-tries. Their mistakeswill not be replicated by the hightechnology industries which will raise society to anew and more advanced state, where we canallachieve self-actualisation.☝☂ | am not so sure. Carmaking, steel making and thetextile industry werealso the high technologies oftheir days. They, too,were greeted by contemporary pundits as thesaviour of the ordinary working man and woman ♥simultaneously the source of liberation fromdrudgery and the sourceof unlimited material pros-perity. It has not quite workedout that way.
Each new production technology has beenabsorbedinto the existing social structure, reinforc-ing existing social divisions rather than transformingthem. True enough, the material production of thelast century has beenstaggering. But far from elim-inating toil and drudgery, we have created more.Ifsomepeople have beenrelieved of monotonous andtiring work, the chancesareit is because they havebeenrelieved of their jobs as well. If the jobstillexists, the people will probably have had to emigratesomewhereelse,usually at a lower wage and in anarea intolerant of uppity workers and their unions.People who usedto haveinteresting and challengingworklike draughtsmen, and even clerks, have seentheir work routinised. Modern technology has noteliminated monotony and drudgery, only redistri-butedit.
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This third and most important type oflag that | havedescribed is thus not technologicalatall, it is politi-cal and its implications are profound.
For one thing, the old trick of throwing moreresourcesat the problem will not work much longer.The days of the better black box or the smallerintegratedcircuit as a cure for deep social inequali-ties are just about over.
The chief source of new workin the United Statesisnow clerical work. Clerical work is female work. Infact the only expansionin the US labour force for thelast several years has been among women. Maleemployment rates have actually declined, alongwith the decline in manufacturing and agriculture.This has been true for a long time, but it did notmatter becausethe decline was absorbed by blacks,who do not count. For years the unofficial attitudewasthatas long asthe adult, white male unemploy-ment rate in the United States did not go much above5 or 6 per cent everything wasall right. If the blackunemployment rate went up, and usually it wasexactly twice the white adult male unemploymentrate, that wasall right, we could handleit. The situa-tion has now changed because the unemploymentrates among white males for the last three or fouryears havestarted to climb.
The employmentfigures released by the US Govern-ment at the end of April 1982 indicated that bothservice and high-technologyindustries have for thefirst time also lost employment during the currentslump.Thisis the first time that has ever happened♥ among the important people, the adult, whitemales.
The only consistent growth occupation since WorldWarIl, has been amongjanitors and dustmen. EvenJapan, which has managed to hoodwink everyonewith its mysterious and inscrutable managementmagic, has experiencedprecisely the same pattern,althoughtheir racismis of a different kind from ours.Industrial employmenthasdeclined by about 1.5 percent a year since 1976. Even as productivity has in-creased, unfortunately so have the rates of indus-trial accidents and dayslostto injury. If youthinkallof this is mitigated by life-time employment andaccomplished by ♥ to use that wonderful Britishexpression ♥ natural wastage, considerthe follow-ing. The life-time employment guarantee in Japanworksfineif your lifetime does not exceed 55 or 60years, andif you happento be oneofthe 30 per centof the Japaneselabourforce employed byindustriesthat offer life-time employment policies. There is
less here than meets theeye.
David Noble, the American historian of technologyat the MassachusettsInstitute of Technology, pointsout that throughout the industrial revolution every
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new development in production technology or or-
ganisation was greeted as the harbingerof certain
economic collapse and misery for the working pop-
ulation. There was, of course, economic collapse
and misery often enough, but they could never be
attriouted to technological development, and
usually things got better after they got worse. As a
result, says Noble, raising the alarm about the
dangers of new technology has come to belike
crying wolf ♥ after a while no one believes you and
everyonestopslistening.

This time, though, the wolf is at the door. Itis real and
it is particularly vicious. Technological unemploy-
mentis a reality now,in spite of the proliferation of
ethereal products andin spite of the reassurances
of futurists.

What should we do aboutit? | think we have to at
least start by rejecting precisely the assumptionsof
Smith, Ricardo, Babbage, Taylor, and Lenin. We
must understand that Charles Wilson☂s dictum that
whatis good for General Motors is good for the USA
is no longer true, if it ever was. In just the same way
thatit is not true that profitable productionof private
motor cars is the same thing as efficient public
transport, it is time to acknowledgethat corporate
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profitability is no longer automatically indentical to
public welfare.
We have an extraordinary technology at our
disposal. It has been applied with breathtaking
imagination to every aspect of our lives. But an
entirely different set of social relations than we
presently have is required if this technologyis not to
destroy us. The old economic categories and the
technologies appropriate to them, those that pre-
occupied Taylor and Lenin, worked well for a long
time ♥ but their time is passing, and perhapsis
already past.
Weneed newcriteria of productivity and efficiency.
These must incorporate a commitment to enlarge
people-skills and capabilities, and not, as we do in
our present system, to diminish them or eliminate
them entirely.
If we treat this new technology as we alwayshave,if
weattemptto scare off the wolf of technological un-
employment and global polarisation with the same
old assumptions about displaced workers being
absorbed by the new technologies andindustries, if
wedothat, the wolf, instead of going awaywill get
bigger and more vicious, because that is what
created the beastin the first place.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Bengt Rosenberg, A/B SKF

Bengt Rosenbergis presently responsible for the developmentandco-ordination of methods and standardsfor systems development, telecommunications, hardwareandbasic software within the SKF Group. He is alsoin charge of co-ordination and implementation of office systems.
Hejoined SKF in 1964 and has held a numberof managementpositions within SKF. His responsibilities haveincluded organisational and administrative development, system development and administrative services.
He graduatedin Mechanical Engineering at Chalmers University of Technology in Gothenburg.
Tomorrow,the 75th anniversary of SKFwill be cele-brated all over the world, but | suspect that mostofyou do not know muchabout SKF.| shall thereforeintroduce SKF and tell you something about ourproducts and our organisation to provide a back-
groundfor what| shall say later.
In 1907 Sven Wingquist, the founder of SKF,designed the first self-aligning double-row ball-bearing. Later, in 1919, this was developedinto anew invention, the two-row self-aligning rollerbearing, which permits angular displacementrelative to its housing. These are the products onwhich SKF mainly basesits business.
| will give you a short review of some of SKF☂s otherproducts and someofthe other activities that aregoing on in SKF. We manufacture mainly high-quality steel. Out of what we produce, about 50 percent is used internally and 50 per cent goes to theopen market. We manufacture the main parts of ourmachinesourselves.
Weare now developing our next generation ofsteelfactories. The objective is to have the factories run-ning 24 hours a day, but mannedonly eight hours aday. That is in order to make the best use of theinvestment while also taking accountofthe factthat
workers do notlike to work at night.
The main product within SKF, however,is bearings.We make manydifferent kinds of bearing. There areabout 10 main types of bearing with more than
20,000variants of these products.
Part of our philosophyis to build productsinto other
products. For example, in supplying axle boxes for
freight wagons,webuild all the componentsinto one
unit and deliver the completepart.
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Now weare adopting the same approachin the carindustry. We are manufacturing a complete unit forthe wheel. This wasfirst introduced in normal pro-ductionon the Fiat Panda car, and

|

think we will seethat approachona lotof carsin the future.
Our business is split between our products asfollows ♥ rolling bearings accountfor about 70 percent, special steel products about 15 percent, cut-ting tools 4 per cent, and other products about 11 percent.
Our sales in 1981 were 13,570 million Swedishcrowns, compared with 12,572 million SwedishCrownsin 1980. The numberof employees at SKF hasdecreased by about 3,000 people from 1980 to 1981.During the last decade, we have had a productivityin-crease of between 8 per cent and 10 per centper year.This meansthat from the beginning of the 1970s, wehave reduced the numberof people by about 20,000.|will comebacktothislater, butit is completely due to
the competition from the Japanese.
Wehaveanobjective today that the profits of SKF
should betheinflation rate plus 3 per cent. This is a
survival objective. If we cannot meetthis objective
wewill not survive in the long term. We have not
achieved ityet, but we will have to achieveit one wayor the other. This meansthat we have to reduce the
current numberof blue collar and white collar em-
ployeesin future in orderto survive.
Wecurrently have 185 companies and 74 factories.
Our marketissplit as follows ♥ about 60 per centof
our sales are in Europe, 22 per cent in North
America, 8 per cent in Latin America, and 10 per
centin Asia, Africa and Australia.
Our organisation structure is very much product-
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oriented. We have four main divisions ♥ the Euro-
pean Bearing Division, the Overseas Bearing Divi-
sion, the Steel Division, and the Cutting Tool
Division. We also have Group Staff units such as
Marketing, Manufacturing, Engineering, Product
Engineering and Research, Public Affairs, Legal,
Personnel and Organisation, and Finance and
Information Systems.
| belong to Information Systems, wherethere aresix
people whoare responsible for the co-ordination of
information system functionsall over the world. |am
mainly concerned with hardware and software
methods and standards and, to some extent, the
office of the future. One manis responsible for the
co-ordination of information systems in manufac-
turing (mainly within the European BearingDivision).
One is responsible for the co-ordination between
overseas companies,which involves both manufac-
turing systems and sales systems. Another is
responsible for this aspect of material flow outside
manufacturing.

The total number of information systems people
within the groupis slightly over 1,000. Of these
1,000, 75 per cent are in Europe. Installations range
from very small ones with only twoorthree informa-
tion systems people to much largerinstallations, the
largest of which has 130 information systemsstaff.

In 1921, SKF introduced the punched card and used
the first punched card machines. In the 1940s, we
went over from 40-column punched cards to
80-column punched cards. In 1958, we implemented
oneofthe first computers, RAMAC 305.In 1982, we
still have some routines implemented on punched
cards, on Olivetti RP60 machines which are 20 years
old. SKFfeelsthisis alittle old-fashioned nowandit
is going to change. Today we are completely IBM-
oriented regarding hardware, and we have plug
compatible peripherals from a number of other
vendors.

Now that | have given a short overview of the
organisation,| will discuss our information systems
in more detail. In 1971, about 25 people met at an
hotel in southern Sweden. Weheld

a

relaxed discus-
sion on how our information systems may look in the
future, with common systems, common develop-
ments,and soon. | will follow three lines of develop-
mentfrom this point in time.
The first line is the MASCOSproject. This project
wasintended for our sales companiesall over the
world ♥ MASCOSstands for Modular Automated
Sales Company Systems. The project started in
Madrid, wherethe local company provided thefinan-
cial support for the first generation of the system to
be developed, which took from 1972 to the middle of
4975. Oncethe first generation of the system was
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implemented, the project was reorganised and
located in Brussels, where work wasstarted on the
next generation of systems. Thefirst generation was
based onan 1BM370/135, but the second generation
was based on IBM System 3.
There were a number of subsequent development
steps and, in 1979, the whole system was converted
to the IBM System 34.
So there are three generations of the same system,
incorporating improvements and adjustmentsto the
new hardware and basic software available at the
time. Today the same system is implemented in 27
companies on 25 computers.
The role of this system covers three areas ♥
marketing, materialflow, and finance. Itincludes the
normal functions. Material flow includes customer
orders, back orders, supplier orders, invoicing, and
inventory management. Finance includes accounts
receivable, general ledger, inventory accounting,
and inventory and sales statistics. Marketing
includes sales statistics, budgeting, sales support,
and GHQ reporting (the sending of information to
group headquarters).
The objectives of the system wereto reducecosts,
to improveeffectiveness, to give better service, to
reduce stock, to increase control, to provide quick
information, and to provide better communication.
These are very general objectives, about the same
as you meetin most such projects. But they arestill
important.
There is one central MASCOSgroup which haspro-
ject management responsibility for development,
maintenance and implementation support ofall the
systems aroundthe world. The implementation of a
new system is carried out to a very fixed schedule
that covers about one year. This scheduleis a de-
tailed plan that all companies implementing the sys-
tem havetofollow precisely. Nearlyall of them have
been successfulin doing so.

The project today has a steering committee. The
members of this committee are from someof the
more important users of the system. They decide
whatthe budget for the project should be and what
improvements to the system should be carried out.

| think most of the companiesinvolved are grateful
for these systems. There are many reasons whyit
has been such a successful project. It was of a
reasonable size and had a good project manager,
which wasparticularly importantin the early stage
of development. It had reasonable top management
support. It was also very business oriented, which
was something that the company needed. The result
has been an extensive saving in administrative
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costs. The number of administrative people has
been greatly reduced in some of these companies.
Oneof the importantobjectives was to move people
over from administration and materialflow activities
to marketing and sales activities. This has been
successful.

The system has been implemented byall kinds of
companies. You must realise that some of these
companies have had no previous experienceof data
processing atall. Some of them had not even seena
computer before. So the system is implemented all
over the world inverydifferent kinds of environment,
andstill it works very well.
The maintenance and improvement costs are very
reasonable. Each companypays about £10,000 peryear for maintenanceof the system. Improvementsto the system are handledin a slightly different way.
It should be mentioned that we are now planning for
the fourth generationof this system.
A factor that we have found particularly importantisthat managers who move from one company toanother ♥ andthereis a lot of mobility of managersbetweenthe sales companies ♥ will meet the sameadministrative system wherever they go. When amanager moves to a new company he doesnot haveto bother about developing a system ♥ the one heknowsis already implemented there. He may haveto requesta report that is new to his new companybut that he was usedto receiving previously. Other-wise he will meet the same administrative environ-ment and get the same support in any of the com-panies.
On the other hand, it is not reasonable that everymanager coming to a sales company should be per-mitted to change the administrative systems.It isjust a waste of time in many cases. Thevalue of co-ordinated use of the same systemis very important.
These systems are long-range investments.Managers mustbepatient and not give up before theresults appear. In the beginning, there were notmany companies that actually supported the imple-mentation of such a joint system, but still thisapproach received top managementsupport. Thatwasthe reason whyit was possible to carry out theproject. Without such top managementsupport, theproject would have been stopped. The top manage-ment believed in the idea and could seeits long-range consequences.
This way of concentrating resources on a few tasksgives a very good result, even if it does make
cost/benefit analysis difficult. At the beginning of theproject, cost/benefit analysis was nearly impossible.
Now wecansee the motorwayeffect of the project,
with alot of companies wanting to joinin and usethis
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system, even non-sales companies.
But to be successfulis not mainly a technical prob-lem, it is a management problem. The technicalproblemscanbe solved in one wayoranother,but ifthe managementdoesnotsupportit thenit will neverbe successful.
The secondline of development to havestarted fromthat meeting in 1971 is the Information SystemsBoard. This Board was formedto provide co-ordina-tion of information systems within Europe. Whenitwas formed in 1971 it consisted mostly of thefinance managersof the companies who formed theBoard. These were the people responsible for thedevelopmentand operation of information systemsin the companies. Under them were those who weredirectly responsible for information systems activi-ties ♥ the information systems managers. Thesemanagers formed another group called InformationSystems Managers Meeting. Since 1972, both theseBoards have met regularly, three to four times ayear. They have been very important for theco-ordination of information systems activities inEurope.
Today the situation is such that the support withineach organisation for information systems develop-ment and operationis so importantthat| think one ofthe top managers in each company should be com-pletely and solely responsible for information sys-tems development in that company. Companiesshould take the same approachassocietyin general♥ they should regard information systemsas a partof the information society, but in this case theinformation society is the company.It is impossiblefor a managerin a big companyto share responsi-bility betweenfinance and information systems. It isa full-time job to co-ordinate the information systemsand to bethelink between the company☂s businessactivities and the technique, development, andoperationof the information systems.
Of course, in 1971, we tried to do what most com-paniestried to do aroundthattime. Wetried to builda complete system that would deal with everything.A project wasstarted in Paris, with a contributionfrom all the European Bearing Division companies.The project was named SKFTotal Integrated Com-puter System for Customer Service System. Thisproject lasted for 18 months, but then it wasstopped.
Onecansaythatit failed for a numberof reasons.First, people at that time were not clearly motivatedto carry out commonprojects. Second, the hard-wareandthe basic software were not the sameinallthe companies ♥ each company had about 10 or 15years of systems development behindit and couldnot quickly convert to something that was common.
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Third, new projects arose that were more important
for the future. So this project was stopped, but it was
an important introduction for us to the development
of commonorjoint systems.

The next project was called GFSS (Global Forecast-
ing and Supply System).
As | said earlier, in the 1960s competition from the
Japanese in the steel industry increased tremen-
dously. In 1967, SKFforthefirst time introduced a
group organisation and the group headquartersin
Gothenburg was formed. Another important factor
in that context wasthe introduction of English as the
group language. One problem that we had during the
1960s with the Customer Service System wasthat
people in separate companies foundit difficult to
communicate with each other.
One consequenceof this group organisation was
that, in 1972,itwas decided to restructure the manu-
facturing of products in Europe. In 1969, all com-
panies were responsible for manufacturing their
own products for their own markets, which meant
that each company manufactured between 40,000
and 50,000 products for their own markets. It was
decided that the numberof variants should be re-
duced to about 20,000 and that the manufacturing
should be distributed amongthe five factories in
such a way that each product was manufactured in
only onefactory. The project wasplannedtostart in
1973 andend in 1978. Actually it ended according to
plan, with the result that the numberof products was
reduced to abouthalf.
This also required completely new information sys-
tems and so represented a new era from the
information systems viewpoint. We formed a central
database to hold all the data (other than the
technical data for manufacturing) for all SKF☂s
products. This data included details of where the
products were manufactured, and how they should
be transferred from onefactory to another.

A special co-ordination centre was created in
Brussels, named the Forecasting and SupplyOffice.
This centre was given world-wide responsibility for
sales forecasting, stock control, manufacturing con-
trol, anddelivery control. This meantthatall informa-
tion regarding stocks, sales, manufacturing, and
market forecasts had to be collected and co-
ordinated at this centre. From an information sys-
temspoint of view, it was important to support the
companiesall the time.

The first step regarding communications wasthat
weleasedlines to all the companies involved. But
soon we found that the lines were not reliable
enough giventhe high volumesof information to be
transferred between the companies. Monthly trans-
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fers of data couldlast for five or six hours between
each company. This caused us to reconsider the
structure of the entire group.

When a companyfirst growsto a very large sizeit
becomes very difficult to handle. The usual
responseto this difficulty is to break the company
down into a number of smaller, autonomous units
that go their own way. It is then found, however, that
the smaller units have lost the advantagesof scale
and weight. So the third step is to create a central
administrative co-ordination body in order to re-
create the advantageof scale butstill retain the flexi-
bility advantages of having a numberof smaller busi-
nessunits.
This third step is the philosophy we haveat SKF. itis
a particularly important philosophy for information
systems development. The essential point of the
philosophy is that we maintain flexibility but still have
everyone working in the same direction. In paren-
thesis, perhapsit could be said that the difference
between such a company and many American com-
paniesis that in the latter when you lose profit you
are fired, whereas in our kind of company you are
fired only for not following the centrally drawn up
guidelines. SKF is acting as a group of companies,
and that is the main objective.
This philosophy changed our ability to co-ordinate
the activities within the group, becauseall functions
within SKF are acting in the same way.
As|wassaying earlier, from a technicalpointof view
we found that leased lines were not adequate, and
soin 1976 westarted to specify the requirementsfor
a more advanced network. We worked onthesere-
quirements for more than a year. Then we took
anothersix monthsto look at what the vendors had
to offer. In October 1977, it was decided that we
should use IBM's SNA network.
This network was implementedin two steps ♥ the
first in 1979 and the second in 1980. Thefirst step
consisted of dividing the lines into two channels so
that we could haveinteractive traffic on one chan-
nel, and batch orfile transmission on the other
channel. The second step enabled us to mix com-
pletely interactive traffic with file transmission.It
also enabled all terminals to reachall facilities within
the network ♥ every terminal connectedto the net-
work can reach applications in any of the computer
centres.
Wehave now defined six functions for our network,
thefirst four of which are available to end users now.
Thefirst functionisfile transfer, whichis the transfer
of information from one computercentre to another.
This is handled automatically ♥ we have functions
that are more advanced than standard SNA func-
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tions. Our system automatically queuesfile trans-
fers and then makesthe transfers to the right com-
puter centres and sends a messageto the receiver
to inform him that the transfer has taken place.
The secondfunctionis job access.This consists of
remote job entry, with any RJE terminal able to reach
any application in any of the computer centres. For
example, we have programsrunning in one compu-
ter centre that are used byall RJE stations in the
group.
The third function is a message transfer system. It is
a very simple system that enables messagesto be
entered at any of the 3270 terminals and sent, viainternal distribution, to any person or printer in the
system. This system is muchusedtoday.
The fourth function is transaction access, which
consists of the normal on-line transactions accessto applications.
The two functionsforthe future are remote-programaccess and down-stream access. The object ofremote-program accessis to enable one program inone computer centre to access another program inanother computer centre automatically. Forexample, if you have a query program that picks upsomedata from the database in the computer centreto which you are attached, this program can auto-matically access another program in another com-puter centre in order to pick up additional data tocomplete the screenof information you need.Thisfunction is not usedyetto any great extent, but weunderstandthatit will be an important function in thefuture.
The down-stream accessfunction has to do with thephilosophyof hardware and software.| do not thinkitis reasonable to introduce distributed computersystemsif you cannot run them moreorless withoutany operators or technical people. So the require-mentin our system is to be able to load programs,find errors in them, start a batch operation, and soon, all from the distributed computers. The normalsituation in manyinstallations is that you run inter-actively during the day time and then you have oneperson whostaysafter the others to run the batchsystem. This requires the computer centre to bemanned 16 or 24 hours a day, and meansthatit is notreasonable to distribute computers to any extentbecause what you gain in flexibility is off-set byincreased costs.
| will take this network as an exampleof the impor-
tance of information systems people themselves
having complete responsibility for the system.It is
pointless asking the users whether theythink they
need this sort of advanced system. Most users
cannot see and cannot imagine how such a system
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could be usedin thefuture. | think that the informa-tion systems people musttake full responsibility forall technical questions, which meansthat they haveto set policies and standards, decide what softwareshould be available, decide what communicationsshould be available, and so on. Such questions aretheir internal responsibility, and they have almostnothing to do with applications.
The importantpoint is for the information systemspeople to be broad-minded and to haveforesight.The key is for them to be able to see whatthe userswill needin the future and what the technology canprovide.
Based on the network and the requirementfor fasterorder handling between companies, in 1979 westarted a projectcalled International CustomerSer-vice System. In each companythereis an Interna-tional Marketing department which takes theproducts from manufacturing and distributes themabroad. Each company also has a Domestic Market-ing department which receives productsdistributedby the other companies☂ International Marketingdepartments. This system uses the networktofulfilthe requirements of communication between thesetwo types of organisational unit. The intention is tohave five databases,one for each company, andtoarrange for those databases to be accessible fromall the companies. Each company should be able toaccess each database in order to send orders,enquire about order status, receive order ack-nowledgements, andso on. The system is shown infigure 1.
 

Figure 1
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This project wasinitiated with a feasibility study in
1977, was designed in 1978, and will be imple-mented during 1982 and the beginning of 1983.Itisagiant project, costing in total about £5 million.
Membersof the project team are takenfrom all fivecompanies, and we have added a numberof consul-
tants to the team. The system involves 500,000linesof code.It will take about 200 man years (60 man
years from the central development team, and 140
man years from the five companies).
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This project has been a little more difficult to carry
out than the others, because each of the five
companies is very strong. Each has its own ideas
about how a project should be carried out and what
systems it wants to develop and implement. But|
think the attitude has changed now. We can seethat
the companies are working together much better
and they understand one another better. The imple-
mentation of the ICSS system has improved the
technique and knowledgelevel in the companies.
Now| shall discuss somepointsthat | think should be
considered when developing commonsystems.The
first point isthat the system must relate to business
operations. In the ICSS system there is a steering
committee which consists of the material flow
managers from each company. This provides deep
involvement from the user side.
The secondpoint is that such systems should have
an umbrella concept, which meansthat they should
not deal with small detailed areas but cover some
complete area.
Third, such a system must be functionally co-ordi-
nated, which meansthat there must at some levelin
the group be co-ordination of all the companiesfrom
the manufacturing point of view, from the finance
point of view, from the material flow point of view,
and so on.
Fourth, the life of a system should be long, between
sevento ten years.
Finally, strict investment thinking is required in the
systems development area.

The experiences we have gained from investing in
commonsystemsare asfollows. First, the lead time
for such systemsis often longer than thatfor local
systems development. This is as a result of the
addeddifficulty in co-ordinating and organising the
project from the beginning, collecting the right
people, creating a steering committee, and so on.
Also,thereis a lot of discussion between the com-
panies becausethey have to understand the system
and providetheir input.
Second, there is much better exploitation of ex-
perience and expertise in developing commonsys-
tems.
Third, such systems require modularisation and
step-by-step implementation.

Fourth, such systems require the setting up of per-
manent support and maintenance units.

Finally, the common systems approach results in
low cost for development, implementation, and
maintenance per company.

☁The Butler Gax Foundation
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IMPLEMENTATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

We have also learned that there are three main
areasthatit is important to co-ordinate ♥ the hard-
ware and software, the databases, the communica-
tion, and the applications. Each must be developed
in parallel otherwise the complete development
does not work.

Let us look at the cost of information systems in SKF.
The cost for our Europeaninstallations has under-
gone an averageincrease of 14.5 per cent per year
overthe last 10 years.| think that top management,
at least during the last 10 years, have thoughtthat
this increaseis too high.

The distribution of these costs is 50 per cent person-
nel, 31 per cent hardware, 5 per cent software, 4 per
cent communication, and 11 per cent other costs.
Since 1979 the share of cost accounted for by soft-
ware has increased from 2 per cent to 5 per cent,
anditisstillincreasing rapidly. Personnel costs have
been stable at about 50 per cent during the last
10-year period.

In 1980 and 1981 there wasa lotof talk about the
office of the future, and in particular how theinvest-
mentperoffice worker compared unfavourably with
that for factory workers and agricultural workers.|
have taken the information system costs for one of
our companiesanddividedit by the number ofoffice
employees. Our annual costperoffice employeeis
madeup asfollows(the figures are given in Swedish
crowns) ♥ 18,300kr for personnel, 11,300kr for
hardware, 1,900kr for software, and 5,100kr for
other costs. This gives a total figure of about
36,000kr per employee.

Anotherfactor is the investmentin the development
of systems, which works out at about 15,000kr per
office employee.

Ifyou accumulate these costs over a 10-year period,
you will find that our systems developmentinvest-
ment is about 98,000kr per office employee. If we
forget aboutinflation, replacement costs, and so on,
and add togetherthe software, hardware, and appli-
cations costs, we have invested about 130,000kr per
office employee.If you think that the office of the
future is in the future, you are completely wrong.
Office automation has been around for 20 years.|
very much dislike the way consultants and vendors
ignore the investmentsof the last 20 years.

Now let us look at the future. Figure 2 (overleaf)
showsthe cost of my workstation, which is a 3270
terminal. The figures shown include a numberof
items that | do not actually have at the moment but
that | feel | need. The total investmentis 67 ,00Okr per
employee, and | wonder how many organisations
can afford that much.
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 Figure 2
THE COST OF AN ADVANCED WORKSTATION

PER INVEST-
MONTH MENTHardware Costs:

* Colour Display Terminal 1000 36000* Simple Matrix Printer 250 8000* Share of (8 users):
- Control Unit 500 14000- Colour Printer or Plotter 200 4500
- High Quality Printer 200 4500

SUBTOTAL SEK 2150 67000

Operation Costs on Central Computer:
* Text Processing* Graphics
* Decision Support Systems

SUBTOTAL SEK 3000

 

TOTAL SEK 5150

 

Next, | shall show you some figures taken fromOfficial statistics for the private sector of Sweden.Thesestatistics, shownin figure 3, are concernedwith salaried employees within the private sectorofSweden.| have extractedthe figures for three areasthat | think have been most affected by computerisa-tion ♥ manufacturing planning, order processing,and finance control. You can see that the number ofpeople has decreased by about 1.7 per cent peryear, which is a very slow decrease.
 

Figure 3
NUMBER OF OFFICE EMPLOYEES WITHIN
~ MANUFACTURING PLANNING
- ORDER PROCESSING
> FINANCE CONTROL
AS 2 OF TOTAL NUMBER OF OFFICE EMPLOYEES

TOTAL NUMBER OF
OFFICE EMPLOYEES
1975: 320.900
1981: 319.000

216 50,4 TOTAL
14
12
10

45.700
- 17 % PER YEAR

=
WOMEN ♥♥♥
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E
D
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|
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Figure 4 showsthetrendsfor variousposition levels.Position levels 3 to 5 are the most qualified workers,
and 6 to 8 the less qualified workers. You can see
that there has been a decreaseof 3.5 per cent for
levels 6 to 8, the less qualified workers. However,
the numberof people doing the more qualified work
has increased by 1.7 per cent. This structural
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Figure 4

NUMBER OF OFFICE EMPLOYEES WITHIN
~ MANUFACTURING PLANNING
- ORDER PROCESSING
= FINANCE CONTROL
AS % OF TOTAL NUMBER OF OFFICE EMPLOYEES

TOTAL NUMBER OF
OFFICE EMPLOYEES

1975; 320,000
1981: 319.090

36.250% 11.0
10,5
10.0 POSITION LEVELS 6-8    

 

- 3,5 % PER YEAR

29.200  95
9,0
5.0 POSITION LEVELS 3-5 16.100
4,5 414.600 + 1,7 % Per year
4,0  
 1975 1976 1977 1978 ~♥:1979 1980 1981
 

changeto the work forceis due to the introduction ofcomputersystems.
| shall now look at how manyof theseoffice employ-ees are information systems people. During theperiod 1971 to 1981 the numberof people working insystems development has increased from 5,000 to6,900, which is about 5 per cent per year. Thenumberof people working in systems operation hasincreased from 2,100 to 3,100. The numberof dataentry people has decreased from 3,800 to 3,000. Butin total, the numberof data processing people as aproportion of the total workforce has remainednearly constant; it increased from 3.1 per cent to 4.1per cent ♥ a very slow change.
There hasbeenlittle changealsoin the proportion ofthose people who are women,exceptin the systemsOperation area where the proportion of women hasincreased from 11 per cent to 25 per cent.
In contrast to what someof the other speakers havesaid, | think that changes in the work force arehappening very slowly and are completely depen-dent on factors other than the introduction ofinformation systems. Each companyis moreor lessself-contained in this respect, with increases ordecreasesin the various sectors of the work forcedepending uponthe total environment of that com-pany, what requirements they have, ontheir profita-bility, how successful they are, and so on.
During the 1980s| think that office system productswill continue to be developed and improved at arapid rate. Their implernentation, however,will takeplace at a slower rate,andtheir introduction will notSignificantly reduce the numberof people employedin offices.
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Louis Pouzin, INRIA

Louis Pouzin is Director of Pilot Projects at INRIA. He has managed manylarge software projects including
CTSSas partofproject MAC at MIT and Meteor, a real-time operating system for the French weatherbureau.
He joined INRIA in 1972 as Director of Cyclades, an experimental computer networklinking universities and
research centresin France.
In mytalk | shall not try to be too subtle. | shall draw
attention to a number of major obstacles to the
developmentand application of technology. | am not
talking about the development of technology in
laboratories ♥ raw technologyis developing so fast
now that we are overwhelmed byit. | am talking
about obstacles to the application of this techno-
logy. There are seven obstacles, which | call the
seven curses.
Thefirst is the human interface. This subject has
been abandoned for years in the data processing
and communication world. We assumethat people
should be able to use computer systems but we
forget that the concepts used in computer systems
are completely different from those with which
humansare used to dealing. Computer concepts are
abstract and rigid, and they evolve from one into
another by means of well-defined processes.
Human concepts aretotally uncontrollable. We can
try to make models of them, but usually we manage
to approximate to something that is convenient but
does not accurately represent the humanprocess.
| will give some examplestoillustrate what | have in
mind when| say that we shouldtry to improve the
human interface. Suppose you have to attend a
meeting of important people and provide a report
aboutthe activities in your division. You probablywill
come up with a numberof papers, suchas activity
reports, containing tables of figures in rows and
columns. Having beengiven these papers, someone
in the assembly will put a question suchas,☁What
proportion of the money is going to XYZ group?☝
XYZ group maybe oneoftheaffiliate companies,or
the parent company,or perhaps just a company on
whose Board the questioner sits. Another such
question mightbe, ☁☁How much did we spend onthat
contract from the beginning?☂ Such questions are
notsilly questions. They are natural questions, butit
is very difficult to anticipate all of them.

So typically what we do when we cometo a meeting

Thea Data aclesy ae[he Butler Cox Foundation
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of that sort is to have a collection of papers that are
produced on a regular basis, and then in our minds
we carry a numberoftypical figures that are not too
hard to remember and do not change veryoften or
very quickly. For questions requiring other informa-
tion we are without answers. That does not mean
that we do not have the answers anywhere. We prob-
ably have them in our files in our desk, but it would
take perhaps 15 minutes to get them.
The way we would come up with the answersif we
were given the time would be to leaf through our
files, knowing which files to search for the figures,
write down the numbers on a piece of paper, make
some simple calculations, perhapswith the help of a
hand calculator, and within say 15 minutes we would
have the answers. But that is unacceptable in a
Board of Directors☂ meeting. It takes too long and no
one would acceptit. So for some questionsit looks
as though we have no answers and welooksilly.
Perhaps we should have terminals in such meetings
so that we could put questions to the computer and
get the answers immediately. Let us look at the kind
of tools that are available to dothis. Typically, we
would come across somesort of system that uses
commands and statements such as shown in
figure 1.

You can open the manualfor any of these kinds of
system and youwill find such statements. Vendors
 

Figure 4

DIS ROWS 1 TO 3 OF SCALES

#
#

MAKE TABLE END_ARMA
FROM ROWS17 TO 21 OF ARMA

st TYPE MEAN OF COL 7 OF ARMA
WHERE COL 4 = SHAPE
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call that natural language! | do not wishto say thatit
is not natural. Chineseis natural for the Chinese, but
not for me. The trouble with using the term ☁natural
language☂ is that it does not define for whom the
language is natural. A language may certainly be
natural for the people whous¢it all the time, and you
can probably becomefluent in the languageif you
use it every day for six months. The troubleis that for
the sort of questions we have been discussing the
language would be usedfor only about half an hour
every third month, and so we cannotbefluentin that
language.To us, it is not natural language.
Today☂s systems, typically produce output such as
the table at the top of figure 2. Such informationis
certainly correct, but nobody can understandit.
What people do understandis information such as
the graphs shownat the bottom of figure 2. Such
graphs maynot be accurate,but they do not need to
be ♥ they only need to show trends. They need to
contrast events and make proportions visible,
possibly using colour. That is what people like ♥
that is what they understand.
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Could wenotfind a way to get computersto do just
that? We know how to do it manually, exceptthat the
processis too slow atthe time we needit. Let us try
to imagine the kindof tool that we need to produce
the sort of information that people can understand.
Supposeinstead that we have a terminal that has a
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display, a microphone, and somekindof pointing
device so that you can indicate the material you
want. Suppose that the computer can understand
your voice giving simple instructions suchas ☁☁Nextpage☂, ☁☁Next year☂, ☁Stop☂, ☁☁Go further☂, and soon ♥ say a vocabulary of about a hundred words.We know that there exists on the market a very
cheapsystem today that can understand a few hun-
dred words. The system might need sometraining to
recognise individual voices,but if you can give the
system a coupleof hours notice that you are going tobe usingit then the training can be carried out.
Such a system would be able to present you with
your files, and without having to bring several
pounds of paper to the meeting you could leaf
through them by saying ☁☁Turn the page☂☝☂. We are
asking the computerto carry out a basic, slavejob,understanding a few sentencesandcarrying out thesimple instructions correctly. For example, you maywant to pick out particular figures from your files.You would point with the pointing device and say
☜Keep it, because | need it later☂. That way youcould build

a

list of figures and then instruct thesystem to totalall the figures, or carry out a sub-
traction, or calculate the average, or whatever youlike.
The technology makesthis sort of system feasible.
But building such a systemis not a very glamorous
job. To do such a job one clearly has to be very good
at understanding the humaninterface, but in terms
of computing sciencethejobis verytrivial. | suppose
that is the reason why not many people get interes-
ted in doing that job.
In terms of handling the humaninterface,| think we
are still at the point we were 20 years ago whenFortran wasinvented.Fortran was simply a way tocall subroutines and to organise the order in which
you call them. Whenyoulook at the so-called natural
languages of today, you can see that they arenothing more than a mapping of subroutine calls.Therearelittle differences in syntax. You do not
have to remember commasor parentheses,but you
do have to rememberkey words. We have changed
the decor, the way languageslook, but in fact theyare effectively just the same as Fortran. | think we
could improve onthat.
Sometimes we are deluded by the apparent easewith which wealready do things. Most people carry a
diary in their pocket. An exampleof the sort of infor-
mationthatis put into such diaries is shownin figure
3. A lot of assumptions are made in using such a
notebook. For example, you know whoRobertis, and
so you do not have to write in the full name and
address. You know that ☁25F☂ means travel
expenses that cost 25 francs. You know that
☁dentist☂ means that you have an appointment with
the dentist.
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You putin just the information you need, referring to
meetings, travelling, and personal matters. Even
though we may be a businessmanduring the day and
a family member during the evening, we are the
same person and soit is convenient to keepall this
information using a single tool.
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The diary is extremely easyto fill in and to use, but
automating it on a computer would be extremely
hard. Do you know of any computer system thatfits
in your pocket, that uses noelectricity, that you can
read whereveryou are, and is also a file? | also use
mydiary to carry piecesof paper in.

| know of no computer system that could doall that. |
think the pocketdiary will remain for years as a very
competitive tool that is very hard to beat, even
though it does contain a lot of information that
perhapscould be handled by a computer.

The pocket notebookis a typical example of some-
thing that is hard to couple with a computing system,
even thoughit may look easy to do so. Some people
think that in the future we will use less and less
paper. Thereis talk of the office of the future being a
paperlessoffice. That is not my belief. My belief is
that the future very muchinvolves paper.

The best display is the A4 piece of paper. It is a
display you canfold and put in your pocket, andit
requires no pluginto the wall. Since paperis so con-
venient to use, | believe that any system has to
provide for paper input andfor paper output.| do not
meanthat we have to use paperfor storing informa-
tion. Paper-basedstores are very bulky and makein-
formation difficult to access. Nor do | mean that we
should carry paper overlong distances, which uses
up a lot of energy.It is simply that paperis an excel-
lent medium for people to read, and so any system
that has a humanorientationhasto be able to handle
paper.
One approachthat specialists useto try to get com-
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puters to help people is knownasartificial intelli-
gence. At the momentthere is a surgeof interestin
artificial intelligence, due perhaps to the announce-
mentby the Japaneseoffifth generation computers
incorporating expert systems. These expert sys-
tems model the human expert. They havetheability
to process knowledge, by which | mean an accumu-
lation of facts, rules, or relations. They do not how-
ever have any understanding of what they are doing
♥ the mostdifficult thing of all to model is common
sense.
Marvin Minsky, one of the high priests of artificial
intelligence, once said, ☁☁You can tell a computer
that a bird flies. How about a dead bird? You cantell
a computer that a dead bird doesn☂t fly. But how
about a toy bird? You cantell a computer that a toy
birddoesn't fly. How about bird on which you put 20
kilos? A bird on which you put 20 kilos doesn☂t fly. All
that is obvious for people, but you cannot imagine
the thousands,or even millions, of rules needed to
explain to a computerin which condition a bird can
fly." Socommonsenseis verydifficult to model.
| believe that expert systemsare useful in medicine,
in financial investment, in any application that
requires a lot of knowledge but not much under-
standingofit.
Another approach to using computersthat is now
emergingis to try and have the computer carry out
the chores that have been performed up to now by
people, but leave matters ofinitiative to people. A
good example of this approachis VisiCalc. When
you develop a budget, you allocate moneyto various
activities, to salaries, to investment, and so on, and
then you have to add a percentageforinflation and
taxes. Then you usually want to changeit. All this
amountsto a lot of work andinvolvesa lot of calcula-
tion. VisiCalc saves you having to doall this work and
calculation with a pencil and eraser. It is effectively
an automated pencil and eraserplus a hand calcula-
tor, and it works very well. It can be used to handle
any calculation or manipulation involving figures,
and is particularly useful where one is working on
relationships between figures. VisiCalc has been
imitated by so many manufacturers and software
housesthat you can now find thatsort of software on
almost any minicomputer or microcomputer.

This approach doesnot try to modelthe mind atall. It
is not pretentious. It is simply helping people to do
quickly what otherwise they would have to spend a
long time doing manually. So perhapsthatis what we
need instead of ♥ or maybenotinstead of, but in
addition to ♥ expert systems. Most people do not
handle very many facts ♥ they spend their time
handling quite ordinary chores.
So, myfirst curse, the problem of the humaninter-
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face, is amajor handicapthat we will have to face up
to during the next 10 or 15 years.

The next curse is data communications. Today we
are told by specialists, software houses, and
suppliers that there is no problem any more with
data communication. You can have anything you
like ♥ you can have leased circuits, telephone
circuits, packet networks, sateilites, cables, or
whatever. What you have to remember, however,is
that when you want to access a computer you
usually have to use the telephone system.

Every industrialised country has a telephone sys-
tem, and most of these systems are 50 to 80 years
old. Attempts are made to upgrade these systems,
new exchangesareinstalled, and so on, but mostly
you have to use very old electromechanical ex-
changesthat do not workvery well. That creates a
lot of non-trivial difficulties. | will give some ex-
amples which | experience almost every day.

Suppose youdial a number on a data network. Typi-
cally what you would get is the busy signal, or it
would ring and ring with no answer. Or you might get
a recording that says, ☁☁The numberyoudialled has
been disconnected. Please check the phonedirec-
tory.☝☂ Of courseit is not true that the number has
been disconnected. Either the system has got mixed
up,or perhapsit is designed to tell people they have
dialled the wrong numberwhenthe system gets con-
gested, so that by the time they have checked the
number the system hashadtime to recover.

Sometimes when you dial, instead of getting the
normal welcome banner onyourterminal, yougetall
kinds of garbage, because somehow a spurious
character has got on to the line and the computer
thinks that you are a different kind of terminal. Or
perhapsyou get your connection but thenas soonas
yougetit you are disconnected and you havetotry
again.
According to published data network characteris-
tics, opening a connection takes 200 millisecondsat
the most. In practice, as a result of various occur-
rences suchasoutlined above,it actually takes any-
thing from 2 to 5 minutes. Having got a connection,
you have available to you 30-character-per-second
transmission which is being gradually upgraded ♥
in some places you can now have 1,200 bits per
second transmission.

Of course you can have leased accessto the trans-
missionfacility, but that is only for people who want
to make connections from within their company.If
you wantto usethefacility from you home, or to use
it only occasionally, you cannot afford to have a
leased connectionto the data network.
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Suppose that you have the connection andit isworking. You might believe thatthe trouble is over.Butit is not. Suppose youare in France and you wantto receive mail over the data network from Switzer-land, or from Germany, or from the UK. Becausethere is no reverse charging mechanism, you areprevented from getting that mail. International callsin data networks have to be placed by people whohave a subscription.In order to have a subscription,you have to write to the PTT, whowill then give youan account numberand a password. However, theywill not give you a numberand passwordif you arenot a residentin that country, which meansthat youcancall internationally only from your own country.Message systems would beof great valueto travel-
lers, exceptthatif you travel out of your own countryyoujust cannot use message systems.This problem
is basically one of bureaucracy. You can place
collect telephone calls internationally. That has
been sorted out for a numberof years. Butit is not
sorted out yet for data communication,andit may
take anotherfive or ten yearsto sortit out.

Suppose you wantto log-in to a system. You couldwell get ☁LLOGOIGNIN☂ as a result of your charac-ters being echoed.If you always had just one echothat would be no problem, butin fact you sometimesget no echo and sometimes two echoes ♥ one echofrom the local teleconcentrator and another echo fromthe host. Whenyou have two echoesyou haveto finda wayto turn off one echo.Of course, thisis feasible♥ the problemis in knowing whenyouneedto doit.
Finally, assume you have succeededin having onlyOne echo. The system says ☁☁Password☂☂. | cannotuse ☁echo☂ as a password because,if you askfor theecho,that is precisely what you get. The data net-work does not understandthat you aretyping in apassword ♥ it ignores the semantics of the conver-sation you are having with the computer. Soif you donot want your password to be shown, you have toturn the echo backoff again, on again, and so on.Then all of a sudden you get a message,☁☁Please login,☝ which means ☁☁You☂ve been disconnected☝☂.
Or you may get the message☁☁address not found☂☂.Typically every week or every two weeks when| dial
a computerin the United States through Transpac,Tymnet, or Telenet, | get that message.| know per-
fectly well that the address exists. This is a typical
ploy in computing systems ♥ whenthey getintotrouble they send backsilly diagnostic messages.We tend to believe those messages. We should
never believe a diagnostic message. They make no
sense,other than totell us that the system does not
work.
We cannot expect any improvementinthedifficul-
ties with communications. New software is always
being installed, but in fact software that has been
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upgraded is usually worse than the old software,
becauseit has new bugs.| think there is no possibi-
lity of improvementoverthe next 10 years because
we will have more and more data networks, more
and more customers attached to them, and more
and more proceduresavailable, which means more
new software. These systems will become stable
only when they become obsolete, 10 or 15 years
from now.

My next point about the data communications curse
concerns the term ☁public data network☂. | do not
know where the word ☁public☂ comesin, because|
have never seen a public data terminal anywhere. It
would be quite easyto install a public terminal and
very useful in many places. For example, when you
checkoutof a big hotel, you often have to queue up
for 20 minutes. | would muchprefer to learn how to
use a terminal so that, instead of queueing up, |
could check out through a terminal. Perhaps | would
have to put a credit card or passportinto it, but |
would acceptthat. To me, avoiding having to queue
up for 20 minutes would make it worth learning to
use a terminal.

| think this situation will worsen in the future. The
salaries of people suchashotel receptionists are
increasing, and so organisations employ fewer and
fewer such people. Also,the people are getting more
and more stupid. As a result, the customer has to
wait longer and longer. Ten or 15 years ago, when
you went to a Hertz or Avis rent-a-car desk then
immediately several girls would appear, all smiling
and saying, ☁☁What would youlike, sir?☂☂ Now you find
one harassed girl who says, ☁☁Please wait☂, and you
have to wait 15 minutes or half an hour to get a car.

So | should like to see public terminals available for
simple tasks like renting a car, checking out of a
hotel, booking

a

flight, and receiving messages.

The third curse is technical assistance. Whenever
we use systemsthat are not simple, we need help.
Eventhe telephone systemis not always thattrivial
touse. If you want to make a special telephonecall to
somewhere out of the country, then you can use
apublic booth on the street. The telephone system is
public in the sense that you can find public terminals
almost anywhere ♥ perhapsnotin the woods,but
certainly in the street, in restaurants,in hotels, and
in airports. So the telephone system is public, andit
provides a single number that you can dial to get
help.

Have you ever tried to get assistance on a public
data network? One way you cantry to get assistance
is to type ☁☁Help☂☂. The chances are that the system
will reply, ☜Help not found, please try again,☂ or
☜Address not found,☂☂ or some other kind of non-
sense. If you know the phone number and itis during
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business hours, between 9 a.m. on Monday and 5
p.m. on Friday, then perhaps you could get assist-
ance. But if you are using a numberof data networks
for international calls, and youtell them that you are
having problems,they will say such things as ☜☁We
talked to Telenet, but they do nothing.☝ If you ask
someone from Telenet, he says, ☁☁Well, that☂s
Transpac of course. We know that.☝☂ If you talk to
Transpac, they say, ☜☁It☂s Tymnet,☝ or ☁It☂s
Datapac.☝☂ It is always the other network☂s fault, and
the result is you get no help.
This is not new. It has always beenthe casewith the
telephone system. International networks are not
supervised, they are just pieced together. There
never has beenanyinternational help. The system
has relied on the fact that the telephone is suffi-
ciently simple that if you get a bad connection you
can try again and perhaps get a good one. If you
really cannot get a good connection, you call an
operator andsay, ☜☁Listen. Can you hear that? Give
me a better connection.☝ In a sense the system
sorts itself out, because it is obvious enough for
people to understand whyit does not work. Butin
data networksit is very difficult technically to find
out whatis not working. In data networks,faults can
be very hard to track down. The systemsare not built
inorderto help in tracking downfaults. They are built
with boundaries around them like separate coun-
tries. Each networkis well guarded and supervised
internally, but there is nobody in chargeof the whole
thing. This will continue to be the casefor the next 10
or 15 years, because that is the way the world is
organised. Each country has an authority ♥ a com-
moncarrier, a PTT, or whatever ♥ whichis more or
less a monopoly in some wayrelated to the govern-
mentof the country. There is currently no future for
an international body in charge of data communica-
tions. So we will have to continuetolive in the kind of
world in which no technical assistanceis provided.

This leads one to imagine a new kind of business.In
the world oftravelling, if you want to go on vacation
in some place whereit is nice and sunny, but you
know nobody there and you do not know anything
about the hotels orthe prices, then you go to see a
travel agent whowill talk to the variousairlines, the
hotels, andso on, and makethe necessary arrange-
ments to give you what you want. To give another
example, if you want to send potatoesto the Russ-
ians, but you do not know Russian and you know
nobody in Russia, again you will use an agent to
handle the transportation, including making arrange-
ments with customs, the railways, and so on.

What we needin the data communications worldis a
similar kind of agent. We need an organisation with a
number of characteristics. First, it would have
offices in many countries, whetherthe localoffices
are wholly owned subsidiariesoraffiliates. Second,
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they would be expertsin tariffs. Tariffs are a com-
plete maze. They are describedin very thick books,
and nobody can understand them. However,it is
possible to usetariffs to your advantage, as long as
you know whatyou are doing. So the agentwill help
customersin properlyusingtariffs.

Third, such agents could offer packaged services.
They would buy communications from various com-
mon carriers and PTTs, perhaps also buying the
computing time that is needed to convertfiles or
produce documents, and provide whatever isrequired as a complete package. Such an agent
would send youonebill in your own currency,so thatyou donot havethe problem ofhaving to handlebillsfrom manyplacesandin different currencies.
Fourth, they could alsotry to aggregatetraffic. Many
communications systems offer discountratesif youtransport more than certain volumes of traffic.These discounts can be quite substantial, in somecases up to 60 per cent. These agents could perhapsbuy wholesale andthensell so that they maketheirrevenues on these discounts, rather than charging
customersdirectly for the service.
| think that this kind of business could be extremelyuseful in the data communications world, but it hasyet to be created.
Myfourth curseis standards. Standardsare,like theflag and motherhood, something everyonehasto bein favour of. They are something with which nobodycan disagree, exceptthat in practice they are diffi-cult to achieve. Standards tend to changeovertime,they evolve with technology,and they are defined by
various countries and PTTs.
Wetend to forget that even at the mostbasic levelofdata communication we do not have all the stan-dards we need. If you try to call a computer in theUnited States from your own acoustic coupler ter-minal in Europe, it will not work, because the Bellstandardsin the United States and Canadaaredif-ferent from the CCITT standards. They do not use thesame frequencies for modems.Yetthis is a situationthat | think could be avoided. Anyone who lookscarefully at a present-day terminal will find a lot ofvery tiny switches, perhaps hidden behind a smallplate. These switchesprovidethe terminal with a lotof options. For example, the terminal can work at300, 600,or 1,200 bits per second, it can work halfduplex orfull duplex, it can provide carriage returnplus line feed, and so on. The terminal manufac-turers have knownfor yearsthat the environmentin
whichthe terminalwill be used is extremelydiverse,
so they have anticipated that situation and putin
such option switches. However, nobodyhasputin
the Bell/CCITT switch yet. All that is required is one
more switch, to enable the terminalto use different
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frequencies. | am not sure whythis has not beendone. Perhapsthere has been someopposition fromthe PTTs, or perhaps nobodyreally wantstraffic todevelopoverthe Atlantic. But clearly suchan optionis technically feasible. Modems in a way are an easytarget for standards. Modems are somethingthateverybody can understand ♥ either they work to-getheror they do not.
In the area of higher-level standards, perhaps theonly standard that is well accepted throughout theworld, and that works almost everywhere,is V.24.This standard provides a way to hook two machinestogether. | believe that one reason whythis standardhas been accepted andis used almost everywhereis that it does almostnothing. It is simply a meansofplugging wires together.

Now wehavehigherlevel protocols such as X.25,which is much more complex than V.24. We nowhave X.25 versions1, 2, and 3, and revised versions1, 2, and 3. Every three of four years X.25is revised,with new options. You might believe that finally wewill get a version that applies everywhere.This is notso. X.25 is rather like an expensive restaurant menu.If you go to the Tour d☂Argent restaurant in Paris, youfind a long menu,but nobody is supposedto take thewhole list. Now we have Transpac X.25, DatapacX.25, an IBM X.25, and every oneis different.Perhapsthe different versions could be made com-patible. They have options and there are ways oftuning them. But typically to make twoversions ofX.25 worktogether requires several months of workfor people to understand one another, to decidewhatoptionsto use,to plantests, and thento findtheend productthat works.
So,at the moment, we have new standards,but theyare so rich, they have so manyoptions,that they arestandardsonly in name.
In the past we tended to use the word☁standards☂ todescribe the means of getting things to worktogether. Now the word means nothing more thanthat the ☁standard☂ has a rubber stamp froma stan-dards organisation ♥ it is not a means of gettingdifferent pieces of equipmentto work together.
Even though wecancriticise the state of the art ofstandardisation in data communication,it is still aparadise comparedwith the computing world. Sup-pose you take a number of manuals from differentmanufacturers and look up the command languages♥ the basic languagesthat users are offered oncethey havefinally succeededin loggingin.
In orderto delete a file you will find words such asdelete, kill, cancel, remove, yank, erase, flush. Allthe manufacturers use different words. You mightdecide that you can acceptthat, on the basisthatit is
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like learning different foreign languages. The prob-
lem is that when two manufacturers use the same
word it does not mean the samething. For example,
ifyou type ☁☁delete☝☂ in orderto delete a file, you may
find that it deletes your process and logs you out.
This makes the languages impossible to learn,
because as soon as you moveto a different system
you not only have to forget what you knew but you
also have to control your instinct.
Inorderto print outa file, a range of words are used,
such aslist, print, type, display, show, read, write. |
even discoveredin the very same system that to get
information printed out on a typewriter, the com-
mand ☁read☂ was usedin one context while the com-
mand☁write☂ was used in another. Technicians use
these words depending on their mood. There is
absolutely no standard in such matters.

So the computing world is still a virgin in terms of
standardisation. Attempts have been madefor the
past three years within ISO to devise a standard to
support a general approachto building systems,but
the point has not yet been reached of defining stan-
dards for user interfaces. Current workis aimed at
trying to standardise concepts, not the way the con-
cepts are madevisible to the users.

Thefifth curse,or obstacle, is reliability. If you take a
subwaytrain, or place a telephone call, or use a
washing machine, you expect them to work. Butif
you use a computer you feel pretty lucky whenit
works, because often it does not. It is reasonably
accepted everywhere that computers cannot be
relied on to work.
We have knownfor 15 years how to build systems
that are reliable. Real-time systems are reliable ♥
they are built to be reliable. Such systems have
duplicate databases, with duplicate access to the
databases from duplicate hosts, duplicate access
from the hosts toa communications system, and the
terminals have duplicate access to the communi-
cations system. That is whatreliable systemsare,
and they are probably available 99.98 per centof the
time.

Mostof the systemsthat are available today through
communications systems, however, have a single
host, a singlefile system,a single accessto a single
network, witha single access to eachterminal. If any
of these elements goes down,the service is not
available.

If you talk to the person whois running the network,
he will say that the network's up time is over 99 per
cent. If you talk to the person running the system, he
will say that the system☂s up time is over 98 per cent.
But the whole thing put together achieves no better
than 80 per centreliability. Attimes, the system may
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technically be working, but it is also congested. You
may get a message saying, ☁☁All ports are busy.
Pleasetry later.☂☂ This meansthere is no service. Or
you find that when youtry to dial the network you
cannot. You may get a message such as, ☁☁Our
offices are closed. Please call on Monday morning☂.
This meansthereis no service.
So we cannot consider these systems reliable. They
are totally unacceptablefor ordinary life. They work
much below accepted standards.
It is not that we do not know how to makereliable
systems, it is just that we do not do it. Whether we
should put the blame on to manufacturers, on to
communications carriers, or on to users | am not
sure. Society as a whole seemsto accept that com-
puters should not be reliable. Perhaps we do not
want computers to be reliable. Perhaps we would
feel threatened if they were too reliable, too safe,
and too correct. Perhaps there is resistance to pay
the price necessary to achievereliability.

The sixth curse is regulations. This again is a
frequenttargetfor criticism. Anything that involves
communications services is more or less controlled
by state regulations, whether they are enforced
through a state monopoly or a judicial body.

Weshould not be upset about regulations in the
sense that they are simply another constraint on
business. We are constrained by regulations, by
standards, by laws, by the unions and, by financial
restraints. Businesses are constrainedin all sorts of
ways and regulations are just another constraint.

There are however some important differencesin
what is meantby ☁regulations☂. For example,in the
United States, regulations are rules, made by a
federal body called the Federal Communication
Commission, that apply to the carriers. So the
companiesthat offer communications systems are
regulated by the federal government. They cannot
introduce whatever service they like at any price
they like. They have to submit an application to
supply a well-defined service ata well-defined price.
In Europe, regulations are rules made by the PTTs
that apply to citizens. These regulations have noth-
ing to do with the regulations found in the US.In any
European country,the regulations that apply to data
communications,or to any kind of communications,
usually amountto the factthat citizens are forbidden
to do almost anything, while the PTTs can do what
theylike, with no responsibility and no liability of any
sort.
It is a little worrying, in the sensethat the industrial
world has tendedto harmoniseitself over the years,
that in the area of data communications regulations
these two worlds aretotally incompatible and have a
totally different philosophy.
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In Europe we havebeentrainedtolive with the regu-
lations made bythe various state authorities, but atthe momentwearein a situation where nothingis
clear. Typically the mail system,the telephone sys-
tem, telex, telegrams, and so on, wereall a state
monopoly. Then came data communications and for
a time it was not too clear what was allowed andwhat wasnot. For example, it took some yearsforthe PTTs to decide whether they would allow a ser-vice bureau to share leased circuits betweenseveral customers. Theyfinally agreed that it was
acceptable as long as a surcharge waspaid.
Now weareevolving rapidly into a world where wehave all kinds of new services such as videotex,electronic mail, digital voice, and so on. The boun-dary between such services and computing ser-vices is fading away. So the questionis, if there is tobe a monopoly, whatservices should it cover.
Every country at the momentis worrying aboutthisissue. Many countries are saying that the monopolywill be limited to someservices,and that for the restof the services there will be no monopoly. But| findthat difficult to believe. In the UK, at the time whenthere wasstilla state monopoly,the Post Office (nowknownas British Telecom) embarked on building aset of big computing systemsintended for a videotexservice called Prestel. The Post Office originallythought they would have de facto monopolyin thisarea because they were able to invest so muchmoney so quickly that no other organisation wouldbe able to compete. But then they were demonopo-lised and a numberof people complained aboutthePrestel situation. So now British Telecom ischanging its mind and saying that it will still offervideotex services but it will no longer preventanyoneelse from doing so, anditis willing to switchcalls to a private videotex host. In Germany andFrance the situationis

a

little different.
So every country nowistrying to find a way to decideabout monopolising or regulating these new ser-vices. What is worryingis that this will take a longtime, becauseit is not a technicalissue. Itis a matterof people talking to one another,trying to decidethrough commissions and committees what theyshould do. Typically that sort of processtakesyears.
Once agreement has been reached in every sep-arate country, it will be discovered that each countryhas taken so many steps that are different fromthose taken in the other countries that the wholebusinesswill have to be harmonised at a European
level, which will take another five or ten years.
The real problem for these new servicesis that there
is such a lack of long-term stability in terms of regu-
lations that it is very difficult for investors to put
moneyinto developmentof the services. Investors
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are afraid that their moneywill be lost as a result ofthe suppliers not being allowed to developtheir busi-ness the way they would like or to offer the servicesthat from a commercialpointofviewitis rational tooffer. For example, it would be rational for a servicebureauthat already offers message systems to up-grade into voice message systems.Butit is currentlyimpossible to see whether voice message systemswill be treated as being different from telephonyornot. So there are somenasty problemsandit is diffi-cult to make decisions. In Europe a lot of companiesare therefore just staying wheretheyare, waiting tosee whatthe PTT is going to do, and what business, ifany, may beleft for them to take advantageof.
The final curse is employment. Anyone who hasleafed through sociological magazines will haveseen charts predicting the changes in employmentover the next 10, 15, or 20 years. Most predictionsshowthat the personnelassigned to production willconstantly decrease as a percentage of the work-force, becausetherewill be increased automation infactories. The number of secretaries will perhapsslightly increase, because automation will createnew businesses and so there will be moreofficesand more people workingin offices. The proportionof people assigned to managementwill not changevery much, because managers canincrease theireffectiveness and scope by using new tools and,anyway, there is a limit in any company to thenumberof managersthere can bewithout creatingpromotiondifficulties. There will, however, be moremarketing and sales people, becauseit is generallybelieved that business will expand worldwide.
Myfirst point about such predictionsis that they areonly concerned with people who are employed ♥the total always adds upto 100 per cent. The unem-ployed never show upin the figures and so thefigures have absolutely no social meaning. Perhapsthey have somefinancial meaning, but they cer-
tainly mean nothing in terms of people and activities.
Weshould be worried aboutthis situation, becausethe office is the last ghetto in which we have beenable to continue beinginefficient successfully. Thepeople on farms wereshifted out to factories whenweintroduced machinery on the land. When weautomatedfactories, we shifted people into offices.Nowweare introducing office automation. Somepeople, like the previous speaker, claim that office
automation has been used for 20 years, but therereally are new developments taking place now as a
result of there being so many vendors and so manytechnological pressuresto puttoolsinto offices. We
should be wondering where weare goingtoshift the
office workers to. There is no place for them to go.
Should they go backto the farms,or should they beturned into guides who show crowds around theOffice of the future? | do not know the answer,but we
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will have to find some wayof using these people.

If you go to an exhibition on office systems you can
see examples of the futuristic 21st century office
workstation, with a display, a microphone, a magic
tablet, a mouse, a keyboard, all integratedinto it and
all interconnected via local networksto other office
workstations. | do not wish to suggest that such sys-
temswill not work, | am sure they will. And | really
believe that they are useful. What | question is
whetherthese kinds of system are really adapted to
ordinary people in ordinaryoffices today.

In today☂s☁office, we find a complex of manyactivi-
ties: coffee, telex, meetings, social conversations,
and so on. It is notatall like the factory environment
where people work on productionlines. If you visit a
car factory, itis hell. | do not understand how people
canliveinit. Butif you visit an officeit is very friendly
and warm. People chat for hours because they have
nothing else to do. They can have a party in the
office, which is much more convenient than havingit
at home. There is a boss somewhere,but he is so
afraid of talking to the employeesthat he stays in his
office. | do not think that office workers will accept a
drastic changein their life, becausetheir life is very
pleasant.| think the office is something that will be
extremely hard to change.

Inaway, technology could be used asthe excusefor
changingthe office. It could be the excuse for man-
agement to say, ☁☁Modern technology means we
must change.☝ Of course most people would agree
with that, but then they would ask, ☁☁What should we
do about modern technology, if it is not adapted to
us?☝ So technology will probably be the excusefor
both sides to argue about what should be done.
Technologywill cause delay.

Whenwetry to plot employment overthe next 10 to
15 years, we should expecta slight increase in popu-
lation. Most countries, especially if they are reason-
ably industrialised, have a population that increases
slightly. We can certainly expect the proportion of
production people to diminish, as predicted. And we
can realistically expect the proportion of marketing
and sales people to increase. But | wonderif we
really can expect the proportion of secretaries to
increase. What feelis thatit will be as difficult to get
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a good secretary 10 years from nowasit is to get
domestic help. If youlive in Africa,it is quite easy to
get domestic help ♥ you can even have a whole
family to help inyour house, anditis cheap. Butif you
try to get help in France, in Germany,or in the UK,
first, you cannotfind it, and secondly, if you dofindit,
it is very expensive. In such countries nobody wants
to help in the home any more, nobody wants to be a
servant any more ♥ people prefer to be unem-
ployed.In the future | think that many of the women
who might be secretaries will prefer to be unem-
ployed. The only way to overcomethis problem is to
do as we do at hometoday. We havetools to clean
the ceilings and the floors, to wash the dishes, and
$0 on, because nobodyelsewill doit. In the same
way, people will have to become their own secre-
taries, supported by newtools.

So my guessis that the chart predicting employment
for office workers will not evenbefilled up. The sec-
retary part of the percentage will decrease because
nobodywill be able or willing to do the job. The differ-
encewill be made up by unemployed people. So un-
employment amongoffice workerswill increase for
two reasons. First, you cannot turn production
workers and factory workers into office workers
quickly, especially if you have introduced tech-
nology into the office. They may need so muchre-
training that they will just give up completely.
Second, secretaries and office clerks will give up
too. We may have somethinglike 20 per cent unem-
ployment, but perhaps a goodhalfofit will be volun-
tary unemployment.People will refuse to take jobs
that are available.

No society in the past haslived for a long time with
such ahigh rate of unemployment. Perhapsit is feas-
ible in financial terms, but there is real trouble in
cultural terms. We have beentrained to think that
working is good and not workingis bad, that being
unemployedis shameful. Suchattitudesaredifficult
to change. We may change them over40 years, but
certainly not over the next 10 years.

So we should expecta lot of trouble in social matters
as a result of our inability to retrain people or change
our cultural values quickly enough to keep up with
technology.
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CONFERENCE CONCLUSION

David Butler, Butler Cox & Partners Limited

| believe that this conference hasreally been tryingto tackle a very important problem using a provenmethodology. The proven methodologyis to identifyone☂s problems, to find a frame of reference forthose problems, thento look for tools to provide asolution, and finally to look for solutions. Edward deBono stressed early in the conference the impor-tance of the frameof reference, the importanceofthe wayin which onelooksat the problem, and| sup-pose that we have beenstruggling for someinsighton the scaleof Galileo, Newton, Einstein, or GenghisKhan.
If we look at the problems which have surfacedduring the conference, and some which we havereferred to only en passant, we certainly have theproblem of finite resources ♥ a fixed amount ofmoney, of labour, of equipment. We have hintedfrom time to time that perhaps we simply have toomanypeople,althoughradicalsolutions to that prob-lem are frequently in our minds.
Wecertainly also have the problem of technologyabsorption;in other words how fast wecantake thetechnology which is coming out of the laboratoriesand putit into a useful application. We have prob-lems of economic imbalance, one being thenorth/south imbalance which we have discussedquite

a

lot in this conference. But we also have im-balances within our own society ♥ the compara-tively wealthy worker and the comparativelypoverty-stricken non-worker.
Wehave political schisms, again on a globalscale,east versus west, and also within our ownsocietieson the bases of class, sex, age and race. Those aresomefairly daunting problems which we haveiden-tified.
So far as the tools to solve them are concerned, wehave certainly talked a great deal aboutinformationtechnology, and | have no doubtthatit has a role toplay. | made a note of someof the other techniquesthat we discussed: genetic engineering: molecularbiology,linked in some ways with information tech-nology; nuclear engineering was discussed:| thinkwetouched on ocean engineering, and if wedid notweshould have done.| should add that these toolsare in no special order.
This particular conference made me wonder whatwould be the Butler Cox Po Foundation. You re-
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memberthat Edward de Bonosaid that the Po aero-plane lands upside down and the Po motor car hasSquare wheels. | am wondering, looking at theFoundation and the wishes ofits members, whatwould the Po Foundation looklike.
Apart from the fact that the annual subscriptionwould bezero, which| will pass over very quickly,what wouldit belike? | wondered whether it would betrying to build more links between the differentsciences and technologies we have heard about.Ifyou look at them, theyall have a part to play. All theproblems are connected in some way, yet with thepossible tools which wearetrying to bring to bear onthem wefollow our ownblinkered line. Presumablypeople from other disciplines are doing the same.|wonder whether in some ways we Ought to thinkabouttrying to broadenourvision on such matters.Maybe onedaywe should be daring enough to havea conference to which we would invite speakersfrom all these different disciplinesto tell us how theysee their science or technology creating the possi-bility of solutions to some of the problems.
If we did hold a conferencelike that, we would haveto get everybody to agree in advanceto expect fromit something rather different from our normal con-ferences. In terms of what you, the members,usually get from our conferences, it might turn out tobe a total disaster andit wouldbea risky thing to do.But maybeit is something we oughtto consider.
We now haveaninternational advisory board ofmembersin existence, sothatif you have any ideasabout what the Po Foundation would look like, youhave amechanism for voicing them andwe would bedelighted to hear from you. :

| should like to thankall our speakers who have comethis weekandpresented us with very stimulating andrewarding presentations. | should like to thank thetranslation team who| think have done an excellentjob. Sometimes when speakersare carried away byenthusiasmit is not the easiest thing in the world forthe translators to keep up. Weall understandthat,and | think they have done a greatjob for us.
| should like to thank you, the delegates,for attend-ing this conference. | hope that you have benefitedfrom it and enjoyedit. | hope that you will have a safejourney backto your homes. Thank you very much.
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